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Preface 

Unconventional hydrocarbon production has drawn more attention than ever 
recorded in history. The reason is simply the promise of a vast amount of reserve, 
the potential for cleaner fuels, and advances in technology, which now enable 
drilling and extraction of hydrocarbons under challenging conditions. Evolution 
in technologies has also made it possible to exploit unconventional formations 
more efficiently and economically. Generally, unconventional extraction of oil and 
gas can only be achieved if the formation is adequately stimulated to encourage 
outward flow of hydrocarbon fluids. This is necessary because of the formation 
rock’s ultra-low permeability and porosity as well as other uncharacteristic rock 
and reservoir fluid properties. Sundry methods have been successfully applied in 
stimulating unconventional reservoirs. Hydraulic fracturing still remains one of the 
major ways of accomplishing this; the principles adopted in this method, which is 
very much reflected in most of the other stimulation approaches, is fundamentally 
the introduction of fluids with special properties into reservoirs. Fluids are injected 
under different states—e.g., high or low pressure, high or low velocity (injection 
rate), high or normal temperature, and acidic or non-acidic. 

An additional way to enhance reservoir productivity is through the drilling of direc-
tional wells. Directional (i.e., inclined and horizontal wells) are considered better 
than vertical wells in terms of several aspects of reservoir performance. In com-
parison to vertical wells, the productivity of a reservoir is greatly improved where 
hydraulic fracturing or other stimulation approaches based on the same concept are 
implemented through directional wells. 

This book sheds light on selected themes that are crucial to the stimulation of 
unconventional hydrocarbon reservoirs. These are treated under seven areas: 

• reservoir simulation strategies;

• fracturing fluids and fluid systems;

• diffusion and mixing of fracturing and hydrocarbon fluids;

• assessment of reservoir performance and fracture characterization;

• integrating surface drilling data in stimulation designs;

• estimating brittleness and hydrocarbon content: correlating brittleness and
fracture density and detecting the existence and quantity of hydrocarbons; and

• health and safety.

The introductory chapter, “Developments in the Exploitation of Unconventional 
Hydrocarbon Reservoirs,” is a conspectus of key aspects of unconventional hydro-
carbon production, and up-to-date developments and challenges based on the 



 
 

 

 
 

  

  
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 
  

 

above-named thematic areas. The following are covered: different types of reservoir 
stimulation approaches; fracturing and reservoir fluids/fluid systems; drivers of 
fluid behavior with respect to their multiphasic and multicomponent mixing and 
transport; well test analysis; and environmental impact and health and safety. 

Chapter 2, “CO2 Foam as an Improved Fracturing Fluid System for Unconventional 
Reservoirs,” describes the characteristics and applications of CO2 foam-based frac-
turing fluids. Foam-based fluids have a number of advantages over other types of 
fracturing fluids. Among other benefits, CO2 foam fracturing fluids are suitable for 
water-sensitive formations, facilitate water flowback/recovery, reduce the quantity 
of produced water, and improve proppant placement and distribution. The rheol-
ogy of CO2 foam is explained, supported by corresponding models and physical 
experimental studies that describe the foam fluid behavior. 

Chapter 3, “Thermodynamics of Thermal Diffusion Factors in Hydrocarbon 
Mixtures,” presents a thermodynamic model of thermal diffusion factors for 
hydrocarbon mixtures, which relies on the linear transport of intermolecular forces 
while considering the effects of energy and molecular mass and size. In further-
ance, this model is used to examine the behavior of binary hydrocarbon fluid 
mixtures. 

Chapter 4, “Well Test Analysis for Hydraulically Fractured Wells,” illustrates how 
the Tiab’s direct synthesis (TDS) technique (a well test analysis method) is applied 
in interpreting pressure tests and assessing the performance of hydraulically 
fractured reservoirs and their associated wells. The TDS technique can be used for 
fracture characterization and provides reliable estimates of fracture parameters, for 
instance, fracture conductivity and half-length. 

Chapter 5, “Surface Drilling Data for Constrained Hydraulic Fracturing and Fast 
Reservoir Simulation of Unconventional Wells,” presents a workflow demonstrat-
ing the use of surface drilling data in constructing reservoir models. These models 
are applied in designing hydraulic fracturing operations and for unconventional 
reservoir simulation. The main surface drilling data considered are rate of penetra-
tion (rop), torque (t) and weight-on-bit (WOB). 

Chapter 6, “Elastic-based Brittleness Estimation from Seismic Inversion,” 
introduces procedures for determining rock brittleness, fracture density, and 
hydrocarbon bearing in fractured reservoirs. In the first approach, brittleness is 
indicated by the parameter brittleness average (BA). BA can be used to identify 
zones of high fracture density, also referred to as the brittle area. It is calculated 
from elastic properties—Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus—which are in turn 
derived from seismic data through seismic inversion. Poisson’s ratio is determined 
from P-wave (VP) and S-wave (VS) velocities, while Young’s modulus is expressed 
in terms of bulk modulus and Poisson’s ratio. In the second approach, rock brittle-
ness, fracture density, and the nature of the formation lithology is indicated by the 
parameter scaled inverse quality factor of P-wave (SQp). A related parameter, scaled 
inverse quality factor of S-wave (SQs), is used as an indicator of the presence of 
hydrocarbons. 

Chapter 7, “Human Health Risks of Unconventional Oil and Gas Development using 
Hydraulic Fracturing,” looks at the potential human exposures to emissions (and 
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attendant health and safety risks) as a result of hydraulic fracturing operations in 
unconventional oil and gas reservoirs. This is viewed from the perspective of both 
occupational and public health and safety. 

Kenneth Imo-Imo Israel Eshiet PhD, CEng, MICE, FHEA 
Sustainable Energy Environmental and Educational Development (SEEED) Ltd, 

Sugarland, Texas, USA 
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: 
Developments in the Exploitation
of Unconventional Hydrocarbon
Reservoirs
Kenneth Imo-Imo Eshiet

1. Introduction

Hydrocarbon reservoirs contain fossil fuels and constitute a major proportion
of sources of energy worldwide. In the past, extraction of oil and gas was mainly
restricted to conventional reservoirs which underlie a sealing caprock or rock
formation with lower permeability and consist of rock and fluid with characteristics
that readily allow the flow of oil and gas into wellbores. These reservoirs are eas-
ily assessed and contain sufficient pressure such that the external and additional 
drive necessary to push the hydrocarbon fluids to the surface are not exigent. 
Conventional reservoirs are recognised by their structural layout, stratification and 
rock and fluid properties. Typically, they comprise three major parts: a cap rock, 
a source rock and a reservoir rock. The cap rock is the impermeable rock layer that
seals the boundaries of the top and sides and entraps the hydrocarbons within the
reservoir. Hydrocarbons are formed in the source rock (normally limestones or
shales) which contains kerogen, an insoluble and solid organic matter. The reservoir
rock is the permeable and porous layer containing hydrocarbon fluids generated 
in the source rock. Over a protracted period, oil and gas formed in source rocks
migrate to reservoir rocks, a process that is essential for the existence and validity of
reservoir rocks.

With the advent in advanced technology and increasing need for more and 
cleaner energy, oil and gas production has been extended to unconventional 
reservoirs. Generally, unconventional reservoirs are difficult to produce. They are
mainly composed of very tight source rocks containing hydrocarbons that have
not migrated to reservoir rocks. These ultra-tight source rocks are termed uncon-
ventional reservoirs. Fundamentally, unconventional and conventional reservoirs
are differentiated based on the migration of hydrocarbons from source rocks. 
Conventional reservoirs are rock formations that are recipient of hydrocarbons
from source rocks, while unconventional reservoirs are source rocks containing 
hydrocarbons that cannot be naturally released to reservoir rocks. Nonetheless, the
term unconventional reservoirs broadly cover reservoir rocks which are problematic
to produce, for instance, tight reservoir rocks (tight sandstones, tight limestone, 
etc.) and heavy oil reservoir rocks.

Artificial lift is a standard method of instigating flow from the reservoir through
the wellbore. This technique decreases the bottomhole pressure (BHP) while
increasing the pressure in the reservoir, thereby raising the rate of well produc-
tion. It is inevitably required at a certain time during the life of an oil/gas field due
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Conventional reservoirs are recognised by their structural layout, stratification and 
rock and fluid properties. Typically, they comprise three major parts: a cap rock, 
a source rock and a reservoir rock. The cap rock is the impermeable rock layer that 
seals the boundaries of the top and sides and entraps the hydrocarbons within the 
reservoir. Hydrocarbons are formed in the source rock (normally limestones or 
shales) which contains kerogen, an insoluble and solid organic matter. The reservoir 
rock is the permeable and porous layer containing hydrocarbon fluids generated 
in the source rock. Over a protracted period, oil and gas formed in source rocks 
migrate to reservoir rocks, a process that is essential for the existence and validity of 
reservoir rocks. 

With the advent in advanced technology and increasing need for more and 
cleaner energy, oil and gas production has been extended to unconventional 
reservoirs. Generally, unconventional reservoirs are difficult to produce. They are 
mainly composed of very tight source rocks containing hydrocarbons that have 
not migrated to reservoir rocks. These ultra-tight source rocks are termed uncon-
ventional reservoirs. Fundamentally, unconventional and conventional reservoirs 
are differentiated based on the migration of hydrocarbons from source rocks. 
Conventional reservoirs are rock formations that are recipient of hydrocarbons 
from source rocks, while unconventional reservoirs are source rocks containing 
hydrocarbons that cannot be naturally released to reservoir rocks. Nonetheless, the 
term unconventional reservoirs broadly cover reservoir rocks which are problematic 
to produce, for instance, tight reservoir rocks (tight sandstones, tight limestone, 
etc.) and heavy oil reservoir rocks. 

Artificial lift is a standard method of instigating flow from the reservoir through 
the wellbore. This technique decreases the bottomhole pressure (BHP) while 
increasing the pressure in the reservoir, thereby raising the rate of well produc-
tion. It is inevitably required at a certain time during the life of an oil/gas field due 
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Themes 

i. Reservoir stimulation strategies 

ii. Fracturing fluids and fluid systems 

iii. Diffusion and mixing of fracturing and hydrocarbon fluids 

iv. Well test analysis 

v. Health, safety and the environment 

Table 1. 
Outline of some fundamental aspects of unconventional oil and gas production. 

to diminishing flow rates or for the removal of liquids to enable gas flow. Often, 
artificial lifts are sufficient for conventional reservoirs as a means of actuating or 
boosting flow; however, when applied in isolation, the same effects are not obtained 
in unconventional reservoirs. A vast amount of hydrocarbons are trapped within 
unconventional reservoirs. These reservoirs possess tremendous economic potential 
which can only be realised if they are properly stimulated. A range of reservoir 
stimulation methods are now available which have rendered unconventional 
reservoirs commercially viable. Some of these methods (e.g. hydraulic fractur-
ing) can be applied to a broad spectrum of reservoirs, whereas others (e.g. some 
forms of acidisation) have limited applications. Since the boom in production from 
unconventional reservoirs, great strides in development have been made, with an 
increasing number of source rocks and depleted reservoir rocks subject to being 
produced. This has also raised concerns in relation to the impact on atmospheric, 
aquatic, land and underground environments; climate change; economic viability; 
technology requirements; health and safety; and sustainability. Ongoing studies are 
geared towards improving the process of exploiting unconventional reservoirs and 
increasing value for money while ensuring minimal levels of pollution and contami-
nation to the environment, as well as risk to humans, and flora and fauna. The scope 
of areas considered in terms of the exploitation of unconventional resources is 
apparently inexhaustible, especially when viewed from a microscopic perspective. 
However, these can be harmonised into a more condensed list of themes. Some key 
aspects regarding the exploration and production of unconventional reservoirs are 
discussed in this chapter. These are encompassed within the subjects of discourse 
itemised in Table 1. 

2. Reservoir stimulation strategies 

Reservoir stimulation is simply described as the induction of formations to 
improve hydrocarbon production. This is can be accomplished by repairing the 
formation damage, especially at the vicinity of the wellbore, and/or changing the 
natural state of the rock or fluids to increase reservoir productivity. The advent in 
oil and gas production from unconventional reserves has given rise to the develop-
ment of several stimulation approaches. This inventory (of methods) has expanded 
over the years, with considerable improvements made to boost the effectiveness and 
efficiency of a sizeable number of them. Some techniques are focused on repairing 
damages that have impaired the conductivity of rocks surrounding the wellbore, 
and some artificially create additional channels to enable easy flow of reservoir 
fluids towards the wellbore, while others alter the properties of reservoir fluids 
to make them less adhesive to host rocks and to encourage nonviscous-like fluid 
flow into wellbores. Numerous stimulation techniques are currently employed in 
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practice. These include hydraulic fracturing, surfactant flooding and treatment, 
water imbibition, acidisation, thermal stimulation and treatment and electrokinet-
ics potential. 

2.1 Hydraulic fracturing 

Hydraulic fracturing is the artificial initiation and proliferation of fractures 
by high-pressured injection of fluid into the rock. The fracturing fluid is pumped 
into the rock at a pressure that surpasses the rock failure stress [1]. The operation is 
aimed at generating new fractures, reopening/expanding and extending the reach 
of existing fractures and increasing their connectivity. The concept of this well 
stimulation technique was foremostly introduced by Hubbert and Willis [2] and 
has since been developed into an effective and widely used method of increasing oil 
and gas reservoir productivity. Hydraulic fracturing has been successfully applied 
in various conventional (for enhanced oil recovery/gas recovery (EOR/EGR)) 
and unconventional reservoirs/source rocks, such as oil shales and tight rocks (i.e. 
tight oil/gas sandstones, limestones, shale, etc.) (e.g. [1, 3, 4]). Various designs of 
hydraulic fracturing operations are currently implemented in practice; an example 
is multicluster-multistage horizontal well fracturing (e.g. [5, 6]). 

2.2 Surfactant treatment/flooding 

Surfactant flooding is a technique used to lower the amount of oil entrap-
ment in the rock matrix. Surfactants are amphiphilic organic chemicals compris-
ing hydrophobic and hydrophilic compounds. When injected into ultra-low 
permeability hydrocarbons rocks, they reduce the oil viscosity, pore capillary 
forces and the interfacial tension between water and oil and decrease oil-wet 
wettability [7–9]. 

2.3 Thermal stimulation/treatment 

Thermal stimulation and treatment are particularly useful for reservoirs with 
high-viscosity fluids and for the release of methane-rich gases from gas hydrates. 
Heavy oil formations contain high-density and high-viscosity fluids, which make 
them even more challenging to produce. Viscosity is heat dependent, having an 
inverse relationship with temperature. This implies that when there is a rise in 
temperature, the heavy reservoir oils become less viscous and, thus, more mobile. 
Thermal stimulation methods for heavy oils include steam flooding, steam-assisted 
gravity drainage (SAGD) and cyclic steam stimulation [10, 11]. Methane-rich gases 
naturally trapped in gas hydrates can be produced by raising the temperature of the 
formation. In practice, steam or hot brine is injected to heat the deposit; however, 
other innovative methods, e.g. microwave heating and electromagnetic heating, 
may be adopted [12]. 

2.4 Acidisation 

This is the injection of acids into a reservoir to dissolve the rock matrix. 
Dissolution of portions of the rock creates wormholes while increasing its perme-
ability and porosity [13]. Acid fracturing and matrix acidisation are the two main 
acidisation methods adopted as stimulation techniques  [14]. The most commonly 
used types of acid are hydrochloric acid (HCL) and hydrofluoric acid (HF). These 
are often not applied singly; rather they are combined together or with other types 
of acids (e.g. organic acids) (e.g. [15, 16]). Carbonate rocks such as limestone, 
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dolomites and carbonate-rich shales are readily soluble in HCL. On the contrary, 
silicate or quartz-based rocks (e.g. sandstones) are not soluble in HCL; they react 
favourably with HF. 

2.5 Water imbibition 

This is the process of absorption of water as the wetting phase into rock, in 
which saturation by the wetting phase rises while that by the non-wetting phase 
reduces. This phenomenon can be induced by water flooding [17] or surfactant 
flooding [18, 19]. A shift in wettability from oil-wet to water-wet increases water 
imbibition. Water imbibition into porous rock improves oil recovery by displacing 
trapped hydrocarbons at both the rock surface and the pores. An example of this is 
spontaneous imbibition which is used successfully for oil recovery in shale reservoirs 
[20, 21]. 

2.6 Electrokinetics potential 

Passing direct current (DC) through an oil reservoir generates an electrokinetics 
potential which causes electrophoresis, electromigration, electrochemical reaction, 
electro-osmosis and Joule heating [22]. The collective actions of these mechanisms 
improve formation rock permeability and porosity through the dislodgement and 
removal of pore linings in the form of colloids, thereby increasing pore sizes and 
creating new flow paths [22]. 

3. Fracturing fluids and fluid systems 

Fracturing fluids are used for hydraulic fracturing and are injected into forma-
tions either as highly pressurised fluids or as acid-based fluids used to etch the walls 
of existing or newly formed fractures, creating additional flow channels. There 
are four main categories of fracturing fluids: water-based, oil-based, acid-based 
and foam-based fracturing fluids. The characteristics of fracturing fluids affect 
the pattern of fractures formed. Viscosity and density are the major properties that 
primarily determine the fluid behaviour. When designing a fracturing fluid sys-
tem, it is imperative that, at least, the following are taken into consideration: fluid 
viscosity, fluid rheology, rock conductivity, cost, the impact on the environment, 
proppant carrying capacity, friction loss, compatibility of the fluid with the forma-
tion rock and the net pressure drop in the fractures. 

The first type of fluids preferred for hydraulic fracturing was oil-based, includ-
ing hydrocarbons such as gasoline and kerosene [23, 24]. Oil-based fracturing fluids 
are low in viscosity and generally need to be mixed with chemicals for its quality 
to be improved. They are excellent fracturing fluid alternatives for water-sensitive 
formations. Oil-based fluids are shown to be recyclable and compatible with drilling 
fluids and can be fully recovered during clean-up [25]. 

Water-based fluids are the most predominant fracturing fluids and in many 
ways better alternatives to oil-based fluids. The advent of water-based fracturing 
fluids introduced the petroleum industry to safer and cheaper substitutes to oil-
based fluids. They can be classified as slickwater, cross-linked fluids, uncross-linked 
(linear) fluids and viscoelastic surfactant (VES) fluids [24]. Water-based fracturing 
fluids are aqueous, consisting mostly of water mixed with varying proportions of 
chemical additives and proppants [26]. The added chemicals may serve as viscosi-
fiers or friction reducers. Acid-based fluids are suitable for formation rocks that are 
acid-soluble. 
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Acid-based fracturing fluids frequently used in practice are hydrochloric acid 
(HCL), hydrofluoric acid (HF) and organic acids. Carbonate rocks (e.g. limestone, 
dolostone and carbonate-rich shale) and silicate-rich rocks (e.g. sandstone) are 
soluble in HCL and HF, respectively [13, 27]. Most formation rocks are not exclu-
sively one or the other; therefore, in many instances, an acid blend (mud acid) 
comprising a combination of more than one type of acid is used. 

Foam-based fluids are composed of a mixture of gas and liquid phases with a 
very high percentage of the gas fraction within the range of 52% ≦ Fg ≦ 96%, where 
Fg is the percentage composition of gas [28]. Nitrogen (N2) and carbon dioxide 
(CO2) are the common gas phases used in practice, while either acids or water or 
polymer or alcohol (methanol) constitute the liquid phase [29]. Foam-based fluids 
are also appropriate for water-sensitive formations and have been successfully 
applied in shale gas reservoirs [29, 30]. The proppant carrying capacity of foam-
based fluids greatly exceeds (by≈ 85%) that of water-based fluids. Their application 
requires a considerably less amount of water, and there is less liquid to recover at the 
end of the fracturing operation. Moreover, foam is recyclable and reusable, implying 
a reduction in waste and cost [29, 30]. The demerits are mainly the high initial costs 
and logistic requirement and the decrease in viscosity in high temperatures [30]. 

4. Diffusion and mixing of fracturing and hydrocarbon reservoir fluids 

Hydrocarbon reservoirs are often multicomponent and multiphase. This means 
that in their natural state, there are variations in composition of reservoir fluids, 
occurring longitudinally and/or vertically. Key drivers of changes in reservoir 

Figure 1. 
Pressure gradient of multicomponent reservoir fluids without capillary effect. P V, P L and P W are the vapour, 
liquid and water pressure, respectively [32]. 
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fluid composition are gravity, capillary forces and temperature gradients [31]. 
Gravity and capillary effects are major factors influencing variations in composi-
tion with depth ([32, 33]). Due to gravity, reservoir liquid hydrocarbons lie atop 
aquifers, which is a reflection of the differences in density between the two fluids 
(hydrocarbons are less dense and immiscible in water). In terms of hydrocarbons, 
the gas phase lies above the liquid phase, and their individual pressure gradient is 
dependent on their corresponding densities [32]. An idealised form of this, ignoring 
capillary effects, is shown in Figure 1. 

Discounting capillary action renders the illustration in Figure 1 unrealistic for 
formation rocks which are porous and therefore composed of pore spaces. Capillary 
forces due to surface tension within the pores act in opposition to external forces 
such as gravity. In addition, reservoirs are likely to contain a mixture of multi-
component fluids at the different phases (gas and liquid), such as the occurrence 
of pockets of heavy hydrocarbons or injected fluids within the predominant fluid 
type. This will change the composition with depth in any or both of the following 
ways: firstly, capillary forces prompt the occurrence of a transition region, which is 
an overlap consisting of two or more phases instead of the sudden change shown in 
Figure 1 and, secondly, the compositional gradient of the reservoir fluid is altered 
because of the changes in its components. A modified pressure gradient profile 
which also accounts for capillarity and compositional variation is given in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. 
Pressure gradient of multicomponent reservoir fluid with the combined effects of gravity, capillarity and 
variation in composition [32]. 
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Temperature gradients in formations introduce an extra dimension to the behav-
iour of reservoir fluids. The effect of variations in temperature induces convection 
and thermal diffusion. For small temperature gradients collinear with the gravity vec-
tor, convection can be neglected [31]. Thermal diffusion, also known as ‘Soret effect’, 
is the separation of a non-convective mixture due to a thermal gradient [34]. In other 
words, there is movement of material during the occurrence of thermal gradients 
resulting in corresponding concentration gradients of the constituents of the fluid 
mixture. This process is measured by the thermal diffusion coefficient, α. Thermal 
diffusion can have a substantial impact on variations in composition of reservoir 
fluids [34, 35]; it may increase or attenuate compositional variation vertically and 
horizontally. 

The mixing of injected fracturing fluids with in situ and/or other fracturing 
fluids affects the constituent composition and variation of reservoir hydrocarbon 
fluids and the stimulation process during enhanced oil/gas recovery. The introduc-
tion of alien fluid(s) into the formation sets off a mixing mechanism and displace-
ment of resident fluids, which improve hydrocarbon production. Controlling 
factors include, but not limited to, the injected/resident fluid properties (e.g. 
rheology, density and viscosity), formation rock properties, the reservoir condition 
(thermal gradient, pre-existing fluid compositional variation) and other drivers 
such as capillarity and diffusion. The practicability of this process involving a three-
phase fluid system (scCO2-brine-oil) is demonstrated in Jiménez-Martínez et al. 
[36], where supercritical CO2 (as an injection fluid) is used to restimulate an oil-wet 
shale formation containing brine and hydrocarbon as the major resident fluids. 

5. Well test analysis 

Well test analysis—also known as pressure transient test analysis—consists of 
methods of finding and evaluating information regarding the well and reservoir. 
More specifically, it involves the manipulation and measurement of flow rates and 
pressures which can then be linked to well and reservoir conditions. The process 
primarily entails altering the well flow while monitoring temporal variations in 
pressure [37] or vice versa [38]. The magnitude and changes in pressure are used to 
deduce the reservoir size, wellbore damage, boundaries and heterogeneities (e.g. 
fault positions), reservoir pressure at the drainage region, well deliverability, flow 
rate [37] and other reservoirs or related parameters such as hydraulic connectivity, 
skin effect and permeability. 

Well test analysis is the process of assessment and interpretation of data 
obtained from well tests using a variety of techniques. A diagnostic set of plots 
consisting of trends of pressure and its derivative (relating to time) against time 
is a common tool that facilitates the interpretation of well tests (pressure transient 
tests) [37]. The trend of pressure on these plots can then be used to determine the 
flow regime. For instance, flow regime specialised plots (∆P vs f(∆t)) aid the identi-
fication of flow regimes [39] (e.g. radial, linear, bilinear and spherical flows), where 
∆P is the change in pressure and f(∆t) is a flow regime-specific function which 
is dependent on changes in time. An alternative approach (the Homer method) 
introduced by Homer [40] to overcome certain shortcomings of specialised plots 
measures ∆P against a superposition time specific to a given flow regime. 

Over the years, the manner of conducting well test analysis has evolved. Types 
of well test analysis methods (interpretation methods) include straight line, pres-
sure type curve and pressure derivative analysis and deconvolution; these are listed 
in order of the period they were developed. Detailed description of these methods is 
given in Gringarten [39]. 
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6. Health, safety and the environment 

Undoubtedly, the production of unconventional hydrocarbons is attendant 
with several benefits. These include an increase in the global quantity of energy 
sources, cheaper prices, the accessibility to relatively cleaner energies, etc. Despite 
these merits, there are various drawbacks subsumed under environmental impacts 
and health and safety. Occupational and public health risks are thriving in the oil 
and gas industry. While there are risk exposures common to hydrocarbon produc-
tion in general, there are concerns specific to unconventional reservoirs. This can 
be viewed from three standpoints: the environmental impact, health and safety. 
Environmental effects deal with negative changes inflicted on the surroundings 
and far-reach zones (sub-surface, surface and atmospheric regions) as a result of 
production activities. Health and safety issues focus on the effect on humans and 
are divided into two facets: occupational and public. 

6.1 Occupational health and safety 

Workers are customary exposed to numerous hazards. Transport-related activi-
ties are reported as the highest cause of accidents due to the prolific movement of 
people, equipment, chemicals, hydrocarbon produce, etc. [41]. There is also a risk of 
explosions from inflammable and high-pressured fluids and contact with (by inhal-
ing) hazardous constituent compounds of hydrocarbons such as hydrogen sulphide 
and crystalline silica usually used as proppants for hydraulic fracturing [41, 42]. 

6.2 Public health 

A myriad of studies are available that support the narrative linking of unconven-
tional hydrocarbon production with a range of human health problems. Examples 
of these effects are cancer, mental stress, eye irritation, respiratory disease, cardio-
vascular disease and congenital defects [43, 44]. Whereas the potential for these 
diseases is undoubted, evidence-based and scientifically proven cause-and-effect 
relationships between unconventional production activities and community health 
are lacking. The constraints, in some cases, are the inaccessibility to reliable data or 
the biased interpretation of data or the use of non-validated protocols to generate 
and analyse data. It is suggested that credible studies should be based on standard 
epidemiological procedures [43], which properly identifies stressors and their 
sources, the pathways through which humans are contacted and the health impact. 
Potential exposures include air, soil, surface water and groundwater contamination; 
odours; noise; seismic events and earthquakes; increase in traffic and accident rate; 
and water shortage [44]. 

6.3 Environmental effects 

The impact of unconventional hydrocarbon production on the environment 
is principally focused on adverse alterations in the ecosystem, surrounding water 
bodies (e.g. aquifers and surface waters) and land and air contamination/pollution 
(such as greenhouse gas emissions). These can be categorised as air, land, water, 
biodiversity (ecosystems and wildlife) and waste impacts [45]. Air impacts involve 
emissions of volatile chemicals and greenhouse gases which reduce air quality, 
and waste impacts deal with challenges associated with the management of wastes 
produced by unconventional hydrocarbon production. Human exposures are 
facilitated through contact with affected media (i.e. air, land, water, biodiversity 
and waste). 
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7. Summary comments 

Stimulation of unconventional hydrocarbon reservoirs to enable or improve pro-
duction is inexorable. There are a plurality of reasons for this; the primary ones are 
encapsulated in the constraints that hinder the access of the target reservoir and/or 
source rock and the peculiarity of both formation rocks and fluids. The distinctive 
nature of unconventional formations are manifested through, for instance, rocks 
with ultra-low permeability and porosity, the presence of heavy oils as constituent 
reservoir fluids and the multiphase and multicomponent composition of the forma-
tion. Stimulation approaches used in practice are wide ranging. Some of these—e.g. 
hydraulic fracturing—are age long and have evolved into well-developed methods, 
whereas others, e.g. spontaneous imbibition, are advancing at a fast pace. 

Hydraulic fracturing is traditionally used to artificially create additional flow 
channels by injecting fluids at high pressures; however, aspects of these techniques 
are adopted or used in tandem with other stimulation methods. Acid fracturing, for 
example, is one of the two major acidisation techniques and involves the injection 
of acids at pressures high enough to generate fractures while dissolving and etching 
their surfaces. The central objectives of each stimulation method and its limita-
tion are determinants of the choice of fracturing fluid or fluid system. Obviously, 
it is expected that acid-based fluids would be used for acid fracturing operations. 
Likewise, either foam-based or oil-based fracturing fluids are superior options for 
water-sensitive formations. The behaviour of in situ reservoir fluids including their 
interactions with injected fluids (in terms of mixing, diffusion, etc.) influences the 
effectiveness of the recovery process and the recyclability and reusability of the 
introduced fluids. Pivotal drivers of reservoir fluid behaviour include the properties 
of the injected/resident fluid and formation rock, the reservoir condition, gravity, 
capillarity and diffusion. 

Other important aspects regarding the exploitation of unconventional hydro-
carbon formations are health, safety and the environmental effect. This is generally 
considered in terms of occupational and public health and safety and the environ-
mental impact of drilling and production activities. Studies on occupational health 
and safety are fairly established; there seem to be sufficient evidence to substantiate 
correlations linking health and safety hazards with incidences of accident in the 
industry. Also, standardised environmental impact assessments have made it pos-
sible to identify and measure changes in surrounding and far-reach areas through, 
for instance, the use of indicators. Conversely, there are several grey areas with 
respect to threats to public health and safety, since the validity of many investigative 
studies is disputable because they are apparently subjective, incredible and there-
fore inconclusive. 
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Chapter 2

CO2 Foam as an Improved 
Fracturing Fluid System for
Unconventional Reservoir
Shehzad Ahmed, Alvinda Sri Hanamertani 
and Muhammad Rehan Hashmet

Abstract

Unconventional reservoirs have gained substantial attention due to huge amount
of stored reserves which are challenging to produce. Innovative recovery techniques
include horizontal drilling coupled with hydraulic fracturing are required to opti-
mize the production of hydrocarbons. There are numerous concerns associated with
the utilization of conventional water-based polymeric solutions for fracturing shales.
However, the gas utilization has been found as an exceptional stimulation approach
providing various benefits. CO2 foam, an energized fracturing fluid, has been used
to overcome the limitation of conventional fracturing fluid. CO2 foam is able to
enhance hydrocarbon production by addressing the critical issues associated with
the conventional technique. The rheological property of CO2 foam fracturing fluid is
a key factor controlling the efficiency of overall processes. Different models describ-
ing the foam flow behavior have been produced and numerous investigations have
been conducted to explain the rheological behavior of foam for fracturing purpose.
Various process variables, such as foam quality, temperature, pressure, shear rate,
surfactant concentration, and salinity strongly affect foam rheology behavior giving
an impact on designing foam fracturing fluid at required fracturing conditions.
In-depth analysis and information gathering are substantially required to ascertain
the performance of CO2 foam as an improved fracturing fluid system.

Keywords: fracturing fluid, shales, CO2 foam, foam rheology

1. Introduction to unconventional reservoirs

Global energy consumption has been increasing rapidly whilst existing oil and 
gas fields are being depleted day by day. In addition, insufficient amount of hydro-
carbons produced from conventional reservoirs to fulfill the increasing energy
demand has led to global challenges. Due to these factors and also environmental 
reasons, the use of natural gas that is considered as a green energy, is demanding. 
The large volume of natural gas stored in tight formation such as shale and tight
sand has been practically developed recently. According to the report of EIA Annual 
Energy Outlook 2015, the total energy consumption in 2040 will rise to 105.7 
quadrillion Btu from 97.1 quadrillion Btu which is about 8.9% of the total energy
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the performance of CO2 foam as an improved fracturing fluid system. 

Keywords: fracturing fluid, shales, CO2 foam, foam rheology 

1. Introduction to unconventional reservoirs 

Global energy consumption has been increasing rapidly whilst existing oil and 
gas fields are being depleted day by day. In addition, insufficient amount of hydro-
carbons produced from conventional reservoirs to fulfill the increasing energy 
demand has led to global challenges. Due to these factors and also environmental 
reasons, the use of natural gas that is considered as a green energy, is demanding. 
The large volume of natural gas stored in tight formation such as shale and tight 
sand has been practically developed recently. According to the report of EIA Annual 
Energy Outlook 2015, the total energy consumption in 2040 will rise to 105.7 
quadrillion Btu from 97.1 quadrillion Btu which is about 8.9% of the total energy 
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consumption [1]. Most growth is found in the consumption of renewable energy 
and natural gas. However, energy from the renewable and sustainable resources 
cannot compete with the nonrenewable and cheap fossil fuel energy in technical 
and economic aspects. Therefore, unconventional reservoir is considered as an 
immediate alternative for overcoming the production decline of the conventional 
reservoirs. These unconventional reservoirs originally come in different forms 
which include shale gas and oil, tight gas and oil, coal bed methane (CBM), shale 
oil, and natural gas hydrates as shown in Figure 1(a) [2]. The illustration of global 
gas resources including the general features and the worldwide endowment for each 
resource is presented in Figure 1(b). Endowment is the sum of undiscovered gas, 
reserves, and the cumulative gas production. The endowment for the natural gas 
as shown in Figure 1(b) is about 68,000 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) and 70% of it is 
approximately in shale gas and tight gas reservoir [2]. 

Figure 1. 
Pyramid of world oil and gas resources for (a) oil and gas, and (b) natural gas with endowment [2]. 
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Unconventional reservoirs have been significantly important due to their huge 
amount of stored hydrocarbon. Unconventional reservoirs are defined as those 
hydrocarbon reservoirs that require stimulation techniques including the alteration 
of rock permeability or fluid viscosity in order to develop them economically and 
to produce the hydrocarbon at commercial rates [3]. Unconventional reservoirs, 
however, come with various challenges that include a complex system having 
hydraulically induced fractures, natural fractures, and a complex matrix system 
comprising of different minerals and kerogen [4]. It is of great interest to develop 
and refine new and existing techniques to recover more oil and gas from these types 
of unconventional reservoir. 

Tight gas is the natural gas present in sandstone or limestone having very low 
matrix permeability, less than 0.1 millidarcy (mD), and porosity of less than 
10% [5]. Shale gas is the trapped natural gas produced from the shale formation 
with minimal migration. Moreover, coalbed methane is methane gas trapped 
in coal beds or seams which is stored on the coal internal surface during the 
coalification process. Natural gas has been called “sweet gas” because of the 
absence of hydrogen sulfide content which makes it different from the typical 
conventional gas reservoir [6]. According to the estimate of Energy Information 
Administration (EIA), recoverable gas in the world is about 7299 trillion cubic 
feet (Tcf) [7]. The production of natural dry gas produced from shales in the US 
in 2015 was about 9.96 Tcf which is about 43% of the total US gas production. A 
continuous increasing trend in shale gas production was observed from 1999 to 
2015 as shown in Figure 2 [8]. 

The permeability range of shale gas and tight gas reservoir is usually between 
nano-Darcy (nD) and micro-Darcy (μD). The size of pore throat in shale is in nano-
meter and there are some cracks present which assist connection between pores [9]. 
The shale gas reservoir possesses high capillary pressure, high irreducible wetting 
phase saturation, low porosity, and extremely low permeability [9]. In order to 
produce gas commercially from these extremely low permeability reservoirs, 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing stimulation technology are required to 
execute [7]. 

Figure 2. 
Production of natural gas from shales in United State from 1999 to 2015 (in trillion cubic feet) [8]. 
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2. Hydraulic fracturing technology 

Hydraulic fracturing is classified as formation stimulation technique in which 
reservoir rock is fractured by pumping fracturing fluid with high pressure to create a 
fracture networks in order to increase the hydrocarbon production rate. This stimula-
tion process has been used in 9 out of 10 gas wells in the United States [10, 11]. Water-
based fracturing fluid has been widely used for fracking rock formation. In particular, 
shale reservoirs are characterized by their extremely tight rock formations with very 
low pore connectivity. The matrix permeability of a typical shale gas reservoir is 
about 1–100 nano-Darcy (nD) [12, 13], whereas the porosity is mostly less than 10%. 
To develop such ultra-low permeability formations, hydraulic fracturing is proven 
to be a successful method. In applications for shales, millions of gallons of water as 
the base fluid and sands in combination with a small amount of chemical additives 
are pumped into the reservoir [1, 14]. The injected fluid breaks the rock at high 
pressure and releases the free and adsorbed gas as shown in Figure 3. An immensely 
high permeability can be achieved by applying hydraulic fracturing that also aids in 
connecting the fracture networks [1]. During fracture generation and propagation, 
the sand or other coarse materials, the so-called proppant, is employed to expand the 
fractures as it holds the fractures open when the pressure is eventually relieved. The 
proppants can be classified into three types which are silica sand, resin coated sand, 
and ceramic proppant [15]. The utilization of proppant must be appropriate and its 
selection is strongly based on type and characteristic of well and reservoirs which will 
be hydraulically fractured. Proppant selection including its type, size, and shape is a 
critical element for the stimulation process whereby proppant characteristics such as 
weight, strength, consistency in size, and inert nature must be taken into account for 
effectively maintaining cracks from fracturing operation [16]. 

Furthermore, different types of fluids and treatments have been used and 
continuously developed for fracturing application. The effectiveness of fractur-
ing fluids such as water, micellar solution, crosslinked-gel, polymer foam, and 
polymer-free foam has been studied and its selection is generally based on various 
factors including pressure gradient, reservoir temperature, formation Young’s 
modulus, fracture half-length requirements, the presence of natural fracture, and 

Figure 3. 
Hydraulic fracturing of shale gas reservoir [1]. 
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height of the pay zone. In addition to the aforementioned factors, chemical usage in 
the fracturing process is also adjusted depending on its environmental impacts and 
economics. On the other hand, there are several constraints associated with shale 
hydraulic fracturing processes that include usage of high volume of water, aquifer 
contamination, and methane infiltration in aquifers. 

In general, fracturing fluid is composed of 99.5% of water and sand proppant, 
and 0.5% of chemical additives [17]. Potential additives for enhancing the per-
formance of fracturing fluid include surfactant, friction reducers, biocides, and 
scale inhibitors [18]. In order to optimize fracture treatment for improving overall 
recovery efficiency, reservoir characterization is essential as specific treatment is 
required depending on the rock and fluid properties. Besides hydraulic fracturing, 
other techniques such as explosive fracturing and dynamic loading that do not 
utilize water-based fluid have been taken into consideration [19]. Nonetheless, 
these aforementioned techniques are not extensively implemented due to their 
performance and environmental concerns. 

3. Fracturing fluids 

The formation of fractures in reservoir rocks is initiated by fracturing fluid 
injection under high pressure to hydraulically break the rock, hence producing the 
stored hydrocarbons. Fracture treatment and fracturing fluid design are essentially 
dependent on the unique properties of reservoirs. Alteration of fracturing fluids is 
important in order to meet the targeted reservoir and operating conditions. Oil-
based fracturing fluids were initially developed for fracturing job; however, due 
to the environmental and safety concerns, it was shifted to water-based fracturing 
fluids. An excessive amount of water utilization which can cause damage to water-
sensitive formations has led to the use of liquefied natural gas as an alternative. 
Besides the use of slickwater, chemical solutions for hydraulic fracturing have also 
been known as an effective technique for complex reservoirs which are naturally 
fractured, brittle, and tolerant of high water volume [20]. Other innovations such 
as water-based viscous polymeric fracturing fluids have been proposed, but they 
are still associated with some challenges, such as degradation of different molecular 
weight polymers and the formation of internal filter cake leading to undesirable 
damage to the reservoir rocks [20]. Slickwater which is mainly composed of water 
with a low concentration of chemical additives, or combination of different fractur-
ing fluids has been commonly used for shale gas wells. As mentioned earlier, owing 
to different purposes of fracturing jobs, the utilization of other additives including 
acid, surfactant, potassium chloride, friction reduces, corrosion inhibitors, and pH 
adjusting agent at low concentration has been considered [21, 22]. 

3.1 Hydraulic fracturing fluids for shales 

Shales have great variations with their typical characteristics that essentially 
determine the required hydraulic fracturing technique and fracturing fluid design. 
For shale fracturing jobs, fracturing fluid comprises of base fluid, additives, and 
proppant. Slickwater treatments using high injection rates and lower proppant 
concentrations have provided some advantages such as lower cost, reduced fracture 
height growth, and reduced gel damage within the fracture. However, the use of 
high volumes of fluids, poor proppant transport and suspendability, higher leak-
off, and low fluid viscosity causing complex fracture geometries are disadvantages 
associated with slickwater usage as fracturing fluids [21]. Surfactant-based fluids 
were then proposed as fracturing fluid because surfactant molecules can undergo 
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self-association to generate micelles that can increase viscosity in the absence of 
polymer. Some modification of surfactant-based fluid system, such as nanoparticle 
addition, has been considered to stabilize the system at high temperature [23]. 

Furthermore, single gas system has been reported to effectively increase the 
amount of energy required to recover the fluid and reduces water volume in shales 
that are classified as water-sensitive zones. However, there is a major disadvantage 
associated with the gas fracturing process which is the reduction in the amount of 
proppant that can be placed. The cost of operation also increases due to captur-
ing, pressurizing, and transportation of the gas, for instance CO2. Additionally, 
separation of CO2 and CH4 during flow back would need additional facilities which 
will increase the expenses and the produced natural gas along with CO2 during 
the flow back period will also reduce. Supercritical CO2 has the ability to dissolve 
some amount of the water formed. When the amount of water reduces in order to 
achieve equilibrium with supercritical CO2, the remaining super saturated brine 
would cause salt precipitation which could block the flow channels and restrict the 
production [24]. 

In water-sensitive reservoirs possessing high clay contents, fracturing fluid con-
taining a small amount of water and large gas volume is preferred in order to reduce 
formation damage caused by high capillary pressure and permeability discontinu-
ity as the impacts of clay swelling [25]. Foam also can reduce the damage around 
wellbore due to invaded fluid which eventually reduces the water volume used for 
hydraulic fracturing. Mixture of dispersed gas (N2 or CO2) and surfactant solution 
resulting in foam system has become another innovation whereby the foam can carry 
proppant efficiently with minimum residue left in the fracture. This system, i.e., N2 
foam or CO2 foam, which is also known as energized fluid, has higher propagation 
ability into more complex fracture networks due to its mobility control ability. In 
other words, foam is able to carry proppant deeper in the formation in more efficient 
manner. CO2-based energized fluids have been reported to provide a better foaming 
performance leading to a higher recovery [26]. In ductile reservoirs, an efficient 
proppant placement is essentially required and fracturing techniques such as N2 
foam and CO2 polymer have been implemented in ductile reservoir, e.g. Montney 
Shale in Canada [27]. CO2-based fluids can eliminate the need of water, provide extra 
energy due to gas expansion, and help in decreasing the flowback time. 

Recent developments of unconventional reservoirs including shale and tight gas 
and coalbed methane have put more emphasis on fracturing treatment with little 
use of water as the interaction between these reservoirs and the used fracturing 
fluids can negatively impact gas production [28]. The attempt to reduce water use in 
the fracturing process has been driven by several factors explained below in detail. 

3.1.1 Water-sensitive formations 

The recovery of water, oil, and gas from unconventional reservoirs is essentially 
affected by the mineralogy of the rock formation. Ultra-tight formation with small 
propagated and natural fracture widths results in high capillary forces which are 
important for hydrocarbon production. The injection of water causes capillary bar-
rier leading to production decline. In the case of water-sensitive formations having 
high clay content, clay swelling occurs during fracturing processes with water-
based fracturing fluid which can reduce formation permeability due to peeled pore 
surface and pore throat plugging. Changes in permeability due to clay swelling 
lead to capillary pressure and relative permeability shifts. These effects become 
more dominant when moving from micro to nano-Darcy permeability ranges [21, 
29]. The excessive fine migration including clays in the near-wellbore region can 
also reduce the productivity. To avoid clay swelling and fine migration, different 
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fracturing treatments utilizing a little amount of water, such as oil-based fluids, 
high quality foams, and liquefied petroleum gas are preferred. 

3.1.2 Water blocking 

During fracturing fluid injection, water invasion occurs in the formation due to 
high capillary forces. High surface tension in pores and the hydrophilic characteris-
tic of rock surfactant result in a significant water block in the formation, illustrated 
in Figure 4. This effect will be detrimental to gas productivity [30]. The increase of 
water saturation due to water trapping or water blocking considerably decreases the 
relative permeability of the gas [31]. 

As compared to conventional fluid, CO2-based fluid can assist the clean-up of 
injected liquid phase during flowback. As the pressure decreases, the expansion of 
the gaseous phase assists the flow to the surface and provides a rapid fracture and 
reservoir clean-up which accelerates the onset of the production phase after speed-
ing up the flowback phase [30]. 

3.1.3 Proppant placement 

The slickwater/water-based fluid fracturing process generally creates longer 
and skinny fractures. However, a poor delivery of proppant has been reported 
along much of the fracture and much of the fractures remain un-propped allowing 
it to close after the pressure is released and fracturing job is over, particularly in 
ductile rock formation [32]. In addition, the near wellbore region, in this process, 
is dominantly propped due to rapid sand settling. Gels are used to avoid this rapid 
settling of proppants; however, the adverse effect which is damaging the proppant 
pack and the fracture surface can occur. In previous studies, it was suggested to 
replace sands with ultra-lightweight proppants in order to achieve efficient trans-
port of proppant. Foam fracturing treatment reportedly gives an efficient transport 
of proppant as compared to the slickwater fluid treatment. Therefore, use of foams 
can be considered to effectively improve the performance of proppant placement. 
In foam fracturing, water exposure is avoided alienating the reservoir matrix 
from the softening effect and hence proppant embedment could be reduced [30]. 

Figure 4. 
Water blocking due to high capillary pressure. 
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Moreover, the interaction between bubbles of gas at high foam qualities gives a large 
energy dissipation which results in good effective viscosity hence providing more 
effective proppant placement. Whereas at low foam qualities, the interaction among 
gas bubble is minimum and the fluid viscosity behavior is similar to that of base 
fluid. Figure 5 shows the condition of proppant pack formed using three different 
fracturing fluid systems [33]. It is clear that energized fluid or CO2 foam provides 
efficient proppant placement, whereas the water and gel-based proppant have poor 
permeability due to proppant embedment and gel residue, respectively [33]. 

3.1.4 Water availability and cost 

The amount of water required for the fracturing process depends on the type of 
formation which is being fractured. The utilization of a huge amount of water is a 
major concern and the equipment and the fluids are limited on the fracturing site. 
The widely used fracturing technique employs water-based fluid which consumes 
a large amount of water, has high water leakage in formation, and imposes high 
water disposal costs. Besides, the cost and supply of fluids such as LPG, N2, and CO2 
highly depend on the field location. 

3.2 Foam fracturing fluid 

Foams have been found to be the most promising and appropriate fluid to 
fracture shales and improve the recovery efficiency. Although the cost of opera-
tion increases, the benefits are much higher than the incremental cost [35]. The 
structure of foams has the ability to provide an increased effective viscosity without 
plugging reservoir pores and causing formation damage by forming any filter 
cake [28]. It has an increased efficiency due to reduced fluid loss coefficients, high 
viscosity inside induced fractures and negligible sand settling velocities [28, 36]. 
Foam application also gives an increased capability of proppant distribution and 
proppant placement over the entire fracture length. Due to high foam apparent 
viscosity, it is achievable to have an improved proppant suspension and placement. 
In foam fracturing, the utilization of gas as a replacement to a significant amount 
of the liquid phase assists hydrocarbon recovery by decreasing formation damage 
and water blocking. Foam utilization eliminates the need of any additional additives 
such as cross linkers, gel breakers, etc. It also decreases the amount of produced 
water and its treatment cost. Moreover, the expansion of gas assists liquid flow back 
and helps fracture cleanup. 

Foams are typically generated by a surfactant solution (base fluid), in some 
cases, in combination with a small amount of polymer as a stabilizer and other 
additives. Surfactants that are used as a foaming agent may help to lower the surface 

Figure 5. 
Proppant conditions after performing fracturing job using different types of fracturing fluids [34]. 
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tension of the fracturing fluid and avoids water blocking by recovering fracturing 
fluid after the job completion [37]. Both laboratory and field scale tests have shown 
that the addition of surfactant increases the gas production by reducing the capil-
lary forces and altering the wettability of shales. The rheology of foam has great 
importance in fracture treatment design and has been discussed by multitude of 
studies [8, 36, 38–40]. 

4. Foam rheology 

Determining foam rheology is complex and it is considered difficult to predict 
the behavior of foam flow [20]. The performance of foam-based fracturing job is 
highly dependent on the rheology of the foam under downhole conditions and the 
efficiency of fracturing job depends on non-Newtonian behavior of foam [41, 42]. 
Foams are considered versatile, complex, and unique due to their high viscosity 
and low density characteristics [43]. Foam apparent viscosity is determined by 
accounting for the contribution of foam film thickness, bubble deformation, and 
the expansion of foam interface due to surface tension gradient [44]. The apparent 
viscosity of foam is strongly dependent on various process variables such as foam 
quality, shear rate, temperature, pressure, surfactant concentration, and salinity 
[8, 41, 42]. The effects of these parameters are discussed below. 

4.1 Effect of foam quality and texture 

Foam quality and its texture have a strong impact on the viscosity of CO2 foam 
[45, 46]. A simultaneous study of foam texture is important during the foam rheology 
measurements [47–49]. Before starting the viscosity measurements, it is important 
to ensure that the flow loop is completely filled with the foam of known foam quality. 
It has been reported by many researchers that the rheology of foam is dependent on 
foam quality and foam apparent viscosity [38, 48, 50–53]. Foam quality (fq) is defined 
as the volume fraction of gas in foam [54–56] and is expressed as Eq. (1). 

Vgfq = (1) Vg + Vl 

where Vg and Vl are gas and liquid volume in foam, respectively. 
When the foam is relatively wet, i.e., at low quality, the foam bubbles are less in 

number and are far apart with no interaction with each other during the foam flow. 
Therefore, the foam viscosity is low. 

When the foams have low foam quality (i.e. relatively wet foam), the interac-
tion of dispersed gas bubble is insignificant during the foam flow and due to this 
reason viscosity of foam decreases ; whereas at high foam quality, i.e., when the 
foam is dry, the interaction of bubble will be quite significant during the foam flow 
and the friction between the individual bubbles will result in the drastic increase 
in foam apparent viscosity. In the case of dry foam with very high foam quality, the 
bubble cannot sustain and breakdown occurs during which a sharp decrease in foam 
viscosity occurs [43]. 

4.2 Effect of shear rate 

The applied shear rate has a significant impact on foam apparent viscosity. The 
changes in the foam apparent viscosity at different shear rate display power law 
behavior. Ahmed et al. [84] tested high quality polymer free foams and reported 
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a typical shear thinning behavior within the shear rate range (10–500 s−1). The 
viscosity of foam decreases in shear flow due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which 
causes the tensile deformation, stretching, and rupturing of lamella [41, 57]. 

4.3 Effect of temperature 

Foam is a metastable state system which goes through coarsening and ruptur-
ing when the liquid drains from the lamella and plateau borders [58]. An improved 
stability foam could be achieved when the viscosity of foaming solution is 
increased [59]. The increase in temperature causes thermal thinning of foam film 
which quickly drains liquid leaving behind thin lamella [60]. Figure 6 shows the 
foams generated using a mixing approach at two different temperatures (20 and 
50°C). It is clear that the foam texture at high temperature is relatively coarser and 
it has a wide range of bubble size distribution whereas at low temperature, uni-
form and fine textured foam is noticed. Hence, when the temperature is increased, 
the rate of foam lamella drainage and coalescence of bubbles are quick, resulting 
in a significant decrease in foam apparent viscosity [8, 60–62]. High fluctuations 
in temperature may form holes in the lamella which would increase both bubble 
coalescence and lamella rupturing [62]. Hence, the rising temperature causes 
significant reduction in the apparent viscosity of supercritical CO2 foam [8, 63]. 

4.4 Effect of pressure 

When the pressure increases, the size of foam bubble significantly decreases, 
whereas the lamella size becomes thinner and larger which results in slow liquid 
drainage [59]. This is due to the reason that the generated foams at high pressure 
are exceptionally strong possessing high apparent viscosity [8] and if the pressure 
is extremely high, it may be possible that the lamella could not withstand and it 
ruptures [59]. 

4.5 Effect of surfactant concentration 

Proper selection of foaming surfactant and its concentration under reservoir 
and fracturing conditions is an essential task. Aronson et al. discussed the 
disjoining isotherm of foam film at two different surfactant concentrations 

Figure 6. 
Pictures of foam column stabilized by surfactant (Triton X-100) at 20°C (left) and 50°C (right) [64]. 
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[65]. They found that higher surfactant concentration is able to provide high 
disjoining pressure to the foam lamella which significantly increases the pres-
sure gradient and the resistance to the foam film during the foam flow process. 
Apaydin and Kovscek discussed the impact of surfactant concentration and 
noticed that at low surfactant concentration, weak foam generates which offers 
low resistance to flow [66]. Gu and Mohantay discussed the apparent viscosity 
of polymer free foam considering two different surfactant concentrations (0.1 
and 0.5 wt%) and it was noticed that the higher concentration is able to generate 
highly viscous foam under fracturing conditions [8]. The increase in viscos-
ity is accredited to the increment in total interfacial area of the foam structure 
which induces additional lamella stability [8]. Foam lamella should be elastic in 
order to withstand any deformation and the force which restores lamella comes 
from the Gibbs-Marangoni effect [67]. Some authors presented that direct and 
strong relationship exists between surface elasticity of lamella and foam stability 
[68–72], whereas others disagree and reported no direct relationship [67, 73]. 
A maximum foaming performance is usually noticed at intermediate surfactant 
concentration dictated by the Gibbs-Marangoni effect [69]. When the surfac-
tant concentration is high, the surface elasticity of lamella decreases, which 
negatively affects the foam endurance due to reduced counteraction towards the 
deformation forces [69]. 

4.6 Effect of salinity 

The shape of surfactant micelles (known as aggregates of surfactant molecules) 
changes with the change in surfactant packing parameter. The packing parameter 
is expressed as P = v/aolc, where ao is the area of the surfactant headgroup, v is the 
volume of the surfactant tail, and lc is the tail length of the surfactant molecule [74]. 
Due to the increase in salinity, the transformation of spherical shape micelles of 
ionic surfactants into wormlike micelles takes place. These micelles are elongated 
spherocylindrical having two hemispherical end caps and a cylindrical body. The 
neutralization of repulsive forces between micelles due to the addition of salt 
reduces the effective area of surfactant head and alters the packing parameter of 
surfactant [14, 75]. The wormlike micelles entangle with each other and generate 
three dimensional networks, which impart viscoelasticity, and therefore, the behav-
ior of surfactants becomes similar to that of viscoelastic polymer solutions [74]. 
Anionic surfactants have the ability to form such wormlike micelles when sufficient 
electrolyte is added [76]. For surfactants, such as sodium lauryl ether sulfate (SLES) 
and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), the addition of electrolyte increases the surfac-
tant packing parameter as well as solution viscosity [74]. It has also been reported 
that surfactant ability to form a strong foam depends on its hydrophilic/lipophilic 
balance (HLB) which may vary due to the addition of salinity [77]. Foam of decyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) surfactant has been reported to decrease the 
foam viscosity with the increase in salinity; however, the cetyl trimethylammonium 
bromide (CTAB) provided an increasing trend as the salinity in the solution was 
increased. Another surfactant, Mackam CB-35, by Rhodia provided a decrease in 
foam viscosity until 3 wt% salinity, and beyond that a prominent increase in foam 
viscosity was reported [77]. 

4.7 Foam rheological models 

The rheology of foam determines various characteristics of fracture growth, and 
therefore, it is important to accurately estimate the rheology in order to predict the 
fracture geometry. Different rheological models have been developed that describe 
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the foam flow behavior, from the widely used power law model to the Herschel-
Bulkley model, which have different degrees of success [8, 32]. 

The Herschel-Bulkley model incorporates a yield stress for non-Newtonian fluid. 
In this model, the yield stress becomes negligible at high shear rate and the model 
becomes similar to the power law model. Mathematically, the Herschel-Bulkley 
model is presented as Eq. (2) [8]. 

τ = τo + K γn (2) 

where τ is the shear stress, γ is the shear rate, τo is the yield stress, K is the 
consistency index, and n is flow behavior index. 

Power law or Ostwald-de Waele model is one of the most commonly used models 
for describing the non-Newtonian behavior of foam [8, 63, 78–80]. The power law 
model can be mathematically expressed as shown in Eq. (3) below [63, 81]. 

μ = K γn−1 (3) 

where μ is the viscosity, K is the flow consistency index, γ is the shear rate, and n 
is the flow behavior index. 

A straight line appears when log μ is plotted versus log γ. By taking the logarithm 
of both sides of Eq. (5), the parameters of the power law model can be determined 
as shown below. 

logμ = logK + (n − 1) logγ (4) 

If the solution viscosity of the solution is plotted against the correspond-
ing shear rate on a log-log paper, a straight line appears with the intercept as K 
at a shear rate (1/s), and as shown in Figure 7, (n − 1) will be the slope of the 
straight line. 

The n value explains the behavior of the solution, i.e., when n < 1, the fluid 
shows shear thinning behavior, whereas for the shear thickening fluids, n > 1. For 
foams, n < 1.0 indicates a pseudoplastic behavior. The extent of shear thinning 
behavior of solutions can be quantified by the value of n. The value of n is signifi-
cantly lower than unity if the solution is highly shear thinning, whereas if the n 
value is equal to unity which is the case of Newtonian fluid, the K value will become 
the Newtonian viscosity. 

Foam behavior indices (K and n) are the function of foam quality, chemical 
concentration, temperature, and pressure. The rheological behavior of the foam 
is somewhat similar to the polymers. Foam system is considered complex and its 
model parameters are reliant on foam geometry, temperature, pressure, and foam 
properties [8, 41, 78]. Previous studies performed on foam rheology concluded that 
it is important to control various parameters such as gas volume fraction (i.e. foam 
quality), foam texture, pressure, temperature, chemical types, concentrations, 
etc. while measuring the foam apparent viscosity [82]. Many studies also reported 
higher performance of CO2 foam fluid with higher recoveries as compared to other 
fluids [21, 83]. However, it is difficult to understand and model the behavior of such 
energized fluid [83]. 

Ahmed et al. investigated the effect of various process variables such as pres-
sure, temperature, salinity, surfactant concentration, and shear rate on CO2 foam 
apparent viscosity under high pressure high temperature conditions and presented 
a set of empirical correlations [39, 84]. In their study, the polymer free foam was 
generated using a conventional surfactant, i.e., alpha olefin sulfonate (AOS) and a 
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Figure 7. 
Power-law model [8, 78]. 

foam stabilizer, and it was noticed that all the aforementioned process variables are 
strongly dependent on foam apparent viscosity (discussed above in Section 4). All 
the foams exhibited a typical shear thinning behavior within the tested shear rate 
range (10–500 s−1) and the power law model was fitted on experimental data. They 
presented a set of empirical correlation to predict apparent viscosity of CO2 foam. 
Power law indices were found to be strongly dependent on all process variables. The 
new equations for K and n were developed as a function of process variables which 
were then substituted in the power law model. These correlations could cover a wide 
range of conditions and were found accurate in predicting the viscosity of CO2 foam 
fracturing fluid. These developed models could be integrated into any fracturing 
simulator in order to evaluate the efficiency of foam fracturing fluid. 

Gu studied foam fracturing using polymer free foam considering ultra-
lightweight proppants (ULWPs) [8, 32]. They also developed empirical correlations 
through the modification of the power law model, which were then applied in a 
fracturing and reservoir model using a commercial simulator CMG IMEX. They 
used ULWPs to predict the formation productivity with both slickline and polymer 
free foams. They have been able to present foam-based hydraulic fracturing fluid 
which has efficiently propped the fractures and utilized less water compared to that 
of slickline fluid. Furthermore, he evaluated the designed foam fluid and proppant 
using a combined experimental and computational modeling technique which 
helped in identifying the optimal proppant amount and gas liquid fraction (or 
quality) of foam. 

4.8 Experimental study of foam rheology 

Numerous experimental studies used pipes with a small diameter to investi-
gate foam rheology. This is a more reliable method of studying foam behavior in 
wellbores. Foam deteriorates due to its unstable nature which is caused by liquid 
drainage under the action of gravity [85]. Accumulation of the liquid takes place 
at the bottom of the samples and foam cannot be taken as a homogeneous system. 
Foam is made to flow through a steel recirculation loop in which pressure drop over 
a certain length is measured and apparent viscosity was calculated. Hagen-Poiseulle 
equation is used to compute the apparent viscosity of foam in pipe or tubing and it 
is represented in Eq. (5) [41, 53, 57, 74, 77]. 
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D2 ΔPμapp = 32LU 
(5) 

where μapp is the foam apparent viscosity, D is the diameter of tubing, ΔP is the 
differential pressure between the test sections, L is the tubing length, and U is aver-
age velocity determined from the total volumetric flow rate of foam. 

Before carrying out any measurements, a constant shear rate needs to be set 
to ensure uniformity across the foam. Once the foam is equilibrated in the recir-
culation loop, the pressure drop is measured rapidly at different flow rates while 
ensuring that the foam texture does not vary over time. Patton et al. measured foam 
viscosity as a function of shear rate using a viscometer apparatus [86]. They mixed 
constituents of the foam and passed it through the foam generator, i.e., packed bed. 
Flow rates, temperature, and pressure drop were measured after displacing the 
foam through the small diameter tube [87]. 

Xue et al. [74], Li et al. [57], and Sun et al. [41] recently used a flow loop system 
for fracturing foam studies by using CO2 foam. These rheology studies involved 
foam as fracturing fluid and the investigation was made at downhole condition 
using a flow loop system. The effects of temperature, pressure, foam quality, and 
shear rate on fracturing foam were studied. Sudhakar and Shah (2002, 2003), 
Bonilla and Shah [88], and Sani et al. (2001) used a recirculation loop rheometer to 
investigate the rheology of polymer foam and the power law behavior was observed 
[88]. These experiments determined that foam behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid. 
The foam apparent viscosity decreases as the shear rate increases and such behavior 
is termed as pseudoplastic. 

5. Foam fracturing fluid performance: laboratory studies 

5.1 Foaming agent and water recovery 

Prior to the implementation, it is important to investigate the performance of 
fracturing fluid at reservoir conditions. The measurement of fundamental proper-
ties of the used foaming agent such as interfacial tension and contact angle that 
are the basis for reducing capillary pressure are also essential to perform [89, 90]. 
Additionally, the adsorption of surfactant as a foaming agent is equally important 
to study in order to estimate the chemical loss in the reservoir during the recov-
ery process. The recovery of injected fluid as well as chemical performance can 
be experimentally evaluated based on core flow tests. Furthermore, it has been 
reported that several field pilot tests were conducted to check the performance of 
surfactant for fracturing applications. Most of the pilot tests were conducted in 
the Barnett and Marcellus shales utilizing conventional surfactants which include 
nonionic alcohol ethoxylate surfactants and amphoteric and cationic surfactants 
[89]. The water recovery using conventional surfactants has been reported to 
achieve approximately 60% (an average of 3 wells) [89]. Barnett shale is consid-
ered notorious for retaining water. Another case study was conducted considering 
a conventional surfactant and only 2300 bbl of water was recovered out of injected 
6430 bbl giving about 28% recovery [89]. A nanofluid has also been employed in 
fracturing job to reduce the chemical adsorption whereby the recovery of injected 
water reached about 40% in this case [91, 92]. Both laboratory and field studies 
revealed that the addition of surfactants to the fracturing fluid system helps in 
increasing the recovery of additional water. Besides, an increase in overall gas 
production was also observed. 
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5.2 Foam screening and optimization 

The proper selection of foaming agent for generating foam fracturing fluid is 
required to optimize the process under desired conditions. Lin et al. investigated 
different surfactants at high temperature and the results were compared with those 
of a conventional foaming agent used previously as fracturing fluid [93]. They 
performed surface tension, foam stability, and foam viscosity experiment in order 
to evaluate the surfactant performance for foam generation. It was ascertained that 
the results from foam stability experiment could give the indication of surfactant 
performance for foam generation but the foam behavior under fracturing conditions 
could not necessarily be deduced. The utilization of flow loop foam rheometer has 
enabled the study on foam viscosity under reservoir operating temperature and pres-
sure conditions. Based on extensive laboratory studies which mainly include foam 
rheology, a superior performance foam formulation was obtained which was able 
to provide a stable foam with both CO2 and N2 in a high temperature environment 
especially where other conventional foamers failed to generate the stable foam. The 
selected foamer was also found to be having good compatibility with other chemicals 
in fracturing fluid systems and it has also provided low emulsification as compared 
to other foamers. When the selected foam formulation through this detailed screen-
ing and optimization procedure under reservoir conditions was employed in various 
fracturing treatments in fields, successful results were achieved. 

5.3 The role of chemical additives 

Many attempts have been carried out to find the formulation of foam fracturing 
fluid that can meet the requirement of targeted reservoirs and provide an optimum 
performance. The synthetic polymer with high concentration has been reported 
to meet the need of higher viscosity of fracturing fluid. However, the increase in 
polymer loading would give more severe formation damage due to the formation of 
fluid residue. 

Some viscoelastic surfactants (VES) have been proposed to generate highly 
stable and viscous foam fracturing fluid with minimum water contents at high tem-
perature conditions. The increase in surfactant concentration may form worm-like 
micelles which impart viscoelastic property to the foam lamella, hence generating 
high strength foam which is a relatively clear approach as compared to that of poly-
mer solutions. The addition of nanoparticles (zinc oxide (ZnO) and magnesium 
oxide (MgO)) has also been found to improve the temperature tolerance of this type 
of surfactant from 93 to 121°C [94]. 

The evaluation of different types of polymer as additives for achieving stable 
and viscous foam has also been performed by Ahmed et al. [38]. They utilized both 
conventional HPAM polymers and new associative polymers (possessing higher 
level of hydrophobes) for bulk foam stability tests using FoamScan as well as foam 
viscosity measurement using HPHT foam rheometer. It was concluded that the use 
of conventional polymers was not preferable under harsh reservoir conditions as 
they are more prone to degradation instead of stabilizing the foam. Meanwhile, 
associative polymer provided dramatic increase in the viscosity and stability of CO2 
foam without undergoing degradation under testing conditions. 

More complex system of CO2 foam has been presented by Xue et al. in which the 
foam was stabilized with betaine surfactant and silica nanoparticles in the absence 
and presence of synthetic polymer [95]. The texture of foam was observed from the 
view cell connected to foam generator having glass bead pack with a permeability of 
23 Darcy and the viscosity of foam was measured using a capillary viscometer. It has 
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been reported that an extremely dry (90–98% foam quality) supercritical CO2-in-
water-foam prepared in brine presented a high viscosity and stability at 50°C. The 
data on such high quality foams are very limited [95, 96] and the proposed com-
bination (i.e. surfactant/nanoparticle/polymer) has indicated the possibility of 
having the strong foam with minimum water content which is desirable for fractur-
ing application. Lauryl amidopropyl betaine, the used surfactant, was able to lower 
the CO2/water interfacial tension to 5 mN/m. This surfactant attracted anionic NPs 
(and anionic HPAM in the systems containing polymer) to the CO2/water interface. 
Nanoparticle presence in the CO2 foam system has remarkably slowed down the 
Ostwald ripening phenomena, whereas, the polymer slowed down the liquid drain-
age by increasing the viscosity of continuous phase and surface viscosity [95]. 

5.4 Consideration of different process variables 

The rheological properties of foam as fracturing fluid have been evaluated by 
Wilk et al. using flow loop rheometer with a purpose of reducing the amount of 
water during fracturing operation [97]. They reported that the concentration of 
foaming agent and polymer prominently impact the foam rheological parameters. 
The evaluation in rheometer was performed on the basis of two different foam 
qualities, i.e., 70 and 50%. Their results showed that the 70% quality foam was able 
to provide stronger foam due to favorable changes in the foam structure and distri-
bution. The foam texture study also revealed that the bubble sized distribution was 
altered due the presence of different additives and in this case, polymer additive was 
able to further reduce the bubble diameter which resulted in high viscosity foam. 

Ahmed et al. has investigated polymer free foam performance with different 
process variables such as surfactant concentration, salinity, temperature, pres-
sure, and shear rate utilizing a high pressure high temperature flow loop system 
[39, 84]. The rheology of CO2 foam was presented under a wide range of different 
parameters such as temperature (40–120°C), pressure (1000–2500 psi), salinity 
(0.5–8 wt%), surfactant concentration (0.25–1 wt%), and shear rate (10–500 s−1). 
They presented that 80% foam quality which was found to provide the best per-
formance, expected to be favorable for fracturing job at targeted conditions. These 
experimental studies found that the foam apparent viscosity under supercritical 
conditions considerably increases with the increase in surfactant concentration up 
to 5000 ppm, whereas a continuous increasing trend in foam viscosity appeared as 
the salinity in the foaming solution was increased. Besides that, the increase in tem-
perature resulted in thermal thinning of foam lamella whereby dropping the foam 
viscosity. Also, the increment in pressure provided stability to the foam lamella 
which resulted in high viscosity foam. It was reported that all the foams behaved as 
shear thinning fluid within the tested shear rate range and power law was fitted on 
foam viscosity data. The flow behavior indices were found to be the strong function 
of aforementioned process variables and using viscometric data, the new empirical 
correlations have been developed, which gives accurate prediction of the apparent 
viscosity of CO2 foam as a function of process variables. These empirical models 
may help in predicting the optimum fracturing conditions and also for the fracture 
simulation modeling study. 

5.5 Proppant transport effectiveness 

The experimental study in Hele Shaw slot (Figure 8) was presented by Tong 
et al. for visualizing the proppant transport behavior during foam injection [98]. 
The foam was generated using conventional surfactant in combination with low 
molecular weight (8 million Da) polymer solution as viscosifier. In their study, static 
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Figure 8. 
Laboratory scale Hele-Shaw fracture slot for mimicking induced fracture [98]. 

foam stability and foam viscosity tests were conducted to study the durability and 
strength of the generated foam. The visualization of foam-based fracturing fluid 
was studied at different foam qualities and it was reported that proppant transport 
was quite efficient with high quality foam due to its high viscosity and stability. 
They reported that the low quality foam was not an effective proppant carrying 
medium due to high liquid drainage and low apparent viscosity of foam during its 
transport through the fracture system. It has also been reported that the dry foam 
allows extremely slow proppant settling compared to wet foams even during high 
proppant loading. 

6. Conclusions 

Advanced horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have been widely 
applied for unlocking a huge amount of hydrocarbon reserves from tight shales. 
Conventional water-based polymeric solutions have been commonly utilized for 
fracturing jobs due to their ability to transport proppants deep into the reservoir. 
However, the use of polymer tends to cause plugging of nanopores and detrimen-
tally affects the shale productivity. Moreover, many environmental constraints are 
associated with the use of a huge amount of fresh water and the disposal of con-
taminated water during flow back period is continuously reported, driving a need 
of waterless fracturing fluid system. 

CO2 has been known as alternative fracturing fluid with various added benefits 
including releasing the adsorbed gas, water flow back improvement, and carbon 
sequestration. However, the use of single CO2 system has limitations affected by 
the low viscosity of gas, limited proppant carrying ability, and limited possibility 
to operate at depth. An innovation to have waterless fracturing fluid has also been 
attractively developed resulting in less water consumption, less formation damage, 
and less liquid to recover during the fracturing process. 

The combination of surfactant with CO2 generates foam which is considered as 
a highly attractive and unique solution to all the above associated concerns during 
fracturing operation. CO2 foam has high viscosity, good thermal stability, better 
proppant transport and placement ability, stable rheological performance as com-
pared to polymers, ability to reduce clay swelling and fine mitigation issues, and 
increased flow back due to gas expansion. Additionally, surfactants in the base fluid 
reduce capillary forces and alter shale wettability, which assists water flowback, 
and increases gas production. Therefore, selection of an appropriate surfactant 
is of prime importance. However, available literature studies on the evaluation of 
surfactant and foam performance as fracturing fluid are limited. 

In spite of all exceptional benefits, a good understanding of foam rheology is 
required for the design of optimum foam fracturing treatment. The foam fracturing 
process highly depends on foam viscosity and it is highly desirable that the foam 
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should provide sufficient viscosity for efficient job completion under reservoir 
design and operating conditions. According to the previous studies explained 
in this chapter, besides the evaluation based on foam stability, an analysis of the 
applicability of foam-based fracturing fluid could be derived from several experi-
mental investigations including foam viscosity measurement using flow loop foam 
rheometer which also could provide the information of foam texture at different 
foam qualities and fracturing conditions. A thorough screening and optimization of 
foam considering different variables under fracturing conditions could effectively 
improve the efficiency of fracturing job. Studies also have implied that the foam 
rheological property is challenging to estimate due to numerous variables involved. 
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Chapter 3 

Thermodynamics of Thermal 
Diffusion Factors in Hydrocarbon 
Mixtures 
Keshawa Shukla 

Abstract 

The reliable evaluation of thermal diffusion factors is important to understand 
the composition variation of the mixture components in hydrocarbon reservoirs. 
A thermodynamic model of thermal diffusion factors of hydrocarbon mixtures is 
presented. The model is based on the statistical theory of linear transport of 
intermolecular forces and accounts for the explicit effects of molecular mass, 
energy and size parameters. The accuracy of the model is first evaluated by com-
paring calculated results with the available non-equilibrium molecular dynamics 
simulation results. The theoretical model is then applied to explain thermal diffu-
sion factors in some selected binary hydrocarbon mixtures over a range of temper-
ature, pressure and molecular composition conditions. 

Keywords: hydrocarbon mixtures, thermodynamics, thermal diffusion, 
molecular interaction, reservoirs 

1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with one of the key aspects of hydrocarbon production from 
the oil and gas reservoirs, known as the thermal diffusion process. This process 
plays an important role to separate isotopic mixtures and isobaric mixtures, analyze 
hydrodynamic instability in mixtures, transport mass in living matters, migrate 
minerals, separate and characterize polymers and colloidal particles by thermal field 
flow fractionation. In the case of hydrocarbon productions, the thermal diffusion 
process is generally used to study the compositional variation and segregation in 
hydrocarbon oil and gas reservoirs [1, 2]. 

In some hydrocarbon reservoirs, very large compositional variations can be 
observed in horizontal and vertical directions. There is a large temperature gradient 
in the vertical direction, and a small temperature gradient in the horizontal direc-
tion. The horizontal temperature gradient always induces both thermal convection 
and thermal diffusion, while the vertical temperature gradient causes thermal dif-
fusion but may or may not induce thermal convection. The temperature gradient 
develops a concentration gradient of the mixture constituents. A thermal diffusion 
process takes place when the convection free gas and liquid mixture tend to sepa-
rate under a temperature gradient. This phenomenon is known as the “Soret 
Effect.” This effect can be measured by means of thermal diffusion factor (αT ). 
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A significant progress has been made in recent past to measure thermal diffusion 
factors in liquid mixtures [3, 4]. 

The available experimental data have indicated that in low pressure gaseous 
mixtures and ideal liquid mixtures, αT is small, and molecular size and mass govern 
its magnitude [5]. On the other hand, αT may be large in non-ideal liquid mixtures 
where energy interactions, size and shape of the molecules, and thermodynamic 
conditions govern the magnitude of αT [6]. Also, the thermal diffusion can enhance 
composition gradient in vertical direction in hydrocarbon reservoirs [7], and it can 
enhance or weaken compositional variation in vertical direction as thermal diffu-
sion is usually opposite in sign to the gravitational segregation in hydrocarbons 
reservoirs [8, 9]. 

Therefore, a reliable theoretical model of thermal diffusion factors in hydrocar-
bon mixtures is require to accurately predict the compositional variations in reser-
voirs and evaluate the formation fluid. 

There has been a continued interest in the thermodynamic modeling and the 
measurement of thermal diffusion factors in multicomponent mixtures (e.g., 
[10–16]). Numerous classical thermodynamic approaches have been utilized to 
describe the thermal diffusion factors in binary hydrocarbon mixtures only qualita-
tively [10–13]. A more successful thermodynamic model of thermal diffusion 
factors of non-ideal mixtures was presented by Shukla and Firoozabadi [2, 14]. 
The model was based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes and kinetic 
theory, combining both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties. In this 
model, the equilibrium properties were determined from the equation of state while 
the non-equilibrium properties were obtained from the fluid viscosity. The model 
predictions of thermal diffusion factors in several binary mixtures were found to 
represent the experimental data very well. However, the signs of thermal diffusion 
factors of components could not establish uniquely the direction of warmer and 
colder region of fluids, especially in multicomponent mixtures. Furthermore, these 
models provide little or no information about the intermolecular forces in the 
system, and cannot describe adequately the thermal diffusion factors close to the 
critical point of the fluids. 

Several attempts were made in the past to better describe thermal diffusion 
factors of gaseous hydrocarbon mixtures using statistical thermodynamics and 
molecular simulations depending on the intermolecular interactions [17–19]. A 
review of the developments in the theory and experiment of thermodiffusion has 
been presented recently by Kohler and Morozov [20]. However, the statistical 
theory of thermal diffusion was not applied to the liquid hydrocarbon mixtures of 
industrial interest. Moreover, the rigorous theories were not available to express the 
volumetric and heat flow properties accurately. 

Recently, Shukla [21] proposed a model of thermal diffusion factors in hydro-
carbon mixtures using the statistical thermodynamics of intermolecular interactions 
[22]. The model was able to describe the thermal diffusion factors of several binary 
hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon mixtures. The objective of this paper is to 
examine the accuracy of the proposed model in describing thermal diffusion factors 
of binary hydrocarbon mixtures. 

Section 2 describes briefly the relation between the mass flux and thermal 
diffusion coefficient of a binary fluid mixture. Section 3 establishes the relation 
between statistical thermodynamics of thermal diffusion factors and how to 
account for the intermolecular interactions of the molecular constituents. Section 4 
compares theoretical results with experimental data and examines the reliability of 
the theory for the selected binary hydrocarbon mixtures. Section 5 presents the 
conclusion of this study. 
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2. Thermal diffusion coefficients 

We consider a binary fluid mixture. The total diffusive mass flux of component 
1 of the mixture is given by [21, 23] 

˙ ˛ ˝ ˆ 
⇀ð Þt ˜ ° M1x1 V1 1
J 1 ¼ �  ρ2 

m =ρ M1M2D12 ∇x1 þ 
M1 

� ∇P=F1 � κT∇ ln T (1)
RT ρ 

where, ρm is total molar density, M is molecular weight, T is temperature, x1 is 
mole fraction of component 1, ρ is mass density, P is pressure, R is gas constant, V1 

is the partial molar volume of component 1, D12 is molecular diffusion coefficient, 
κT is thermal diffusion ratio of component 1, ∇ is the gradient operator, and 

˜ ° 
F1 ¼ ∂ ln f 1 =∂ ln x1 T,P (2) 

where f1 is the fugacity of component 1. 
The first, second and third parts of Eq. (1) arise due to the molecular diffusion, 

pressure diffusion and thermal diffusion. The thermal diffusion factor αT of com-
ponent 1 is defined as 

αT ¼ κT=x1x2 (3) 

For a binary mixture, the thermal diffusion factor of component 2 has the 
opposite sign. 

Here we consider a one dimension case in steady state, and assume that there are 
no convection and gravity segregation. Therefore, the mass flux can be assumed to 
be zero. Under these conditions, the composition and the temperature gradients are 
related through the following equation [2]: 

dx1=dz ¼ ðαT x1 x2 d ln T=dzÞ (4) 

3. Thermodynamics of thermal diffusion factor 

Here we present the thermodynamic theory based on the modified form of 
Chapman and Cowling [22] and Kihara [24] as applied to binary hydrocarbon 
mixtures. This approach involves the calculation of collision integrals of the fluid 
mixture for a well-defined potential function. The calculation of the transport 
property collision integrals for gases, whose molecules obey a simple intermolecular 
potential, enables to explain the transport properties of slightly non-ideal gas mix-
tures following the isotropic intermolecular interactions. For non-ideal mixtures, in 
which molecules interact with strongly anisotropic intermolecular interactions, 
additional contributions are assumed arising from the expansion of non-equilibrium 
distributions. These anisotropic interactions could affect the thermal diffusion 
factors significantly [25]. 

We consider a binary mixture of components i and j. In this mixture the mole-
cules are assumed to interact with an effective pair-wise additive intermolecular 
potential function (Exp-6), given by 

˙ ˆ 
αij ˜ ˇ ˘° αij ˜ ° 6 uij r exp αij 1 � r=rmij rmij=r (5)ð Þ ¼ εij � 

αij � 6 αij � 6 
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where uij is the potential energy of two molecules of species i and j at a separa-
tion distance r, εij is the depth of the potential minimum which is located at rmij, αij 
determines the softness of the repulsion energy, and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. 
In this (Exp-6) potential function, the molecules of mixture species are represented 
by the size parameter (Rmab) and energy parameter (εab/kB). 

Using the mth-order Chapman-Cowling approximation, the general form of the 
thermal diffusion factor (αT) can be given by 

" #  0:5   0:55 ð Þ  M1 þM2 ð Þ  M1 þM2ðαT Þ ¼ x1A
m þ x2A

m (6)m 01 0-1ð Þ2x1x2A
m 2M1 2M200 

where, x1 and x2 are the mole fractions. M1 and M2 are the molecular weights of 
the mixture components 1 and 2. A(m) is a determinant of (2 m + 1) order, whose 
general term is Aij, where i and j range from -m to +m, including zero. The minor 
of A(m) obtained by striking out the row and column containing Aij is denoted by 
the symbol Aij

(m). Similarly, the i and jth minor of A00
(m) is denoted by the symbol 

Aij00
(m). The elements Aij are functions of the mole fractions, molecular weights and 

collision integrals, which are functions of temperature, molecular size and energy 
parameters. 

From Eqs. (3) and (7) the mth-order thermal diffusion ratio kT can be defined ð Þm 
as 

ð Þ ¼ ð Þ  (7)kT x1x2 αTm m 

and the collision integrals are given by the following equations:

  0:5 ∞ð 
kBT   ð Þ  ð ÞΩ l ð Þ ¼n exp -γ2 γ2nþ3Q l ð Þg dγ (8)
2πμ 

0
  

Q l g 2π cos lχ bdb (9)ð Þð Þ ¼  1 -

with 

μg2 

γ2 ¼ (10)
2kBT 

where μ is the reduced mass of a pair of colliding molecules, and g is the initial 
relative speed of the colliding pair. The molecules are deflected by the collision 
through a relative angle χ which is a function of g and the collision parameter b. 

The dimensionless collision integrals of the above equations can be expressed as 
follows:

 !- 1 -1 l  0:5 
ð Þ  ð 1Þ

Ω l;n ∗ ¼ 
4 1 þ - μ 

Ωð Þl1 - ð Þn (11)
σ2ð1 þ nÞ! 2 1ð þ lÞ 2πkBT 

ð Þwhere Ω l;n ∗ is the dimensionless collision integral reduced with respect to that 
of the diameter σ of a rigid elastic sphere. 

Using the first-order approximation, Eq. (7) is written as 

  x1S1 - x2S2ðαT Þ1 ¼ 6C∗ 
12 - 5 (12)

x2 x2 
1Q1 þ 2Q2 þ x1x 12Q12 
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where the parameters S1, S2, Q1 and Q2 are given by

 !� �0:5 Ω 2;2 ∗ � � 
M1 2M2 

ð Þ  σ11
2 4M1M2A∗ 15M2ðM2 �M1Þ11 12S1 ¼ � � (13)ð Þ∗ 2 2Ω 1;1M2 M1 þM2 σ12 ðM1 þM2Þ 2ðM1 þM2Þ12

 !� �0:5 Ω 2;2 ∗ � �ð Þ  2M2 2M1 4M1M2A∗ 15M1ðM1 �M2Þ22 σ22 12S2 ¼ � � (14)ð Þ∗ 2 2M1 M1 þM2 Ω 1;1 σ12 ðM1 þM2Þ 2ðM1 þM2Þ12  !� � 
Ω 2;2� � ð Þ∗ � �0:5 22 2M2 11 σ11Q1 ¼ ðM1þM2Þ ð Þ∗ σ12M2ðM1 þM2Þ Ω 1;1 

12 (15) 
5 6 8 � B∗ M1

2 þ 3M2
2 þ M1M2A∗ 

12 122 5 5
 !� � 

Ω 2;2� � ð Þ∗ � �0:5 2 
Q2 ¼ 

2 2M1 22 σ22 
ðM1þM2Þ ð Þ∗ σ12M1ðM1 þM2Þ Ω 1;1 

12 (16) 
5 6 8 � B∗ M2

2 þ 3M1
2 þ M1M2A∗ 

12 122 5 5 
! 

M1�M2
2 5 6 

B∗ 4M1M2A12 
∗ 12 

B∗Q12 ¼ 15 M1þM2 
� 12 þ 2 11 � 122 5 ðM1 þM2Þ 5

 !  ! (17)ð Þ∗ ð Þ∗ 2 2Ω 2;2 Ω 2;28ðM1 þM2Þ 11 22 σ11 σ22þ � �0:5 ð Þ∗ ð Þ∗ 12 Ω12
1;1 Ω12

1;1 σ12 σ125 M1M 

A12
*, B12

* and C12
* are functions of the collision integrals as given by

 ! ð Þ∗ 

A∗ 12Ω 2;2
(18)12 ¼ ð Þ∗ Ω 1;1 

12  ! ð Þ∗ ð Þ∗ 5Ω 1;2 4Ω 1;3 
12 12B∗ 

12 ¼ (19)ð Þ∗ Ω 1;112  ! ð Þ∗ Ω 1;212C∗ 
12 ¼ (20)ð Þ∗ Ω 1;112 

The details on the various parameters are given elsewhere [21]. 
To consider the effects of pressure and unlike interaction parameters, Eq. (21) 

for C12* was modified empirically as follows:

 ! ð Þ∗ Ω 1;2
C∗ 12 
12 ¼ exp p1 

∗f 1 þ p2 
∗f 2 þ p3 

∗f 3 (21)ð Þ∗ Ω 1;112 

where pi are the mixture parameters and fi terms are given by 

∗ ∗f 1 ¼ x1 Px =Tx 

2f 2 ¼ f 1 (22) 
3f 3 ¼ f 1 
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where the reduced pressure and temperature are given in terms of energy and 
size parameters of the molecules 

Px 
∗ ¼ PR3 =εxmx (23)∗Tx ¼ kT=εx 

The following van der Waals mixing rules were applied to determine the 
mixture properties: 

2 
R3 ¼ ∑ xixjR3 (24)mx mij

i, j¼1 

2 
εxR3 ¼ ∑ xixjεijR3 (25)mx mij

i, j¼1 

˜ ° 
Rmij ¼ Rmii þ Rmjj =2 (26) 

˜ ° 0:5
εij ¼ εiiεjj (27) 

Since the properties of the reservoir fluids depend on the fluid compositions, 
temperature and pressure, and since the collision integrals do not account for the 
pressure effects of the liquid mixtures, the empirical Eq. (22) was applied to explain 
the properties of the reservoir fluid mixtures under both temperature and pressure 
as needed. 

4. Results and discussion 

In this section, the performance of the thermodynamic theory is examined to 
represent the thermal diffusion factors in a few selected binary gas and liquid 
mixtures. 

4.1 Potential parameters 

The intermolecular potential parameters along with molecular weight of the 
pure fluids involved in binary mixtures studied in this work are given in Table 1. 
Molecular parameters (ε/kB,  Rm and α) are based on the correlation of the pure fluid 
viscosity and/or second virial coefficient data at the ambient pressure [25]. The 
unlike interaction parameters (Rmij, εij) were evaluated following the arithmetic 
rule for Rmij and geometric rule for εij. α was kept the same for all the fluids. The 

Fluid ε/k, K Rm, Ao α M 

C1 148.20 3.850 14 16 

C3 281.86 5.331 14 44 

C4 339.35 5.755 14 58 

C5 374.78 6.102 14 72.15 

C7 431.13 6.861 14 100 

C10 492.89 7.667 14 142.29 

C16 575.42 8.827 14 226 

Table 1. 
(Exp-6) Potential parameters for the mixture components. 
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Mixture P1 P2 P3 

C1 + C3 ˜51.9 820.6 ˜2742.7 

C1 + C4 13.2 1.34 ˜183.7 

C5 + C10 ˜0.6864 0 0 

C7 + C16 525.8 ˜21375.0 294494.2 

Table 2. 
Polynomial parameters of C*(1,2). 

pressure and potential parameters dependences of the unlike collision integrals are 
expressed in terms of a simple polynomial as given in Eq. (22) above. The polyno-
mial parameters pi for the specific mixtures are given in Table 2. In this work, no 
effort was made to optimize the unlike energy, size and α parameters. 

4.2 Application of theory to liquid mixtures of hydrocarbons 

In order to check the reliability of the thermodynamic model, theoretical results 
are first tested against the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation results 
using the same (Exp-6) intermolecular potential function for a binary mixture of 
pentane and decane (C5 + C10) [26]. Note that the optimized parameters were used 
in the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations to represent the experi-
mental data of thermal diffusion factors of (C5 + C10) mixture. 

Figure 1 compares the theoretical results with the simulation results of αT for the 
mixture of pentane and decane (C5 + C10) at 300 K and 0.1 Mpa [26]. These results 
show that the thermodynamic model can describe αT reasonably well with the 
uncertainties of simulation results. Also included in the Figure 1 are measured data 
for the system (C5 + C10). The model is seen to compare well with both simulation 
and measured results within their data uncertainties. 

The above results suggest that the thermodynamic model with the pressure 
dependent collision integrals offers reliable prediction of αT as a function of both 
temperature and concentration in binary mixtures. Therefore, we adopted the 
unlike potential parameter and pressure dependent collision integrals to first 

Figure 1. 
Thermal diffusion factor for mixture (C5 + C10) from theory, simulation and experiment. 
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correlate a value of αT in liquid hydrocarbon mixtures at a single temperature and 
equimolar condition, and extended that to all other conditions. When several data 
points of thermal diffusion factor were available in different non-ideal conditions of 
temperature, pressure and concentration, we re-evaluated the single point parameters 
by incorporating several data points in parameters regression. Also, in most of the 
cases the three parameters p1, p2 and p3 can describe well the diffusion factors and can 
depend on the temperature, pressure, concentration and interaction parameters. 

Figure 2 presents results for the collision integrals independent of pressure. The 
calculated collision integral results are physically consistent and agree with the 
literature data very well [25]. 

Figure 3 shows theoretical predictions and experimental data [27] of αT for 
mixture (C1 + C3) at a given temperature T = 346 K and P = 5.5 Mpa as a function of 
composition of C1. Figure 4 presents theoretical and experimental results of αT for 
T = 346 K, and composition, x1(C1) = 0.34 as the function of pressure. The latter 

Figure 2. 
Collision integrals from calculation and literature. 

Figure 3. 
Thermal diffusion factor for mixture (C1 + C3) from theory and experiment. 
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Figure 4. 
Thermal diffusion factor for mixture (C1 + C3) from theory and experiment. 

condition is close to the critical point of the mixture (C1 + C3). In both cases 
the theoretical results are in agreement with the measured data well within the 
experimental uncertainty. 

Figure 5 compares theoretical predictions with experimental data [23] of αT 

for mixture of methane and butane (C1 + C4) for temperature 346 K and composi-
tion x1(C1) = 0.34. Figure 6 presents similar comparisons at the lower temperature 
of 319 K and composition of x1(C1) = 0.49. The variations of thermal diffusion 
coefficients with pressure are investigated. The comparison between theory and 
experiment is very good for all the tested conditions. 

To further examine the reliability of our models, Figure 7 compares theoretical 
and experimental results of αT for the more non-ideal mixture of Heptane and 
Hexadecane (C7 + C16) [28]. The model can describe αT reasonably well over the 
whole range of the composition. 

Figure 5. 
Thermal diffusion factor for mixture (C1 + C4) from theory and experiment. 
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Figure 6. 
Thermal diffusion factor for mixture (C1 + C4) from theory and experiment. 

Figure 7. 
Thermal diffusion factor for mixture (C7 + C16) from theory and experiment. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper the statistical thermodynamics has been applied to predict the 
thermal diffusion factors of binary hydrocarbon systems using the thermodynamic 
model based on the statistical thermodynamics and the (Exp-6) potential function 
of two-body molecular interactions. The collision integrals were redefined to 
account for the energy and size parameters of the molecules in addition to their 
pressure and temperature dependency. Theoretical results are tested against the 
molecular simulation results and experimental data for a few selected binary 
hydrocarbon gas and liquid mixtures. The model can successfully describe the 
simulation results of the binary hydrocarbon mixture investigate her. In general, the 
comparisons of theoretical results with experimental data for the thermal diffusion 
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coefficients show a very good performance of the theory in different non-ideal 
reservoir conditions over a range of temperature, pressure and concentration. The 
unlike interaction parameters are seen to be important for accounting the non-ideal 
effects in collision integrals, and for improving the correlation and prediction of 
thermal diffusion factors in non-ideal hydrocarbon liquid mixtures. 
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Chapter 4

Well Test Analysis for
Hydraulically-Fractured Wells
Freddy Humberto Escobar

Abstract

This chapter focuses on the application of Tiab’s direct synthesis (TDS) tech-
nique for practical and accurate interpretation of pressure tests on vertical wells in
conventional reservoirs, so bilinear, linear, and elliptical flow regimes can be used
for fracture characterization. Most fractured well interpretation tests are conducted
using nonlinear regression analysis if the pressure model is available. This method
has some drawbacks associated with the nonuniqueness of the solution. Also, the
conventional straight-line method requires one plot for each individual flow regime
observed in the pressure tests, and the estimated parameters cannot be verified.
Tiab’s direct synthesis (TDS) methodology, which uses specific lines and intersec-
tion points found on the pressure and pressure derivative plot, is used in some
direct equations which are obtained from the solution of the diffusivity equation for
a given flow regime. It has been proven to provide accurate results, and its power
allows verification of most results which is not possible from any other technique.
The methodology has been successfully explained and tested by its application in
two examples, although there exists more than a hundred articles that provide many
useful applications.

Keywords: bilinear flow, linear flow, elliptical flow, half-length fracture,
fracture conductivity, hydraulic fracturing

1. Introduction

Throughout their history, well test analyses for fractured wells have received
many contributions. For practical purposes, let us name the most important ones
for this chapter. A good place to start is by mentioning the work in [1], which
described the pressure behavior for infinite-conductivity and uniform-flux frac-
tured wells, so people started conducting interpretation tests on such wells by using
type-curve matching. Later, [2] introduced the concept of finite-conductivity frac-
tures and established the onset value of dimensionless conductivity as 300. Values
lower than that are considered finite-conductivity values, and those above 300 are
classified as infinite conductivity. In [2], a fine semi-analytical solution was intro-
duced for describing the well-pressure behavior in hydraulically fractured wells.
This solution was then applied in [3] to provide a well interpretation method using
type-curve matching. Since then, other mathematical solutions have been presented
for finite-conductivity fractures. Among them, the work in [4] using fractal theory
is worth mentioning.

The way of conducting well test interpretation was changed by the introduction
of Tiab’s direct synthesis (TDS) technique by [5]. This revolutionary and modern
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technique focuses on the different flow regimes seen on the pressure derivative 
curve. Defined lines are drawn through each individual flow regime, and the inter-
section points found among them are read and used for reservoir characterization. 
Additionally, reading arbitrary points on the pressure and pressure derivative of 
each flow regime also serve for reservoir parameter determination. A great number 
of applications of the TDS technique are given in [6]. The second work [7], by the 
same author of [5], presented TDS technique for infinite-conductivity and uniform-
flux fractures in vertical wells. In [7], the elliptical or biradial flow regime was 
introduced and characterized. This elliptical flow is also seen in horizontal wells 
and was characterized in [8–10]. Because of the similarity between the mathematical 
models of hydraulic fractures and horizontal wells, this concept was applied by [11] 
to determine the average reservoir pressure in formations drained by horizontal wells 
using the TDS technique. The infinite-conductivity model in [7] also included the 
late-time pseudosteady-state period as well as some equations involved in the drain-
age area (conventional analysis for this case was included in [12]). This may be 
disadvantageous for inexperienced users of TDS technique when interpreting pres-
sure tests without reaching reservoir boundaries because the equations involved the 
use of the unknown reservoir drainage area, although it can be still applied by using 
the intersection points. To overcome this drawback, [13] presented a new mathe-
matical model excluding the late-time pseudosteady-state period. 

TDS technique for finite-conductivity fractured wells is given in [14], with 
practical field applications to demonstrate the usefulness of the technique. The 
fracture parameters can be readily obtained by using an arbitrary point on the flow 
regimes. TDS technique plays an important role when analyzing short pressure tests 
because a user can “make up” nonexisting flow regimes since, for instance, the 
radial flow horizontal line can be obtained from the reservoir permeability even 
though radial flow regime is absent. [15, 16] extended the works of finite- and 
infinite-conductivity fractures in naturally fractured reservoirs. The equations 
provided by these works can also be applied to either homogeneous or naturally 
fractured formations since they involve a dummy variable that takes the value of 
one for the homogeneous case or the value of the dimensionless storativity coeffi-
cient for the case of a naturally fractured formation. 

TDS technique has also been extended to several scenarios related to hydrauli-
cally fractured wells. For instance, when a finite-conductivity fracture intersects 
with a fault, the pressure trace changes; then, the equations developed in [17] 
apply for this case. There are cases where a threshold pressure is required to start 
the flow. The work in [18] includes this concept in uniform-fractured vertical wells, 
and the work in [19] includes the concept for horizontal wells. Also, when the 
fractured face is damaged, a pseudolinear flow regime develops along the fracture. 
[1] included TDS technique to characterize such systems. [16] presented TDS 
technique for fractured wells in gas composite reservoirs. TDS technique can also be 
usefully applied to transient-rate analysis, as seen in [20]. Application of TDS 
technique to horizontally isolated fractured wells was presented and characterized 
in [21] and in conventional analysis in [22]. The works in [23, 24] use TDS tech-
nique for shale reservoirs. Other applications of TDS technique to these systems are 
given by [25] under transient-rate analysis and [26] for pressure-transient analysis 
conditions. Other important applications of TDS Technique to fractured wells are 
given by [29, 30]. 

This chapter is devoted to the application of TDS technique to hydraulically 
fractured wells in either homogeneous or naturally fractured formations. Without 
given detailed derivations, the expressions for characterizing the hydraulic fracture 
parameters are presented along with the way they should be used. Important 
relationships and practical exercises are included. 
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2. TDS basis 

The pioneer publication on the TDS technique, [5], explains in detail the deri-
vation of the equations. The Laplace space solution of the arithmetic pressure 
derivative for a homogeneous and infinite reservoir with skin and wellbore storage 
is also presented in [5] and given by 

0 1∞ð
e�u2tD4

PD 
0 ¼ @ n oAdu: 

π2 
u ½uCDJ0ðuÞ � ð1 � CDsu2ÞJ1ð Þu �2 þ ½uCDY0ðuÞ � ð1 � CDsu2ÞY1ð Þu �2 

0 

(1) 

However, we know that the pressure derivative is a horizontal line during radial 
flow regime. The dimensionless pressure derivative during radial line is easier 
represented by 

tD 
∗PD 

0 ¼ 0:5: (2) 

Then, to obtain practical equations, dimensionless parameters must be used. The 
dimensionless time, based upon half-fracture length and reservoir drainage area, is 
given below: 

0:000263kt 
tDxf ¼ (3)

ϕμctx2 
f 

and 

0:000263kt 
tDA ¼ : (4)

ϕμctA 

The dimensionless pressure and pressure derivative parameters for oil reservoirs 
are given by 

khΔP
PD ¼ (5)

141:2qμB 

and 

khðt ∗ΔP0Þ 
tD 

∗PD 
0 ¼ : (6)

141:2qμB 

Finally, the dimensionless fracture conductivity introduced in [3] is defined as 

kf wfCfD ¼ : (7)
k xf 

It is observed from Eq. (5) that the two key parameters of a hydraulic fracture 
are the half-fracture length, xf, and the fracture conductivity, kf wf. The total length 
of the fracture is given by 2 xf. 

The easiest application of TDS technique is given by replacing the dimensionless 
pressure derivative defined by Eqs. (6) and (2), to provide an expression to readily 
determine formation permeability: 

70:6qμB
k ¼ , (8)

hðt ∗ ΔP0ÞR 
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where (t*ΔP0)R is the pressure derivative value during radial flow regime. The 
equations for the TDS technique are derived in the same manner Eq. (8) was 
obtained. 

3. Biradial flow regime 

Biradial or elliptical flow normally results in a hydraulically fractured well when 
areal anisotropy is present. This is recognized on the pressure derivative versus time 
log-log plot by a straight line with a slope of 0.36. In hydraulic fractures, the flow 
from the formation to the fracture is described by parallel flow lines resulting in a 
linear flow geometry better known as linear flow regime and characterized by a 
slope of 1/2 on the pressure derivative versus time log-log plot. 

Both linear flow and biradial/elliptical flow regimes are seen on the plot of dimen-
sionless pressure and pressure derivative versus dimensionless time based on half-
fracture length for a naturally fractured formation. New expressions for the elliptical 
flow regime introduced in [13] excluding reservoir drainage area are given by. 

�0:3625 πtDxfPD ¼ (9)
9 26ξ 

and 

�0:36πtDxftD 
∗PD 

0 ¼ , (10)
26ξ 

being ξ a dummy variable that defines either a homogeneous or naturally frac-
tured formation. When ξ = 1, a homogeneous reservoir is considered. For the case of 
naturally fractured formations, ξ = ω, the dimensionless storativity coefficient. 

Once dimensionless parameters given by Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) are replaced into 
Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively, and solve for the half-fracture length, which yields 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi �1:3889 � �1:778qB tBR μ
xf ¼ 22:5632 (11)

hðΔP ξϕct kÞBR 

and 
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi �1:3889 � �1:778qB tBR μ

xf ¼ 5:4595 : (12)
h tð ∗ΔP0 ξϕct kÞBR 

TDS technique is based on drawing a straight line throughout a given flow 
regime; then, the user is expected to read the pressure, ΔPBR, and pressure deriva-
tive, (t*ΔP’)BR, at a given time, tBR. A better way to reduce noise effects consists of 
extrapolating the mentioned straight line (biradial for this case) to the time of 1 h 
and read the pressure derivative value, (t*ΔP’)BR1, at 1 h. For this case, the pressure 
and pressure derivative set in Eqs. (11) and (12) is changed to ΔPBR1 and (t*ΔP’)BR1, 
respectively. 

When bilinear flow is unseen, fracture conductivity can be found with an 
expression presented in [27] 

3:31739k
kf wf ¼ : (13)es � 1:92173 

rw xf 
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[5] also provided an equation for the determination of the skin factor using an 
arbitrary point read during radial flow regime: 

ΔPR ktR s ¼ 0:5 � ln þ 7:43 : (14)ðt∗ΔP0 ϕμctr2ÞR w 

The pseudosteady-state regime governing the pressure derivative equation is 
given by 

0½tDA 
∗PD �P ¼ 2πðtDAÞP: (15) 

[7] used the point of intersection, tRPi, of Eqs. (2) and (15) to derive an equation 
for the estimation of the drainage area: 

ktRPiA ¼ : (16)
301:77ϕμct 

The derivation of Eq. (16) follows a similar idea as that presented later in Section 
4 for the use of the points of intersection. 

4. Bilinear and linear flow regimes 

Bilinear flow regime takes place when two linear flows, normal one flowing into 
the other, take place simultaneously. This situation occurs in low conductivity 
fractures where linear flow along the fracture and linear flow from the formation to 
the fracture are observed. Bilinear flow is recognized in the pressure derivative 
curve by a slope of 0.25. However, this is not shown in Figure 1 since bilinear flow 
is absent. The governing expressions for early bilinear and linear flow regimes 
for vertical fractures in naturally fractured systems were, respectively, presented 
in [16] 

� �1=42:45 tDxfPD ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi , (17)
ξCfD 

� �1=40:6125 tDxftD 
∗PD 

0 ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi , (18)
ξCfD 

PD ¼ 

� �1=2πtDxf ,
ξ 

(19) 

and 

0 ¼tD 
∗PD 

� �1=21 πtDxf 
:

2 ξ 
(20) 

Linear flow regime can be used to find the half-fracture length, and bilinear flow 
regime allows finding the fracture conductivity. Once the dimensionless quantities 
of Eqs. (1) and (3)–(5) are replaced in Eqs. (16)–(19), the fracture conductivity is 
solved for then 

� �21947:46 qμB
kf wf ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi , (21)

ξϕμctk hðΔPÞBL1 
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Figure 1. 
Dimensionless pressure and pressure derivative behavior for an infinite-conductivity fractured vertical well in a 
naturally fractured bounded reservoir, λ = 1  � 10�9 and ω = 0.1 (taken from [13]). 

� �2121:74 qμB
kf wf ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi , (22)

ξϕμctk h tð ∗ΔP0ÞBL1 

Once the fracture conductivity is found, Eq. (7) applies to find the dimensionless 
fracture conductivity if reservoir permeability and the half-fracture length are 
known. When bilinear flow is absent, the fracture conductivity may be found from 
Eq. (13), or the dimensionless fracture conductivity can be read from Figure 2: 

rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
4:064qB μ 

xf ¼ (23)
hðΔP0ÞL1 ξϕctk 

Figure 2. 
Effect of skin factor on fracture conductivity (taken from [28]). 
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and 

rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
2:032qB μ 

xf ¼ : (24)
h tð ∗ΔP0ÞL1 ξϕctk 

5. Points of intersection 

If bilinear flow also takes place, then the point of intersection between the 
pressure derivatives of the bilinear and biradial flow lines, tBLBRi, given by Eqs. (10) 
and (18), respectively, allows the development of an equation to find the half-
fracture as follows: 

� 
πtDxf 

26ξ 

��0:36 �1=40:6125 tDxf¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi p : 
ξCfD 

(25) 

Simplifying, 

�0:11tDxf 0:2862 ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi : (26)
ξ CfD 

Replacing the dimensionless quantities, Eqs. (3) and (7) in Eq. (26) lead to 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi !0:11 
0:000263kt k xf¼ 0:2862 : (27)
ϕμctx2ξ kf wff 

Solving for the half-fracture from Eq. (27), we readily obtain 

ξϕμctk
3:5454 6:5454

! 0:22 
xfkf wf ¼ 10:5422 : (28)

tBRBLi 

By the same token, the intercept of Eq. (20) with Eq. (18), tLBRi, provides 
another expression to find the half-fracture length: 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
ktLBRi xf ¼ : (29)

39:044ωϕμct 

Bilinear flow regime is absent in the plot of Figure 1. Linear, biradial, and radial 
flow regimes along with the late pseudosteady-state period are seen. The intercep-
tion points formed by the possible combinations of such periods can be represented 
schematically in this plot. 

Another way to find the half-fracture length comes from the intersection of 
Eqs. (2) and (10), tRBRi, and Eq. (10) with Eq. (15), so that 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
1 ktRBRi xf ¼ (30)

4584:16 ξϕμct 

and 

�0:8889ξϕμct xf ¼ 41:0554A1:3889 : (31)
ktBRPi 
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The intercept point resulting between linear flow and bilinear flow lines 
given by the governing pressure derivative solutions, Eqs. (18) and (19), can be 
used to find either half-fracture length or permeability:

 !2 
kf wf 16t0 BLLik ¼ : (32)
x2 13910ξϕμctf 

tBLRi is the intersection of the bilinear pressure derivative line given by Eq. (18) 
with the radial flow regime line (Eq. (2)). This intersection point serves as the 
estimation of either permeability or fracture conductivity: 

ξϕμct � �2tBLRi ¼ 1677 kf wf : (33)
k3 

6. Other estimations 

The expressions for determination of the naturally fractured reservoir parame-
ters cannot be included in this chapter for space reasons. However, they can be 
found in [15, 16], which also used intersection points and maximum and minimum 
data read from the pressure and pressure derivative curve. 

Radial flow regime may be absent in short tests run in fractured wells with the 
sole purpose of determining fractured parameters. For these cases, the skin factor 
can be estimated from any of the two empirical correlations presented by [27] 

" ! # 
s ¼ ln rw 

1:92173 
xf

3:31739 � 
kf wf 

(34) 

and 

s ¼ ln 
rw þ 

21:65 � 0:32u þ 0:11u
(35)

xf 1 þ 0:18u þ 0:064u2 þ 0:005u3 
, 

where 

u ¼ ln CfD: (36) 

Additionally, fracture conductivity can be read from the plot given in Figure 2. 
Finally, space reasons prevent including TDS technique for fractured wells in 

unconventional shale formations. The reader is referred to [23–26]. 

7. Examples 

7.1 Field example 

[14] presented a field example of a fractured well test. Pressure and pressure deriv-
ative data are given in Table 1 and Figure 3. Other relevant data are provided below: 

q ¼ 101 STB=D ϕ ¼ 0:08 μ ¼ 0:45 cp 

ct ¼ 17:7 � 10�6 psia�1 B ¼ 1:507 bbl=STB h ¼ 42 ft 

rw ¼ 0:28 ft tp ¼ 2000 h Pi ¼ 2200 psia 

ξ ¼ 1 
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t, h  ΔP, psia t*ΔP’, psia t, h  ΔP, psia t*ΔP’, psia 

0.23 102 26.3 15 390 117 

0.39 115 30 20 423 112 

0.6 130 35.8 25 446 120 

1 145 40.8 30 471 141 

1.8 183 57.2 35 493 136.5 

2.4 195 67 40 510 132 

3.8 260 83.3 45 526 135 

4.1 265 69.2 50 540 150 

4.96 280 96.9 55 556 137.5 

6.2 308 102.3 60 565 144 

8.5 320 103.3 65 580 121.1 

10 345 149 71 583 

Table 1. 
Pressure data for field example (taken from [14]). 

Figure 3. 
Pressure and pressure derivative against time log–log plot for field example (taken from [14]). 

Using a commercial well test software, the following parameters were estimated 
by nonlinear regression analysis: 

k ¼ 0:8 md 

xf ¼ 82:2 ft 

kf wf ¼ 300 md � cp 

The objective is to compute the hydraulic fracture parameters using the TDS 
technique and compare results obtained from the regression analysis. 

7.1.1 Solution 

7.1.1.1 Step 1: Obtain the characteristic points 

Once the pressure and pressure derivative versus time log-log plot is built and 
reported in Figure 3, the characteristic points are read from such plot as follows: 
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1  
tR ¼ 30 h ΔPR ¼ 471 psia t ∗ΔP’ ¼ 150 psia R 1  

t ∗ΔP’ 
BL1 ¼ 160 psia ΔPBL1 ¼ 40 psia ΔPL1 ¼ 120 psia 

tLRi ¼ 8:2 h  tBLRi ¼ 195 h 

7.1.1.2 Step 2: Estimate permeability and skin factor 

Permeability and skin factor are found in Eqs. (8) and (14) to be 0.76 md and 
-4.68, respectively. 

7.1.1.3 Step 3: Estimate fracture conductivity 

Fracture conductivity is estimated using Eqs. (21) and (22):

  2121:74 ð101Þð0:45Þð1:507Þ
kf wf ¼ qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ¼ 290:77 md‐ft1  

6 42 40ð Þð Þð0:08Þð0:45Þ 17:7 X 10- ð0:76Þ

  21947:46 ð101Þð0:45Þð1:507Þ
kf wf ¼ qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ¼ 290:7 md‐ft:1  6 42 ð160Þð Þð0:08Þð0:45Þ 17:7 X 10- ð0:76Þ 

From Figure 3, tBLRi = 200 hr. A very close value is obtained from Eq. (33): 

1  ð0:08Þð0:45Þ 17:7 X 10-6 

tBLRi ¼ 1677 ð290:7Þ2 ¼ 205:71 hr,3ð0:76Þ 

which indicates that the calculation of the fracture conductivity is accurate. 
Notice that instead of estimating tBLRi the fracture conductivity can be found 
instead to obtain another value of fracture conductivity; then, Eq. (33) can also be 
expressed as 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
k3tBLRi 0:763ð205Þ

kf wf ¼ ¼ 1  ¼ 290:2 md‐ft:
1677ξϕμct 1677ð Þ1 ð0:08Þð0:45Þ 17:7 X 10-6 

7.1.1.4 Step 4: Half-fractured length and dimensionless fracture conductivity estimation 

Find half-fracture length with Eqs. (23) and (24): 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
4:064ð101Þð1:507Þ 0:45 

xf ¼ 1  ¼ 79 ft,ð Þ42 ð120Þ ð0:08Þ 17:7 X 10-6 ð0:76Þ 

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
ktLri ð0:76Þð Þ10 

xf ¼ ¼ 1 6 ¼ 76:5 ft:
1207ξϕμct 1207ð0:08Þð0:76Þ 17:7 X 10-

Solve for half-fracture length from Eq. (13) and find this: 

1:92173 1:92173 
xf ¼ ¼ ¼ 79 ft: es 3:31739k e-4:6844 3:31739ð0:76Þ 

rw wf kf 0:28 290:7 

Find the dimensionless fracture conductivity using Eq. (5): 
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wf kf 290:7
CfD ¼ ¼ ¼ 4:8: 

xf k 79ð0:76Þ 

The above value confirms that the fracture has finite conductivity. 

7.2 Synthetic example 

[13] presented a synthetic example of a pressure test run in a bounded homoge-
neous reservoir with the information given below: 

Bo ¼ 1:25 bbl=STB q ¼ 300 STB=D 

h ¼ 30 ft μ ¼ 5 cp 

rw ¼ 0:3 ft ct ¼ 3 � 10�6 psi�1 

Pi ¼ 4000 psi ϕ ¼ 10% 

k ¼ 33:334 md xf ¼ 200 ft 

A ¼ 592 Acres 

Estimate the half-fracture length by the TDS technique, and compare the answer 
with the value used for generating the test. 

7.2.1 Solution 

7.2.1.1 Step 1: Obtain the characteristic points. 

A pressure and pressure derivative versus time log–log plot is presented in 
Figure 4, from which the following characteristic points are read: 

˜ ° 
tBR ¼ 1:01 h t ∗ΔP’ ¼ 64:63 psi tBRPi ¼ 3300 h BR 

7.2.1.2 Step 2: Half-fractured length estimation. 

The half-fracture length is estimated with Eq. (12) and confirmed with Eq. (31), 
as follows: 

Figure 4. 
Pressure and pressure derivative vs. time for synthetic example (taken from [13]). 
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sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi �1:3889 �1:778300ð1:25Þ 1:01 5 
xf ¼ 5:4595 � � ¼ 199 ft,

30ð64:63Þ ð Þ1 ð0:1Þ 3 � 10�6 33:334 

� 6�! 0:8889 ð Þ1 ð0:1Þð Þ5 3 � 10� 
1:3889 xf ¼ 41:0554ð592 � 43560Þ ¼ 201:6 ft:

33:334ð3300Þ 

8. Comments on the results 

The two given examples show three aspects of the TDS technique: (1) practical 
use, (2) accuracy, and (3) self-confirmation. 

As shown in the exercises, the process includes defining flow regimes, drawing a 
few lines, and finally computing the necessary parameters. Contrary to the conven-
tional straight-line method, which requires a plot for each flow regime, TDS tech-
nique uses only the pressure and pressure derivative versus time log-log plot. 
Computations are straight forward. 

Table 2 summarizes the main parameters obtained in the two worked examples. 
The results show a good agreement between the calculated results by TDS tech-
nique and the results obtained from commercial software packages, for the field 
case. The results of the half-fracture length for the synthetic case using TDS tech-
nique are even better compared to the input value use to simulate the test. This 
demonstrates that TDS technique is an accurate methodology which has been also 
presented in many publications, not only in the list reference but also in others not 
mentioned here. 

The last aspect dealt with is self-confirmation. In the field example, three values 
of half-fracture length and three values of fractured conductivity were found, and 
for the synthetic example, two values of half-fracture length were estimated from 
different equations. All the estimations match with the reference values. 

Field example 

Obtained from 

Parameter Commercial software Eq. (21) Eq. (22) Eq. (33) Eq. (23) Eq. (24) Eq. (13) 

xf, ft 82.2 79 76.5 79 

kf wf, md-ft 300 290.77 290.7 290.2 

Synthetic example 

Obtained from 

Parameter Commercial software Eq. (12) Eq. (31) 

xf, ft 200 199 201.6 

Table 2. 
Summary of results. 

9. Conclusion 

It has been shown that TDS technique is a powerful, practical, and accurate tool 
for well test interpretation because manipulations are easy to do and parameters can 
be confirmed from different sources from the same pressure test. Compared to 
reference values, the worked examples provided accurate results of both half-
fracture length and hydraulic fracture conductivity. Besides being accurate,TDS 
technique has the great advantage of being able to estimate a given parameter, such 
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as half-fracture length or fracture conductivity, from more than one source or 
equation. This provides a means of verifying that the estimated parameter is in a 
good range. 
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Nomenclature 

A Draining area (ft2) 
B Oil volume factor (rb/STB) 
CfD Dimensionless fracture conductivity 
ct Compressibility (1/psi) 
h Formation thickness (ft) 
k Formation permeability (md) 
kfwf Fracture conductivity (md-ft) 
P Pressure (psi) 
Pwf Well-flowing pressure (psi) 
q Oil flow rate (STB/D) 
qg Gas flow rate (MSCF/D) 
rw Wellbore radius (ft) 
xf Half-fracture length (ft) 
s Skin factor 
t Test time (h) 
tp Production time (h) 
t*ΔP0 Pressure derivative (psi) 
tD*PD ’ Dimensionless pressure derivative 

Greek symbols 
Δ Change 
ϕ Porosity (fraction) 
λ Interporosity flow parameter 
μ Viscosity (cp) 
ξ Variable to identify homogeneous (ξ = 1) or heterogeneous 

(ξ = ω) reservoirs 
ω Dimensionless storativity coefficient 

Suffixes 
BL Bilinear 
BL1 Bilinear at 1 h 
BLL Bilinear-linear intersection 
BR Birradial 
BR1 Birradial at 1 h 
BRBLi Birradial-bilinear intersection 
BRPi Birradial-pseudosteady intersection 
D Dimensionless 
DA Dimensionless based on area 
Dxf Dimensionless based on half-fractured length 
DLBRi Dual linear-birradial intersection 
LBRi Linear-birradial intersection 
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R Radial 
RBRi Radial-birradial intersection 
RPi Intersect of radial-pseudosteady-state lines 
w Well 
t Time 
P Pseudosteady state 
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Chapter 5

Surface Drilling Data for
Constrained Hydraulic Fracturing 
and Fast Reservoir Simulation of
Unconventional Wells
Ahmed Ouenes, Mohit Paryani, Yamina Aimene, 
Chad Hammerquist and Aissa Bachir

Abstract

The objective is to present a new integrated workflow which leverages commonly
available drilling data from multiple wells to build reservoir models to be used for
designing and optimizing hydraulic fracture treatment and reservoir simulation.
The use of surface drilling data provides valuable information along every wellbore.
This information includes estimations of geomechanical logs, pore pressure, stresses,
porosity and natural fractures. These rock properties may be used as a first approxi-
mation in a well-centric approach to geoengineer completions. Combining these logs
from multiple wells into 3D reservoir models provides more value including using
them in reservoir geomechanics, 3D planar hydraulic fracturing design and reservoir
simulation. When using these 3D models and their results in a fast marching method
simulator, the impact of the interference between wells can be estimated quickly while
providing results like those derived with a classical reservoir simulator. Integrating
surface drilling data with 3D reservoir models, hydraulic fracturing design and
reservoir simulation into a single software platform results in a fast and constrained
approach which allows for a more efficient management of unconventional wells.

Keywords: geomechanics, mechanical specific energy, laminated anisotropic rocks,
interaction hydraulic and natural fractures, proppant transport, stimulated reservoir
volume, fast marching method

1. Introduction

The recent findings of the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site I industry consortium
(HFTS 1) are well summarized in the September 2018 Journal of Petroleum Technology
article titled “Real Fractured Rock is So Complex it’s Time for New Fracturing Models” 
[1]. 600 ft. of core taken in a hydraulically fractured Wolfcamp reservoir in the
Permian Basin, USA showed a more complex reality than what is accounted for in
most hydraulic fracturing design and analysis software. This includes the interac-
tion between hydraulic and natural fractures, which is largely ignored or poorly
accounted for in most software currently used to model hydraulic fractures and
their resulting geometry. Rassenfos [1] emphasized in his summary of multiple
recent publications describing HFTS 1 findings, that the “fracture height is overrated.
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Abstract 

The objective is to present a new integrated workflow which leverages commonly 
available drilling data from multiple wells to build reservoir models to be used for 
designing and optimizing hydraulic fracture treatment and reservoir simulation. 
The use of surface drilling data provides valuable information along every wellbore. 
This information includes estimations of geomechanical logs, pore pressure, stresses, 
porosity and natural fractures. These rock properties may be used as a first approxi-
mation in a well-centric approach to geoengineer completions. Combining these logs 
from multiple wells into 3D reservoir models provides more value including using 
them in reservoir geomechanics, 3D planar hydraulic fracturing design and reservoir 
simulation. When using these 3D models and their results in a fast marching method 
simulator, the impact of the interference between wells can be estimated quickly while 
providing results like those derived with a classical reservoir simulator. Integrating 
surface drilling data with 3D reservoir models, hydraulic fracturing design and 
reservoir simulation into a single software platform results in a fast and constrained 
approach which allows for a more efficient management of unconventional wells. 

Keywords: geomechanics, mechanical specific energy, laminated anisotropic rocks, 
interaction hydraulic and natural fractures, proppant transport, stimulated reservoir 
volume, fast marching method 

1. Introduction 

The recent findings of the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site I industry consortium 
(HFTS 1) are well summarized in the September 2018 Journal of Petroleum Technology 
article titled “Real Fractured Rock is So Complex it’s Time for New Fracturing Models” 
[1]. 600 ft. of core taken in a hydraulically fractured Wolfcamp reservoir in the 
Permian Basin, USA showed a more complex reality than what is accounted for in 
most hydraulic fracturing design and analysis software. This includes the interac-
tion between hydraulic and natural fractures, which is largely ignored or poorly 
accounted for in most software currently used to model hydraulic fractures and 
their resulting geometry. Rassenfos [1] emphasized in his summary of multiple 
recent publications describing HFTS 1 findings, that the “fracture height is overrated. 
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While microseismic testing indicated that fractures grew up about a 1000ft, the height 
of the propped fractures- the fractures most likely to produce oil and gas was about 30ft.” 
Rassenfos [1] summary article discusses the important role played by the natural 
fractures but misses multiple other challenges facing the realistic modeling of 
hydraulic fracturing. Among the most noticeably and urgent challenges is the lack of 
data to better characterize the key inputs needed by any hydraulic fracturing model-
ing approach and the role of interfaces and their impact on vertical fracture growth. 

The nature of the unconventional revolution, and ensuing extensive use of 
hydraulic fracturing, is the prevalent belief that the majority of the wells need to be 
drilled and stimulated in a “factory mode” where useful data such as wireline logs 
are not acquired at a statically significant rate. This philosophy, exhibited by many 
major unconventional players, has left a void of data in most major fields, greatly 
undermining optimization efforts necessary to economically produce said fields. 
A solution exists in the use of surface drilling data, which is available at every well. 
These drilling data are acquired by all drilling contractors around the world and are 
used qualitatively and quantitively during drilling operations. The surface drilling 
data include torque (T), rate of penetration (ROP), weight-on-bit (WOB). Since 
this drilling data is available at any old, current and future well and most operators 
dealing with unconventional reservoirs are not acquiring wireline logs at all the 
wells, the authors investigated the possibility to estimate pseudo-logs from surface 
drilling data. Using surface drilling data to infer rock properties, pore pressure, and 
stresses, comes with multiple challenges, which when overcome, open the door to 
improvements to the physics used in modeling hydraulic fracturing. 

2. Newly discovered value in surface drilling data and mechanical 
specific energy (MSE) 

Ouenes et al. [2] introduced the use of surface drilling data to simultaneously esti-
mate the rock geomechanical properties, pore pressure, stresses, porosity and natural 
fractures needed to guide the steering of horizontal wells within the most frackable 
rock in real time, and additionally provide a completion design for optimal hydraulic 
fracturing when drilling is finished. The Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) [3] 
computed from commonly available surface drilling data such as torque (T), rate of 
penetration (ROP), weight-on-bit (WOB) and bit diameter (D) has been widely used 
to improve drilling efficiency. The Mechanical Specific Energy is defined as 

MSE = 4(
_____WOB 480N × T (1) 
πD2 ) + (ROP × D2) 

All the components used in the MSE equation are commonly measured at the 
surface during drilling operations. Most horizontal shale wells currently being 
drilled use a drilling motor which requires the use of a different term for the 
Rotation Speed N*. When using a motor, the MSE requires the use of the formula 
given below in Eq. (2) where N is the rotational speed of the drill pipe, Kn is the 
mud motor speed to flow ratio and Q is the total mud flow rate. 

N∗ = N + Kn × Q (2) 

Once the MSE is available, it can be used for multiple purposes including 
deriving geomechanical properties, pore pressure, stresses, porosity, and natural 
fracture indicators. To fully take advantage of the derived MSE, it should be further 
combined with other drilling information. Once MSE is available, the Unconfined 
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Compressive Strength (UCS) can be derived from it in multiple ways. However, 
the UCS derived from the MSE needs to be corrected as the bit performance is also 
significantly influenced by the differential pressure. 

2.1 Corrected MSE 

Most of the recent MSE applications for completion optimization use surface 
drilling data which do not represent the MSE at the drill bit. The challenge posed by 
the use of surface drilling data consists of finding a way to eliminate costly and risky 
downhole equipment to measure the downhole MSE while ensuring accurate results. 
The solution for this challenge is to correct the surface drilling data by removing 
the frictional losses along the borehole. The Corrected Mechanical Specific Energy 
(CMSE), which is calculated in real time and uses surface drilling data, wellbore 
geometry, and drilling equipment parameters to estimate the friction losses along 
the drill string, was shown [4–6] to be a viable solution. This new technology uses 
advanced drilling and wellbore mechanics to estimate the multiple factors that create 
the frictional losses in real time and has been validated in multiple wells and basins. 

Commonly available surface drilling data such as torque, weight on bit, rate of 
penetration and RPM are used as inputs to the model, along with the mud motor 
differential pressure and flow rates. Mud motor specifications, such as the maximum 
limits of differential pressure and flow rates, are also important inputs to normalize 
the computed Mechanical Specific Energy. When a Rotary Steerable Tool (RST) is 
used to steer the well, the Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) information is a necessary 
input along with the wellbore survey to accurately perform the torque and drag analy-
sis and to estimate the friction pressure losses along the wellbore. The friction pressure 
losses are then extracted from the surface MSE to compute the Corrected MSE. 

The Drilling Efficiency (DE), which is the ratio of the energy required over 
energy spent in breaking a unit volume of the rock, is computed based on the CMSE 
and the Confined Compressive Strength (CCS) as shown below in Eq. (3) 

DE = CCS (3) CMSE 

As shown in Eq. (4) CCS accounts for the typically increasing Unconfined 
Compressive Strength (UCS) rock strength with depth as well as the effects of the 
confining stresses (∆p) and angle of internal friction factor (θ) applied on the rock. 
By correlating the MSE with CCS through the DE and by fitting a trendline on the 
computed DE data-set, the pore pressure can be estimated by accounting for the 
variations of DE data-set from the DE trendline. The fit of the DE trendline should 
be calibrated with pore pressure measurements from DFIT tests and the DE trend-
line should be updated accordingly. 

1 + sin� CCS = UCS + Δp( (4) 1 − sin� ) 

Once these friction losses are correctly estimated, they can be used to correct 
the MSE measured from surface drilling data which can be compared to measured 
downhole MSE. The principle of the predictive model is that torque and drag forces 
in a directional wellbore are primarily caused by sliding friction. Sliding friction 
force is calculated by multiplying the sidewall contact force with a friction coef-
ficient. A lumped-parameter model provides the basis for the prediction of torque 
and drag. Both torque and drag are caused entirely by sliding friction forces that 
result from contact of the drill string with the wellbore. The frictional forces are 
subtracted from the surface MSE to accurately estimate the corrected MSE. 
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2.2 Comparing corrected MSE from surface drilling data to downhole measured 
MSE 

Figure 1 shows an example from the Gulf of Mexico data set where Majidi et al. 
[7] emphasized the importance of using the downhole torque measurements as the 
torque term in the MSE often dominates the WOB term (see Eq. (1)). The discrep-
ancy between MSE from uncorrected surface data and from the use of downhole 
measurements is clear in Figure 1. Using all the available drilling information, 
the frictional losses are estimated in order to compute the CMSE. The similar-
ity between Majidi et al. [7] MSE from downhole measurements and the results 
computed from corrected surface drilling data is illustrated in Figure 1. Using the 
CMSE approach where surface drilling data are corrected for friction losses, results 
qualitatively comparable to measured downhole MSE can be derived. This opportu-
nity leads to a reasonable estimation of mechanical rock properties at any well using 
commonly available surface drilling data thus circumventing the major problem of 
lack of well data in unconventional reservoirs. 

2.3 Estimating rock properties from CMSE 

The next step is to leverage the estimation of CMSE and UCS to build a real-time 
wellbore geomechanical model. The CMSE is directly used as a proxy for UCS by 
finding a linear correlation of the CMSE to the average UCS values in the zone of 
interest. Velocity in rocks primarily depends on three factors namely porosity/ 
effective pressure, saturating fluids and lithology/rock minerals. When focusing 
primarily on the lateral section, it is reasonable to assume that saturating fluids 
are fairly homogenous. Thus, the two contributing factors to acoustic and shear 
velocity become lithology and porosity/effective pressure which are used to esti-
mate these velocities and the rock mechanical properties. For example, the Young’s 
Modulus (YM) can be derived from UCS using multiple available correlations based 
on different lithologies. Knowing the YM could lead to using other correlations 
to estimate the Poisson’s ratio (PR), Shear Modulus (G), Porosity (PHI), Fracture 
Index (FI), and rock brittleness (STRBRT). Majidi et al. [7] showed how the MSE 
could also be used to derive pore pressure. Using frictional faulting theory, with 

Figure 1. 
Comparison of CMSE (blue) derived from surface drilling data vs. downhole MSE (orange) measured 
downhole. Notice the difference of the CMSE values from the MSE derived from surface drilling data without 
correction (gray). 
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Figure 2. 
(A) Using the commonly found surface drilling data to estimate the (B) pore pressure and stresses and (C) key 
geomechanical logs, porosity and natural fractures along any wellbore. 

the UCS and the pore pressure, in-situ stresses can also be estimated. Figure 2(A) 
illustrates the common input surface drilling data and the resulting outputs that 
include stresses in Figure 2(B) and rock properties in Figure 2(C). Using these key 
rock properties as inputs, multiple other properties combining both rock properties 
and stresses can be derived and used in completion optimization. 
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3. Engineered completion using surface drilling-derived logs in every 
unconventional well 

Production diagnostic tools have time and time again confirmed the vari-
able performance of stimulated stages, prompting the need to geoengineer 
completions to adapt the treatment to the variable nature of the stress and rock 
properties along the wellbore. Fortunately, the use of surface drilling data leads 
to the estimation of key rock property logs, minimum stress and CMSE that 
could be used as a reference log to geoengineer the different hydraulic fractur-
ing stages. The objective is to set the stages and the clusters in rock with similar 
fracture gradients, so they break at a common treating pressure. Figure 3 shows 
a well that has benefited from the use of the CMSE derived from surface drill-
ing data and the variable reference log used to geoengineer the completion. 
When starting with a geometric design an initial cluster efficiency of 62% is 
computed along the wellbore. As shown in Figure 3 in the two red rectangles, 
minor changes in the position of the stages and their clusters could increase the 
cluster efficiency to 70%. Current applications of this technology to various 
wells have shown a consistent increase from 10 to 30% of cluster efficiency 
when using the logs derived from surface drilling data. Fiber optic measure-
ments have confirmed the ability of these surface drilling derived logs to predict 
the cluster efficiency within a reasonable engineering error. While fiber optic 
measurements are extremely rare and very expensive, on the order of a million 
dollars, the logs derived from surface drilling are available at every well at an 
insignificant cost. 

Given the density of unconventional wells, this newly available information 
provides the opportunity to go beyond the wellbore and start propagating this well-
centric information into a 3D representation of the reservoir. 

Figure 3. 
Using a surface drilling derived reference log to geoengineer completions by moving stages to target similar rock, 
increasing cluster efficiency. 
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4. Well-based 3D modeling using geostatistics and artificial intelligence: 
propagating the surface drilling derived logs across the reservoir 
volume 

In Sections 2 and 3, it is shown how the rock mechanical properties, pore pres-
sure and stresses are extracted along the lateral section of the wellbore and are used 
as reference properties to engineer the completion to improve the overall efficiency. 
In this section, these properties are propagated in 3D space to accurately character-
ize the reservoir, so that these inputs can be fed into the hydraulic fracturing design 
and reservoir simulation workflows explained in the subsequent sections. The large 
number of wells drilled in unconventional assets combined with the estimation 
of critical logs at all the wells from surface drilling data provides the opportunity 
to propagate the well information into a 3D reservoir model. Since many compa-
nies do not have seismic on their acreage or for budgetary reasons do not plan to 
license the existing seismic, these multiple logs derived at all of the wells allow the 
construction of reliable 3D reservoir models. These 3D models could be estimated 
in a stratigraphic framework over a large area that encompasses many wells. In 
such cases, geostatistics could be used to estimate the distribution of gamma ray, 
porosity, Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus. However, the pore 
pressure, minimum stresses and natural fracture are more complex continuous 
properties that need to be estimated with neural networks [8, 9] and other artificial 
intelligence tools able to capture the complex geology that control their variability. 

One major reason for propagating these rock properties in 3D is to provide that 
information to a 3D planar hydraulic fracturing simulator as well as to geomechani-
cal software. To achieve this goal, all the wells are used together in a large reservoir 
grid to create the 3D models from which smaller well grids (Figure 4A) will be 
extracted around a well or a pad. With this approach, all the available well data 
will be used to improve the 3D distribution of the key properties needed for the 3D 

Figure 4. 
(A) A large stratigraphic 3D geocellular grid is built from all the available wells to propagate 3D reservoir 
models. A smaller, higher resolution grid is extracted around the well that provides to the 3D planar hydraulic 
fracturing simulator: (B) Young’s Modulus, (C) Poisson’s ratio, and (D) unconfined compressive strength 
(UCS). (E) A cross section in the well grid of the minimum stress and (F) Poisson’s ratio honoring the lateral 
and vertical variability captured by the 3D models.” 
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planar hydraulic fracturing simulator. The other benefit of these derived 3D models 
is the estimation of the stress gradients resulting from the interaction between 
regional stresses and the three sources of stress perturbation created by the local 
geology: (1) variable geomechanical properties, (2) pore pressure and (3) natural 
fractures all available from the extrapolation in 3D of the logs derived from surface 
drilling data. Because of their importance in estimating these stress gradients, the 
modeling of the natural fractures requires some particular attention. 

5. The importance of 3D natural fracture models 

Natural fractures have a significant impact in unconventional reservoirs, yet 
they are rarely accounted for in most physical modeling related to hydraulic fractur-
ing. Natural fractures could have a positive impact as they create additional surface 
contact during hydraulic fracturing which is commonly referred as fracture complex-
ity [10]. This can be predicted with geomechanical modeling and validated with 
microseismic response [11, 12]. The contribution of the natural fractures could also 
be negative by creating direct links to water bearing faults [13] or by creating frac 
hits [14, 15], through poroelastic effects, that will often damage the production from 
child and parent wells. Given their importance, a predictive model that provides the 
3D distribution of these natural fractures is a critical input for any model trying to 
predict the outcome of hydraulic fracturing. However, finding a 3D distribution of 
the natural fractures has two major challenges: how to define the natural fractures at 
the wells given the rare occurrence of core or image logs in unconventional wells, and 
how to distribute the limited well data in the 3D reservoir to create a predictive model. 

One of the motivations behind the use of surface drilling data is to be able to 
extract a fracture indicator that can be used to enrich the poor and limited statistics 
of natural fractures indicators found at wells and using these to build a 3D natural 
fracture model. Since the natural fractures are not a result of a depositional phe-
nomenon only, their prediction is very different from mapping a more conventional 
property such as reservoir porosity. Having few limited wells with core or image 
logs will likely not provide the full statistics of these natural fractures. In other 
words, most statistical methods such as Discrete Fracture Networks (DFN) may not 
have the proper statistics from the wells to make any reasonable prediction of their 
3D distribution. Attempts were made to reduce this problem by constraining the 
DFN with a continuous property [16] to guide the statistical distribution but other 
issues made the use of DFN in natural fracture modeling very challenging. Among 
these challenges include the dramatic variations found in the upscaled properties 
[17] needed for additional use of the DFN in engineering applications. 

To avoid all the issues related to the use of a DFN, the Continuous Fracture 
Modeling (CFM) approach was developed to create validated predictive models 
of natural fractures [8, 9]. The CFM approach takes full advantage of the surface 
drilling derived fracture index or even the limited statistics that can be found in 
any natural fracture proxy, image log or core. The CFM approach honors structural 
geology concepts and focuses on the drivers that influence the presence of natural 
fractures. For example, the density of natural fractures at a given point in the reser-
voir does not depend on poorly sampled statistics of various fracture sets measured 
through limited wireline data, but on the volumetric distribution and interaction 
of lithology, structural settings and distance to faults, porosity, and many other 
reservoir properties that create the resulting natural fractures. These reservoir 
properties commonly called natural fracture drivers could all be estimated directly 
or indirectly through geologic modeling and seismic processes that involve seismic 
inversion, spectral decomposition and volumetric curvatures [9] when the data is 
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available. Since the relationship between the natural fracture drivers and the limited 
natural fractures available at the wells is complex, artificial intelligence [8] is used 
not only to retrieve any existing and potential correlations that honors the limited 
statistics but also all the structural geology concepts. With this approach, extrapo-
lation beyond the limited statistics is possible and has been successfully applied 
during the last three decades to various problems requiring an accurate description 
on where the natural fractures are. Among these, are problems in geomechanics 
such as interactions between hydraulic and natural fractures. This interaction could 
be better understood if studied in a decoupled way; where the natural fractures role 
in altering the regional tectonic stress and their impact on the lateral propagation of 
the hydraulic fracture is separated from the effects of natural fractures during the 
vertical propagation of the hydraulic fractures. 

6. Constraining the hydraulic fracture propagation in the horizontal 
direction 

A major shortcoming in most of the current hydraulic fracture simulators 
is the assumption that shale reservoirs at the scale of the wellbore are subjected 
to a homogeneous stress environment. Hence, hydraulic fracture stages were 
designed based on a constant stress field, in terms of magnitude and orientation. 
Unfortunately, lateral stress gradients, and their effects on microseismicity, have 
evidenced a more complex situation. The origins of these lateral stress gradients 
are numerous and include variation of the rock geomechanical properties, pres-
sure depletion around existing wells, and proximity to faults and their associated 
natural fracture systems. 

A decoupled approach using a plane strain framework to capture the lateral 
stress gradients was used by Aimene and Ouenes [11]. Their geomechanical 
modeling uses as input the three key factors affecting the lateral stress gradients: 
rock elastic properties, reservoir pressure, and natural fractures. The elastic 
properties and reservoir pressure models derived in previous sections from 
surface drilling data are used as inputs for the geomechanical model. The model 
uses explicit fractures to describe the distribution of the natural fractures then 
simulates the proper initial stress conditions resulting from the various sources of 
stress variability followed by the simulation of hydraulic fracturing in this hetero-
geneous stress medium. Since microseismic data is limited to only a few wells, 
the geomechanical approach used to capture the lateral stress gradients must be 
able to predict microseismicity rather than use it as calibration. The resulting 
geomechanical simulation predicts the differential stress, stress rotations and 
strain which serves as a reasonable proxy for microseismic events for validation as 
shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. 
Differential stress (A) and strain (C) validated with microseismicity (B) and the resulting geomechanically 
constrained hydraulic fractures (D). 
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This geomechanical approach combines the advantages of the particle-based 
numerical method, Material Point Method (MPM), a meshless numerical method, 
and the CFM approach to solve for a general continuum mechanics problem where all 
reservoir realities (natural fractures, variable rock properties and reservoir pressure 
heterogeneity), can be accounted for when estimating the stress field prior to stimu-
lation and its subsequent perturbation during hydraulic fracturing. A direct benefit 
of this geomechanical approach is the quick estimation of the differential stress. 

6.1 Estimation of differential stress: geomechanics vs. surface drilling data 

The first result of the reservoir geomechanics approach [11] is the differential 
stress (Figure 6) which can be used as shown in Paryani et al. [18] to geoengineer 
completions. The advantage of using differential stress for geoengineering comple-
tions is the ability to consider the complex geology beyond the wellbore. In other 
words, well-centric approaches such as the one relying entirely on using a reference 
log derived from surface drilling data, are approximations that work only if the 
geology is not highly variable around the considered well. When the geology is vari-
able with significant variability of the geomechanical properties, natural fractures, 
and pore pressure, then the best approach is to use the derived 3D models as input in 
the reservoir geomechanics approach [11] to estimate the differential stress. 

Figure 6 shows a two well pad where faults (Figure 6A) were interpreted from 
multiple wells and used as input in the geomechanical approach [11] to compute 
the differential stress (Figure 6B). Since the analysis of surface drilling data was 
available in both wells, the differential stress was also estimated by using only that 
limited information. The computed differential stress from surface drilling data 
(Figure 7, right track) is compared to the one derived from the reservoir geome-
chanical simulation (Figure 7, left track) extracted along the wellbore from the dif-
ferential stress distribution shown in Figure 6B. This comparison shows very strong 
similarities between the differential stress derived from full reservoir geomechanics 
(Figure 7, left track) with the one derived from the well centric approach based 

Figure 6. 
(A) Interpreted faults used as input in the reservoir geomechanics that estimates (B) the differential stress and 
the lateral stress gradients needed to geoengineer the stages. 
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Figure 7. 
(Left) Differential stress derived from reservoir geomechanics results shown in Figure 6B. (Right) differential 
stress derived from a well centric approach using only surface drilling data. 

only on surface drilling data (Figure 7, right track). Both curves indicate the same 
zones for high differential stress zones where engineered completions are required 
to overcome earth resistance to hydraulic fracturing. The engineered completion 
could adjust the pumping parameters, stage length and number of clusters accord-
ing to the derived differential stress with the objective of pumping bigger stage 
lengths in areas of low differential stress and vice versa. Areas of low differential 
stress will promote complex fracturing whereas areas of high differential stresses 
will result in planar hydraulic fractures with lower cluster efficiency as shown in 
Figure 8. The resulting engineered completion can be derived within a few hours of 
the well reaching Total Depth (TD) which illustrates the benefits of using surface 
drilling data if no other information is available. 

6.2 Estimation of stress rotation 

The knowledge of differential stress is important to predict the ability of creat-
ing fracture complexity and increased surface contact. Areas with higher differen-
tial stress will produce highly anisotropic hydraulic fractures with reduced surface 
contact. This problem will be further complicated if the maximum horizontal stress 
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Figure 8. 
Engineered completion using the differential stress as a reference log to adjust stage length and number of 
clusters. 

SHmax direction is not locally perpendicular to the wellbore, leading to undesirable 
parallel hydraulic fractures. Hence the need to estimate both the differential stress 
and the local direction of the maximum stress around the wellbore. 

A good example that can illustrate this critical issue is the Grisham fault in the 
Permian basin, USA where stress rotates by up to 90°. Figure 9 shows the public 
domain faults [19–20] used as input in the geomechanical simulation [11] to 
estimate the stress orientation. 

When the Woodford faults are subjected to a dominant E-W tectonic stress, 
rotations in the maximum horizontal stress direction arise as shown in Figure 9. It is 
important to note that faults which are oriented parallel or perpendicular to in-situ 
maximum stress direction, such as the N-S trending fault, cause little perturbation 
and critically stressed faults (roughly 30–60° from local maximum stress direction) 
cause large perturbations. While much of the basin is still subject to a SHmax within 
10° of the input orientation, several areas evidence large deflections from this input 
orientation. These deflections can be further refined if using seismic data to define 
the local faults. Given the variability of the differential stress and the direction of 
the maximum stress direction, both captured with the plane strain modeling the 
next step is to evaluate the actual strain resulting from the hydraulic fracturing. 

6.3 Estimation of strain for laterally constrained 3D planar hydraulic fractures 

The 2D plane strain MPM modeling provides valuable stimulated reservoir 
volume (SRV) information by modeling the effect of a large increase in the stress 
around the wellbore and its distribution throughout the reservoir volume and inter-
action with fractures and faults as well as accounting for any variable geomechanical 
properties and pore pressure of the rock. This is achieved numerically by applying 
a large pressure on a hydraulic fracture plane with a given length varying between 
100 and 200 ft. which is used to model the effects of the pumping pressure in the 
reservoir. The real surface contact available to the fluid to apply its pressure and cre-
ate a stress front is much larger than the numerical hydraulic fracture assumed to be 
around 150 ft. Thus, the pressure applied to this limited surface must be higher than 
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Figure 9. 
Stress orientation around the Grisham fault showing distinct behaviors of the stress field orientation north and 
south of the fault, and also along strike of the fault. 

the pumping pressure and is approximately, in most realistic unconventional wells, 
about 2.5 times the minimum stress value. Since this stress can be modeled with a 
dynamic simulation, the pressure applied to the hydraulic fractures can be applied 
sequentially, in parallel, or in a zipper mode. This ability to simulate the sequence 
of hydraulic fracturing allows the proper representation of stress shadow effects 
between stages as well as those seen between wells. These stress shadowing effects 
are considered along with the complex geology present between the stages and wells. 
For each hydraulic fracturing sequence, the resulting strain will be able to provide 
useful indication on the resulting SRV as shown in Figure 10. 

One simple way to account for the lateral stress gradients captured by 
the geomechanical simulation, is to estimate the geomechanical half lengths 
(Figure 5C) from an interpreted envelope of the strain (Figure 10B) that could 
represent a proxy for the SRV. These interpreted asymmetric geomechanical half 
lengths are used at each cluster or stage as a constraint in a 3D planar hydraulic 
fracture design. It is important to reemphasize that the use of the planar rep-
resentation of the hydraulic fractures is not an indication that the hydraulic 
fractures are indeed planar but a simple mathematical discretization of an SRV 
estimated by the full geomechanical simulation. 

Having a constraint in the lateral direction is very helpful for a better estimation 
of the fracture height when using a 3D planar hydraulic fracturing approach. In this 
model, the vertical fracture growth occurs in the simplified world of perfect inter-
faces where debonding does not occur in a layered anisotropic rock. Unfortunately, 
the fracture growth does not depend only on the lateral stress but also on the geo-
logic nature of the laminations and the characteristics of their interfaces which could 
be weak and could shear and consume hydraulic fracturing energy thus reducing the 
hydraulic fracture height. Since we have successfully estimated and validated with 
microseismic data the lateral stress gradients estimated with 2D plane strain MPM 
model, this information can be used as an input in a 2D vertical problem where we 
will focus on the geologic factors affecting the vertical fracture growth. 
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Figure 10. 
(A) Equivalent fracture model (EFM) derived by CFM using only surface drilling derived fracture indicators 
logs. The EFM is used as input in the reservoir geomechanics that provides the initial perturbed stress field and 
the subsequent (B) asymmetric strain resulting from the hydraulic fracturing of the wells and (C) comparison 
to microseismic events (note: the heel section of the wells was not monitored due to operations). (D) and (E) 
The envelope of strain provides the gross geomechanical half lengths which provide the lateral stress gradients 
needed to constrain the 3D planar hydraulic fracturing simulator. 

7. Constraining the hydraulic fracture propagation in the vertical 
direction in the presence of weak interfaces and natural fractures 

Interfaces are among the geological features that are known to have an impact 
on the vertical propagation pattern and the final fracture height in unconventional 
reservoirs. Interfaces limit adjacent lithologies with similar or contrasting properties. 
It could be a material or just contact between two adjacent lithologies. Typical material 
thickness is between 1 and 500 mm for volcanic ash layers, and μm to mm thickness for 
mineralized veins, highly or partially mineral filled fractures, organic matters layers 
in the form of bitumen lubricating film or kerogen coating the surface of the interface 
[21] and bentonite layers [22] than could vary in thickness up to a few centimeters. 

Interface mechanical properties can either be strong or weak and can be further 
weakened by tectonic deformations. They are a source of displacement discontinuities 
and delamination and are associated with fracture propagation behaviors like kinking, 
offsets, bifurcation, stepping over and termination. This suggests that displacement 
continuity hypothesis that are used in many hydraulic fracturing models where contact 
mechanics between layers with stick conditions (no sliding) is used to model the inter-
face between layers [23, 24], is not valid for modeling real interface effects. In fact, using 
stick condition within a stratified structure could not account for sliding and de-cohe-
sion between the layers due to hydraulic fracture pressurization. Thus, the need to use 
a proper interface model that (i) accounts for the displacement discontinuity between 
layers and (ii) allows the decohesion and interface delamination at the interface. 

Explicitly modeling the interfaces presents some modeling challenges: (i) 
interfaces could be very thin layers that require the deployment of high-resolution 
model, (ii) interface mechanical properties are difficult to access given the well logs 
limitation in detecting them. 

Aimene et al. [25] introduced the combined use of Anisotropic Damage 
Mechanics (ADaM) model and interface models in MPM to model the effects of 
interfaces in 2D and 3D hydraulic fractures problems. Multiple interface modeling 
tools were deployed [25] to achieve a better understanding of the impact of the 
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interface properties on the fracture propagation initiation, growth and path. These 
tools include the Coulomb frictional contact and imperfect interface models. In the 
Coulomb frictional contact model, the contact between materials is modeled by 
setting the tangential traction S proportional to the normal force N at the interface 
by using the friction coefficient μ, i.e. S = min (μ N, Sstick), where Sstick is tangential 
traction required for the interfaces to stick with zero discontinuity. In other words, 
the materials stick until the tangential forces required by sticking exceeds the 
frictional term after which the interface is modeled by frictional sliding. 

In the imperfect interface model, interfaces are represented implicitly by their 
overall phenomenological effects described with a much smaller number of inter-
facial parameters [26]. In this context of imperfect interface model, surface drilling 
derived logs provide once more the information needed to detect major interfaces 
that could be responsible for loss of energy during hydraulic fracturing. These major 
interfaces could be inferred from the resulting Young’s Modulus or/and Poisson’s 
ratio computed from the surface drilling data and the CMSE. For example, Figure 2C 
shows an example of a Poisson’s ratio pseudo-log estimated from surface drilling data 
where multiple spikes of high values indicate changes of lithology occurring where 
the well crosses a geologic interface. To illustrate the impact of interfaces and natural 
fractures on the fracture height, we will consider a 2D and a 3D case. 

7.1 2D effect of weak interface on hydraulic fracture height 

A specimen, under high vertical overburden stress, made of three layers 
alternating soft and stiff rock as estimated from the surface drilling estimation of 
Poisson’s ratio and Young’s Modulus is used to highlight the potential of a hydraulic 
fracture to develop a step-over behavior. We consider two cases: case 1 has perfect 
interfaces and case 2 has weak interfaces. To illustrate the step-over phenomenon, 
the two cases include a flaw (small fracture) located at the interface, close to the 
vertical path from the injection point (Figure 11). 

Figure 11 shows that for case 1 with a strong interface, the vertical fracture growth 
was insensitive to the presence of the flaw and the fracture propagated in the direc-
tion of the applied stress giving rise to symmetric fracture half-heights (Figure 11, 
top). However, for case 2 with the weak interface and a flaw near the injection point, 
the hydraulic fracture was first arrested by the weak interfaces, and then stepping 
over occurred when the fracture reached the interface (Figure 11, bottom). The 
fracture height is much smaller in the case 2 with weak interfaces and a strong asym-
metric fracture height was developed as a result of high shear in the weaker interfaces. 

The weak interfaces gave rise to an asymmetric fracture half-height, where the 
flaw promoted the propagation toward the direction of its location. These flaws, 
which are mainly bed-bounded natural fractures, could affect the propagation path 
of the hydraulic fracture and generate asymmetric hydraulic fracture half-heights or 
arrest the parent fracture and promote the secondary child fracture. It is this com-
plex geologic reality that makes current hydraulic fracturing simulators inadequate 
to capture the propped frac height. This geologic complexity gets more complicated 
as we consider actual 3D situations. 

7.2 3D effects of dipping fractures planes on fracture geometry 

There are multiple field conditions that cannot be modeled with 2D approxima-
tions, and full 3D modeling is needed. This is the case in a strike-slip stress regime, 
when dealing with natural fracture planes that are not vertical, or when stimulating 
with helical perforation, etc. In these cases, full 3D modeling tools are essential to 
accurately reproduce the 3D fracture propagation mechanisms that will lead to the 
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correct fracture height. To illustrate a full 3D analysis, a 3D laboratory test in [27] 
was considered. Briefly, the laboratory specimen was made with a real reservoir 
sandstone. The specimen, subjected to the strike-slip stress regime, contains 3 

Figure 11. 
Fracture propagation in the presence of a natural fracture flaw (in red) close to the vertical path from the 
injection point in specimen-2. Stiff layer (dark blue) bounded by soft layers (light blue) in the presence of a 
(top) perfect interfaces (case1, top), and weak interfaces (case 2, bottom). Notice the step-over occurred in the 
weak interface but not in the perfect interface. The animated figure can be seen in Video 1 available from (can 
be viewed at) https://youtu.be/oqDx96YXSvQ 

Figure 12. 
(a) Experimental setup and laser scan showing final 3D fracture geometry (green) arrest against 2 natural 
fracture planes in [27] laboratory test (b) 3D ADaM MPM result showing the fracture geometry and its arrest 
against the dipping fracture planes represented as weakly bonded interface. Animated version of the 3D MPM 
result can be seen in Video 2 available from (can be viewed at) https://youtu.be/jdfDAM2qi-8. 
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natural fractures with a 40° strike relative to SHmax and 75° dip. In the experiment, 
the pressurization was accomplished by eight perforations, four in each side, 
parallel to the strike of the fractures. The natural fractures are not mineralized, so 
they were modeled with the Coulomb frictional contact law with μ = 0.85 according 
to the laboratory experiment. Figure 12 shows the experimental results vs. the 3D 
MPM numerical model. The geomechanical modeling tool was able to reproduce 
the main features, especially the turning of the hydraulic fracture and arresting 
of the fracture by the nearest natural fractures. No crossing of natural fracture 
was observed neither in the numerical results nor in the experiment. This result 
highlights the ability of the combined use of the fully 3D ADaM model with the 
interface modeling tools in capturing the interaction between hydraulic and natural 
fractures in field conditions requiring full 3D geomechanical modeling tools. 

The results from these decoupled processes, that attempt to quantify the geome-
chanical impact of geologic characteristics, can be used to constrain a 3D grid based 
planar hydraulic fracturing simulator that will include proppant transport. 

8. Constrained 3D grid-based planar hydraulic fracturing simulator 

Various hydraulic fracturing design scenarios can be analyzed starting from the 
geometric and engineered designs extracted in Section 3. The 3D reservoir models 
generated in Section 4 are fed in the hydraulic fracturing design model along with 
the various stress gradients in the lateral and vertical direction extracted from the 
differential stress model in Section 6. In the presence of stress gradients created by 
natural fractures, variable geomechanical properties and depleted reservoirs, the 
characteristics of the formation would be different on either side of the wellbore. 
This asymmetry and its correct quantification are important for an optimal well 
spacing of unconventional reservoirs. Fischer et al. [28] proposed a hydraulic frac-
ture model (Eq. (5)) that explains the relative length change in two opposite wings 
of the hydraulic fracture. 

net 2p0 g ga1(t) = g (1 − √1 − 2 net) 
a2(t) − net) 

a2 (t)2 (5) (p0 (p0 ) 

The model is based on the lateral change in stress that would result in preferen-
tial growth of the hydraulic fracture in the direction of the decreasing confining 
stress. However, the model only explains the relativity of the asymmetric behavior 
in presence of the stress gradient (g) and does not specify the absolute length or 
width of the fracture. The relationship between the shorter wing a1 (t) and longer 
wing a2 (t) is given by Eq. (5) where p0

net is the initial net pressure. 
Using this concept, a 3D grid based planar hydraulic fracture model that includes 

proppant transport is developed. The unique feature of the hydraulic fracturing 
model is that it combines both analytical and numerical formulations. The effects of 
stress field change on the relative growth of the fracture is estimated by iterating for 
the optimum fracture height based on the amount of proppant available. The ability 
to develop a semi-analytical asymmetric fracture model that solves for the optimum 
fracture height and lengths is made possible by using the constraints of the geome-
chanical half lengths derived from the strain map and the estimated asymmetric 
fracture height derived from the ADaM geomechanical simulation. 

The net pressure which is the difference between the fluid pressure and the 
minimum horizontal stress or the closure stress determines the initiation and 
propagation of a hydraulic fracture. The effect of stress gradient, along the fracture 
length is incorporated in the fundamental pressure balance equation at the fracture 
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Figure 13. 
(A) Pressure match at a stage and resulting (B) complex fracture geometry and conductivity along the wellbore 
with major lateral and vertical variations due to the variable nature of the rock properties captured by the 
surface drilling data along the well and at a single stage (C). 

tip which determines the growth of the fracture. The fluid flow in the fracture is 
computed numerically. Using the relation of velocity of the fracture fluid and the 
fracture length, a time dependent solution is achieved which forms the basis of the 
semi-analytical model. All the rock properties and stresses are input in the hydrau-
lic fracture simulator as 3D models as shown in Figure 4. 

Using all these constraints as inputs in the 3D planar hydraulic fracture simula-
tor, the pressure monitored during the actual fracturing treatment is easily matched 
(Figure 13A) by altering only the pipe and perf friction and the leak off coefficient 
which depends on the input porosity or natural fracture model. The resulting frac 
geometry at one stage (Figure 13C) or along the entire wellbore (Figure 13B) 
shows the major lateral and vertical dimension and conductivity variations owing 
to the variable nature of the rock properties captured by the surface drilling data. 
With this result at each well, we have all what is needed for the reservoir simulation 
which is needed to compute the Estimated Ultimate Recovery (EUR) and the result-
ing asymmetric depletion, a fundamental information needed for the planning of 
future wells. 

9. Estimating well performances using reservoir simulation 

For unconventional reservoirs undergoing hydraulic fracturing the long-term 
performance of a well could be represented by its Estimated Ultimate Recovery 
(EUR) which will also affect the extent of the depleted zone. The EUR and the 
size of the depleted zone will be major inputs needed for planning the develop-
ment of an unconventional reservoir. This critical information requires the 
use of dynamic fluid flow reservoir simulation. In unconventional reservoir 
simulation, in addition to all the usual matrix properties required as input, the 
properties of the stimulated zone around the wellbore are necessary to capture 
the effects of the hydraulic fracturing and the development of the SRV. Multiple 
software tools and ways to provide the necessary input have been used. Despite 
major progress made recently in reservoir simulation, it remains a time-consum-
ing task which prompted the need to develop a faster approach using the fast 
marching method (FMM). Both approaches are illustrated and compared with a 
field example. 
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9.1 Fast marching method (FMM) 

Classical reservoir simulation using finite difference and finite volume have been 
widely used to simulate fluid flow in conventional oil and gas reservoirs. With the 
advent of unconventional reservoirs, these widely used classical reservoir simulation 
tools have been adapted to the particular nature of permeability generated through 
hydraulic fracturing. Current state of the art and the challenges associated with 
unconventional reservoirs are discussed in other books [29]. In this chapter we address 
the issue of computation time and the need for unconventional reservoir simulators 
to provide an estimate of the EUR and pressure depletion in the fastest possible way to 
enable the engineers and geoscientist to compare multiple development scenarios very 
quickly. In other words, given the nature of the unconventional process and its fast 
pace, how we can trade a reduction in accuracy for a much faster reservoir simulation? 

Multiple efforts have been made to reduce computation time in reservoir simula-
tors by replacing the flow equations with a proxy model based on neural networks 
[30] or response surfaces and experimental design [31]. Other efforts include the 
use of fast front-tracking techniques using streamlines [32] and, more recently, 
using a fast marching method or FMM [33]. We use the FMM in our approach of 
modeling unconventional reservoirs for the 3D estimation of pressure depletion. 

The FMM is a front tracking algorithm. It has been applied to wave propagation, 
and medical imaging [34] problems. For the subsurface porous media flow, the pres-
sure diffusivity equation can be simplified to an Eikonal equation and solved using 
the FMM to obtain the diffusive time of flight contours which is a proxy for the pres-
sure depletion time [35]. The simulation is very fast compared to a finite difference 
simulator thus its valuable application to the fast-paced world of unconventional 
reservoirs. This speed is gained through a loss of accuracy which we could estimate 
by comparing the resulting pressure to those derived in a finite difference simulator. 

9.2 Classical finite difference reservoir simulation 

A dynamic model using a finite difference compositional reservoir simulator is built 
around a two well pad by using previously derived 3D properties (Figure 4) as well 
as the final hydraulic fracture geometry and its resulting conductivity (Figure 13B). 
Another derived key input is the inter-well permeability resulting from the interaction 
between the hydraulic and natural fractures and captured by the strain resulting from 
the geomechanical simulation using the MPM 2D plane strain framework. This strain 
is converted into an effective inter-well permeability (Figure 14B) using the approach 
shown in [36] where a calibration factor that relates strain to the matrix effective 
permeability is estimated through history matching. This calibration factor was very 
quickly estimated and a match was found for both wells A and B (Figure 15) for oil, 
gas and water rates using a bottom hole pressure. The major drawback of using a finite 
difference reservoir simulator is the intensive numerical computation required even in 
today’s new generation parallel reservoir simulators. For example, the case described in 
this section required a 6-hour run on a good workstation. For unconventional reser-
voirs, we could trade the accuracy for a faster run time. 

9.3 Unconventional reservoir simulation using fast marching method (FMM) 

The motivation and the unique features of the Fast-Marching Method (FMM) 
simulator needed for unconventional reservoirs were described in Ouenes et al. 
[6] and Paryani et al. [18]. The input 3D models (Figure 4) and hydraulic frac-
ture geometry (Figure 14) were input in the FMM simulator along with the PVT 
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(Pressure, Volume, Temperature) and other inputs. The resulting pressure deple-
tion at the end of the simulation derived from the FMM simulator (Figure 16B) 
shows the same features as those seen in the pressure depletion estimated in the 
classical reservoir simulator (Figure 16A). The same conclusions can be seen when 
examining the pressure distribution in a cross-section view as shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 14. 
(A) fracture geometry and conductivity resulting from the stimulation of two wells and (B) interwell 
permeability resulting from the interaction between the hydraulic and natural fractures. 

Figure 15. 
History matching of oil (green), gas (red), and water (blue) by using the bottom hole pressure (BHP) as a 
constraint. Notice the good match of both well measurements A and B, achieved very easily and quickly by using 
one single history matching parameter. 

Figure 16. 
(A) Areal view of the pressure depletion from finite difference reservoir simulator compared to the (B) pressure 
derived from the fast marching method simulator. 
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Figure 17. 
(A)–(D) Cross section view of the pressure depletion from a finite difference reservoir simulator compared to 
the (E)–(H) pressure derived from the fast marching method (FMM) simulator. 

There is a major difference between the classical finite difference reservoir 
simulation run and the one using the FMM: using the same computer, the full-scale 
heterogeneous model using the compositional finite difference reservoir simulator 
requires six (6) hours run time due to the large number of components while the 
FMM multi-phase black oil simulator results were derived in less than 1 minute. 

With such a rapid evaluation tool and robust workflow that leverages the 
multiple constraints derived from the use of surface drilling data, the complex bal-
ance between finding the optimal Net Present Value (NPV) per well or per section 
could be easily estimated in few days or even hours. Using the current industry tools 
to achieve the same objective will take many weeks if not months and will have a 
large uncertainty if no well logs or seismic are available as it is very usual the case in 
unconventional reservoirs where well data and seismic are sacrificed at the altar of 
cost cutting measures. Fortunately, the surface drilling data provides a reasonable 
alternative that enables the entire reservoir modeling and management workflow. 

10. Conclusions 

The use of surface drilling data provides a reasonable engineering solution to 
the lack of well data in unconventional reservoirs. The correction of the MSE by 
removing friction losses turns surface drilling data into a major source of informa-
tion for unconventional well planning. This information includes an estimation of 
geomechanical logs, pore pressure, stresses, porosity and natural fracture. These 
rock properties could be used as a first approximation in a well-centric approach to 
geoengineer completions. Moreover, combining these various logs from different 
wells into 3D reservoir models provides even more opportunities including using 
them in reservoir geomechanics, 3D planar hydraulic fracture design and reservoir 
simulation. The use of MPM modeling tools with the 2D horizontal plane strain 
framework allows the characterization of the lateral stress gradients, differential 
stress and the orientation of the maximum stress, all of which are key inputs needed 
to plan the optimal position and orientation of unconventional wellbores. Using 
geomechanical logs derived from surface drilling data to identify the geologic 
interfaces and deploying MPM tools in vertical 2D sections of the reservoirs, allows 
for capturing the effects of laminations and the loss of hydraulic fracturing energy 
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in weak interfaces. These 2D decoupled approaches provide useful information to 
constrain a 3D grid based planar hydraulic fracturing approach. These geomechani-
cal constraints define both the lateral and vertical directions which enable the esti-
mation of distribution of proppants with a higher degree of certainty. The resulting 
realistic fracture geometry and its conductivity can be used in a commercial finite 
difference reservoir simulator or alternatively in a simplified fast marching method 
simulator providing similar information as the one given by the finite difference 
reservoir simulator, but in a fraction of the time. When using all these 3D models 
and their results in a fast marching method simulator the impact of the interference 
between wells and other optimization challenges can be estimated quickly while 
providing similar results as those derived with a finite difference reservoir simula-
tor. By integrating the surface drilling data with 3D reservoir models, hydraulic 
fracturing design and reservoir simulation into a single software platform, this fast 
and constrained approach allows for a better management of unconventional wells 
within a competitive calculation time. 
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Nomenclature 

WOB weight on bit, 
D hole diameter 
T torque 
N rotational speed 
ROP rate of penetration 
N rotational speed of the drill pipe 
Kn mud motor speed to flow ratio 
Q total mud flow rate 
g stress gradient 
Po net pressure which is the difference between the fluid pressure and 

the minimum or the closure stress 
a_1 (t) short wing in planar 3D fracture 
a_2 (t) long wing in planar 3D fracture 
SHmax maximum horizontal stress SHmax 
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Chapter 6 

Elastic-Based Brittleness 
Estimation from Seismic Inversion 
Maman Hermana, Deva Prasad Ghosh and Chow Weng Sum 

Abstract 

Information about mechanical rock properties is essential when tight reservoir is 
to be stimulated using hydrofracturing technique. The brittle area has to be consid-
ered as a priority region for determining the location of hydrofracturing initiation. 
Seismic data are commonly used to estimate the geomechanical properties such as 
brittleness average from elastic properties: Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus. 
This paper discusses the process of brittleness estimation based on elastic proper-
ties, which can be derived by inverting the pre-stack seismic data that can produce 
acoustic impedance, shear impedance, and density simultaneously. Novel methods, 
scaled inverse quality factor of P-wave (SQp) and scaled inverse quality factor of S-
wave (SQs) attributes, have been used for identification of brittleness, fracture 
density, and hydrocarbon bearing in the fractured basement reservoir. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed method has been tested in the field, which is consistent 
with fracture density log from formation micro-imager (FMI) log and hydrocarbon 
column data. The result showed that there is a significant correlation between 
brittleness, estimated from elastic properties, and fracture density logs. New attri-
butes, the SQp attribute is potentially to be used as a fracture density indicator, 
while SQs attribute indicates the existence of hydrocarbon, which is confirmed with 
neutron porosity-density logs. 

Keywords: brittleness average, attribute, crack density, fractured basement, 
elastic properties 

1. Introduction 

Fractures are important for improving permeability in unconventional reser-
voirs including shale gas, coal bed methane, tight gas sand, and fractured basement 
reservoir. In these reservoirs, hydrofracturing is commonly practiced to stimulate 
fractures and to significantly improve oil/gas flow. The target of hydrofracturing 
technique is focused on the brittle area (the area with a high tendency to break), 
which is expected to be able to generate more fractures. To support this objective, 
understanding of mechanical properties (such as brittleness) of the rock is very 
important. Estimation of brittleness from seismic data is an important task for 
better well hydrofracturing and drilling placement. 

The success of hydrofracturing depends on the geomechanical brittleness of the 
formation; brittle rocks tend to generate more fractures compared to ductile rocks. 
Brittleness is the measurement of stored energy before failure and is a function of 
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rock strength, lithology, texture, effective stress, temperature, fluid type, digenesis, 
and TOC [1]. 

The brittleness is determined by a number of mineral contents of rock. The most 
brittle minerals like quartz and the less percentage of ductile minerals like clay 
mineral in the rock tend to make rock more brittle. Rock physics shows that the 
mineral content determine the elastic properties of rock. Hence, it is reasonable to 
estimate brittleness using elastic properties. However, the selection of which elastic 
properties can be used to indicate brittleness is the main task in seismic quantitative 
interpretation. Estimation of brittleness index which is based on calculation of 
mineral content and brittleness average which is based on elastic properties and can 
be derived from seismic data has been successfully applied in the shale gas field [2]. 

During unconventional reservoir exploration and development, not only how to 
find out the most brittle area where expected fracture can be generated during 
horizontal well drilling and hydrofracturing but also how to find the sweet spot where 
the hydrocarbon is accumulated largely and also how to estimate the capacity and 
reserve of unconventional reservoir are very challenging. As in case of fractured 
basement reservoir, the problem on how to find the possible location of generated 
secondary porosity and permeability and to find where the hydrocarbon accumula-
tion is and what type of hydrocarbon is there is still difficult to be solved and needs 
advance tool to make more accurate and significant during quantification. 

The main objective of this paper is to introduce a new workflow for unconven-
tional reservoir characterization by introducing new attributes: scaled inverse qual-
ity factor of P-wave (SQp) and scaled inverse quality factor of S-wave (SQs). These 
attributes are derived from the attenuation concept through rock physics approxi-
mation, which can be implemented on the result of seismic inversion. The existing 
method, brittleness average, is commonly used to indicate the brittle rock calculated 
from elastic properties; Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus will be discussed and 
compared with new attributes to indicate the fracture density. A well data example 
from fractured basement reservoir in the Malaysian Basin is used to test the perfor-
mance of these methods to indicate fracture density and hydrocarbon column 
which also will be discussed. 

2. Brittleness index (BI) and brittleness average (BA) 

Brittleness of rock has been defined in different ways. Jarvie [2] defines the 
brittleness index (BI) as a fraction of the mineral composition of rock, while Grieser 
and Bray [3] define brittleness average (BA) as purely related to the elastic proper-
ties of the rock. 

As mineral composition of rock defines its brittleness, the number of fractions 
of most brittle mineral impacts on the rock brittleness. Brittleness index (BI) is 
formulated as 

Qz
BIJarvie ¼ (1)

Qz þ Ca þ Cly 

where Qz, Ca, and Cly are the fractional quartz content, calcite content, and clay 
content, respectively. 

For wells that are located where the composition of mineral can be properly deter-
mined, the BI can be calculated. However, away from the well, the BI is difficult to be 
estimated due to the difficulties in predicting the mineral content distribution. Hence, 
it is still difficult to use this technique to estimate brittleness three-dimensionally, 
because of the challenge in estimating mineral content from seismic data. 
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Grieser and Bray [3] proposed the use of brittleness average (BA) to express 
the brittleness of the rock. Brittleness average is calculated based on elastic prop-
erties, i.e., normalized Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus. By using this relation, 
estimation of brittleness in a wider area is possible. Both Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio can be derived from seismic data through seismic inversion. Hence, 
using this technique the brittleness of rock in terms of BA can be estimated from 
seismic data. 

Young’s modulus (E), representing the stiffness of the rock, can be defined in 
terms of bulk modulus (κ) and Poisson’s ratio (σ) as. 

E ¼ �3 κ ð1–2 σÞ (2) 

On the other hand, Poisson’s ratio can be derived from P-wave (Vp) and S-wave 
(Vs) velocities: 

Vp2 � Vs2 

σ ¼ (3)
2Vp2 � 2Vs2 

By substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2), the Young modulus is expressed as 
˜ 
3Vp2 � 4Vs2 

° 
E ¼ ρVs2 (4)

Vp2 � Vs2 

Hence, the brittleness average (BA) is expressed in Rick’s relation [1]: 

BA ¼ 

˛ 
1 E � Emin 

2 Emax � Emin 

˝ 
PR � PRmaxþ � 100

PRmin � PRmax 
(5) 

where Emin and Emax are the minimum and maximum Young’s modulus and 
PRmin and PRmax are the minimum and maximum Poisson’s ratio. 

To evaluate the correlation between brittleness average and brittleness 
geomechanically, the brittleness average is tested against well logs of the domain 
and compared to geomechanical properties obtained from the formation micro-
imager (FMI) log (Figures 1 and 2). Examples are taken from a fractured basement 
reservoir field located in Malaysian offshore. This field is located at a margin of the 
basin as permo-carboniferous metasediments and volcanic, cretaceous granites, or 
possibly cretaceous rift fill and mesozoic to carboniferous carbonates and 
mesozoic granites [4]. The lithology of the offshore basement for this area is 
described in Tjia et al. [5] based on well drilling distribution with pre-tertiary rock 
penetration. 

Figure 1 shows the brittleness average logs which is calculated from normal-
ized Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus logs and compared to the core of two 
different depth samples. The first sample (upper right) was taken from the 
depth where the brittleness average value is low. In this depth, the core sample 
showed that only a view number of fractures appear. The crack density of this 
core sample is low which is correlated with a low value of brittleness average. 
The second sample (bottom right) was taken from the depth where the brittle-
ness average value is high. Many fractures appeared in this core sample. The 
core data is taken from a region where the rock is more brittle, which is also 
associated with a high value of brittleness average in the log. In other words, 
the intensity of fracture of the rock can be determined by the brittleness 
average log. 

The feasibility study on well log data shows that the brittleness average has a 
good correlation with fracture density. A high fracture density area is associated 
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Figure 1. 
Brittleness average log (left) compared to the FMI data (right). The high value of brittleness average associated 
with high crack density. 

Figure 2. 
Lithology and fracture density logs (left) compared with brittleness average (right log). 

with high brittleness average log. Because of the elastic properties, Young’s mod-
ulus and Poisson’s ratio can be extracted from seismic data through inversion 
result; therefore, the brittleness average, which is associated with fracture density 
also can be calculated from inversion result. 
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3. SQp and SQs attributes 

As in the viscoelastic medium, attenuation and phase velocity of plane wave 
propagation are governed by the Kramers-Kronig relations [6]. The maximum 
value of quality factor of P-wave and S-wave which represent the degree of attenu-
ation can be estimated from basic elastic properties of compressional modulus (M) 
and shear modulus (G) at high- and low-frequency conditions: 

M∞ � M02Q�1 ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi p M0M∞ (6)
G∞ � G02Q�1 ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi s G0G∞ 

where the indexes (∞) and (0) represent relaxed and unrelaxed conditions, 
which are still difficult to be measured directly from seismic data. 

A high- and low-frequency measurement, in rock physics, can be assumed as an 
effect of crack by the Hudson crack theory [6]. The changes of anisotropy stiffness 
component are associated with the difference between compressional modulus at 
high and low frequencies and can be correlated with Lame parameters: λ and μ. The 
change in bulk modulus is approximated by 

HudsonM∞ � Mo ¼ Δc11 

λ2 4ðλ þ 2μÞ (7)
≈ ε 

μ 3ðλ þ μÞ 
And the change in the shear modulus is approximated by 

HudsonG∞ � Go ¼ Δc44 

16ðλ þ 2μÞ (8)
≈ εμ 

3 3ð λ þ 4μÞ 

where ε is the crack density, which is estimated from porosity and aspect ratiopffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
(α) asε ¼ 3ϕ=ð4παÞ. By assuming that M ¼ MoM∞ and G ¼ GoG∞, the Qp and 
Qs are formulated as [6] 

22 ðM=G � 2Þ
Qp�1 ¼ ε

3 ðM=G � 1Þ 
(9) 

8 ðM=GÞ
Qs�1 ¼ ε

3 ð3M=G � 2Þ 
Information on crack density is indicated by Qp�1 and Qs�1. If the crack density 

of the rock increases, the secondary porosity related to the crack will increase, while 
the bulk density decreases. In other words, an increase in crack density will be 
followed by a decrease in bulk density. Hence, Eq. (9) can be approximated as [7] 

25 1 ðM=G � 2Þ
SQp�1 � 

6 ρ ðM=G � 1Þ 
(10)

10 1 ðM=GÞ
SQs�1 � 

3 ρ ð3M=G � 2Þ 

where SQp�1 and SQs�1 are defined as scaled inverse Qp (SQp) and scaled 
inverse Qs (SQs), which are indicating the attenuation of P and S wave, 
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respectively. These parameters can be extracted from seismic data through 
inversion results where M/G is approximated from P- and S-wave velocity ratio 
or Vp/Vs. 

4. Approximation of SQp and SQs attributes in the amplitude versus 
offset (AVO) domain 

Derivations of SQp and SQs in the previous sub-chapter show that the parame-
ters are taken from elastic properties extracted from seismic inversion results. To 
estimate the SQp and SQs directly from seismic data, the approximation of SQp and 
SQs through the AVO method is proposed. 

To understand the approximation of SQp and SQs in the AVO domain, we 
started with the concept of AVO attributes: AVO intercept and AVO gradient 
methods. Castagna et al. [8] interprets the AVO intercept and AVO gradient using 
crossplot method (reader who is interested to get more details on this method can 
refer to Castagna et al. [8]). In AVO crossplot method, the diagonal line indicates 
the shale background, and potential hydrocarbon reservoirs will be identified as an 
AVO anomaly. Determination of the anomaly is measured from the shale back-
ground line (Figure 3). 

The trend or background of Vp/Vs can be approximated with the formula 

ab ¼ B=A (11) 

where B and A are AVO gradient and AVO intercept, respectively. Using Gard-
ner equation [9], the relation between contrast density and contrast velocity is 
approximated with the formula 

Δρ 
ρ 

ΔVP≈ :25 
VP 

(12) 

Figure 3. 
AVO crossplot method. Diagonal is showing shale background, and hydrocarbon is identified as AVO anomaly. 
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Figure 4. 
Comparison between conventional AVO crossplot and new SQp-SQs crossplot. 

where Δ represents the different properties between the upper and lower media. 
Hence, Δρ ¼ ρ2 � ρ1, and ρ ¼ ρ2 þ ρ1, ΔVP ¼ VP2 � VP1, and VP ¼ VP2 þ VP1. The 
velocity contrast is approximated by 

ΔVP ≈ ð8=5ÞA (13)
VP 

Combining Eqs. (12) and (13) and substituting Eq. (10), SQs�1 and SQp�1 can be 
approximated with

 ! 
21 ð�3 þ 2 A  þ BÞÞ

SQp ≈ A 
ð 

3 2 1ð � ðA þ BÞÞ 
(14) 

4 ð2 A  þ BÞ � 1Þð
SQs ≈ A 

3 2 A  þ BÞ þ 1ð 

where A and B are the intercept and gradient attributes. Eq. (14) shows that the 
SQp and SQs attributes can be approximated from the intercept and gradient of 
AVO. 

The crossplot of both methods can be illustrated in Figure 4. The potential of 
hydrocarbon reservoir from oil (blue) to gas (red) is plotted close to each other in 
the conventional AVO crossplot. However, that anomaly is boosted in the SQp-SQs 
crossplot. The two different potential reservoirs are separated significantly. 

5. Numerical testing of SQp and SQs attributes on rock physics model 

There are at least two main aspects recorded on seismic data: lithological effect 
and fluid effect. To understand the effect of both lithological and fluid changes, a 
rock physics model of soft sediment is used to test the response of SQp and SQs 
attributes. Initial parameters of model are derived from well log data. Gassmann’s 
fluid substitution was applied on the model to get the new lithology and pore fill at 
different water saturations and porosities. In this test, the lithological effect is 
represented by the changes of porosity, while the fluid effect is represented with 
different water saturation conditions. Water saturation is set from 1 to 100%, where 
gas is used as a complement, and porosity changes are set from 7 to 25%, while the 
aspect ratio is assumed to be 0.1. The responses of SQp and SQs attributes at 
different water saturation and porosity changes are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 5. 
Responses of SQp and SQs attributes on water saturation changes (left column) and porosity changes (right 
column). (a) SQs attribute versus water saturation, (b) SQs attribute versus porosity, (c) SQp attribute versus 
water saturation, and (d) SQp attribute versus porosity. The initial state of the models is Vp = 2231.9 m/s, 
Vs = 1127.04 m/s, density = 2.11 g/cc, Vsh = 0.56, Sw = 0.49, and porosity = 25%. 

The responses of SQs attribute decrease when water saturation increases 
(Figure 5a). In constant porosity, the SQs value of gas sand is higher than water 
sand. The porosity changes also affect the SQs attribute; increasing in porosity is 
followed by increasing in SQs (Figure 5b). It can be interpreted also that when 
porosity of rock increases, the number of fluid inside the rock also increases, which 
tends to increase the SQs value. This attribute is sensitive to fluid changes (satura-
tion) which means that SQs can be correlated to fluid content conditions. For every 
different conditions, gas sand has higher SQs value compared to water sand. 

Figure 5c and d shows the SQp responses due to water saturation and porosity 
changes, respectively. The responses of SQp attribute increase when water satura-
tion increases. However, the increment is significant when the water saturation is 
close to fully water-saturated conditions. Water saturation is from 0 to about 80%; 
the increment of SQp is not significant. In the condition where the gas saturation is 
low (where gas saturation is about 5 or 95% of water), SQp value increases expo-
nentially (Figure 5c). This phenomenon is the same as in Gassmann’s fluid substi-
tution case where only 5% gas can boost seismic velocity exponentially. On the 
other side, when porosity increases (where the fluid content is more), the SQp 
values decrease (Figure 5d). It tells us that the number of fluid does not so much 
affect the SQp. In this example the change of lithology is represented by the change 
of porosity. SQp is more affected by lithology rather than fluid content. Hence, the 
SQp attribute might be better as a lithology indicator, while the SQs attribute would 
be better as a fluid indicator. This hypothesis will be proven by testing the attributes 
using real data. 

6. SQp and SQs attribute responses on well domain 

Numerical test of SQp and SQs attributes on rock physics shows that the SQp 
attribute is an indicator of lithological changes, while the SQs attribute can be used 
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to denote fluid changes. The application of this concept on real well log data can be 
used to justify this assertion. To do so, another test is carried out to investigate the 
performance of these attributes in identifying the fluid type and lithological effect. 
Visual comparison and crossplotting of these attributes on well log data and com-
parisons with other lithology and fluid indicator (gamma ray and water saturation) 
logs are presented in Figure 2. 

Figure 6a shows three different reservoir targets, two reservoirs are saturated 
by gas, and another reservoir is wet (water saturated). All three different reservoirs 
are indicated as low SQp values. In SQp attribute there is no different responses 
between gas sand and wet sand; all sand formations are shown as low SQp value. 
This example shows that SQp attribute is not sensitive with fluid type, only sensi-
tive to the lithology changes. The formation of shale and sand is distinguished 
clearly as well as in the gamma ray log, while in terms of SQs attribute, both gas and 

Figure 6. 
(a) SQp and SQs responses compared to lithology log (gamma ray) and water saturation log and its coefficient 
correlations are obtained from the crossplot (a, right). (b) SQp and SQs test on different well. The SQp 
attribute is also similar to gamma ray log, and SQs is similar to resistivity logs. 
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sand reservoirs have higher value than wet sand. It shows that this attribute is more 
sensitive to the fluid type than lithology changes. The confirmation of the fluid 
content is shown by water saturation log, which is also similar to the SQs log. 

An example from another field in offshore Malaysia (Figure 6b) shows that SQp 
response is also similar to the gamma ray logs, which supports the hypothesis that 
this attribute can be used to identify lithology changes in the same way as the 
gamma ray. Meanwhile, the SQs attribute, which was compared to the resistivity 
logs, shows that this attribute has high similarity to the resistivity logs. Resistivity 
log is commonly used to identify the fluid type of the formation; this log is sensitive 
with the changes of fluid type. Thus, SQs attribute also has potential to be used as 
fluid indicator. In Figure 6b, hydrocarbon formation is indicated by high resistivity 
value which also is shown in the SQs log. Hydrocarbon formation is indicated as a 
high SQs value, while brine/water sand will have a lower value. 

The separation between lithology and fluid effect is identified easily in the 
crossplot. Optimum separation between lithological and fluid effects should be 
orthogonal to each other. To test the effectiveness of SQp and SQs attributes in 
discriminating the lithology and fluid effect, the crossplot of SQp-SQs has been 
compared with other elastic properties: lambda-rho vs. mu-rho crossplot as shown 
in Figure 7. The first and second Lame constants (see Section 3) multiplied with 
density are defined as lambda-rho and mu-rho, respectively. These attributes are a 
pair of elastic properties that are commonly used to discriminate the lithology and 
fluid. Figure 7 shows two different crossplots of mu-rho versus lambda-rho and 
SQp versus SQs crossplots color-coded by lithology log. All attributes, mu-rho, 
lambda-rho, SQp, and SQs, are calculated from the same sonic, shear, and density 
logs. The end members of lithology are classified into four types of lithology: shale 
sand, wet sand, shaly sand/siltstone sand, and pay sand. The types of lithology are 
defined by taking the cutoff on the volume of clay, gamma ray, porosity, and water 
saturation logs. The cutoff for shale was Vclay >0.4, gamma ray >80; shaly siltstone 
is Vclay <0.4, gamma ray <80, and porosity <0.05; wet sand is Vclay <0.4, 
porosity >0.05, water saturation >0.85; and pay sand is Vclay <0.4, porosity >0.05, 
and water saturation <0.85. The lithology log was used to identify the performance 
or sensitivity of attribute or elastic properties in predicting the lithology and 
hydrocarbon. 

In the mu-rho versus lambda-rho crossplot (Figure 7a), gas sand still can be 
separated from wet sand and shale. However, in this crossplot, it is still difficult to 
define the separation between lithological and fluid effects. Conversely, in SQp-SQs 
crossplot (Figure 7b), it is not only gas sand and wet sand that are separated, but 
also the effect of lithology and fluid are separated optimally. In the SQp axis, 
different lithologies, shale and sand, are distinguished, while in SQs axis that lithol-
ogy is not separated. The SQs can distinguish gas sand (net pay), wet sand, and 
shaly sand stone clearly. This SQs axis shows the effect of fluid. Therefore, SQp 
versus SQs shows an optimum separation between lithological and fluid effect. 
Lithological effect is distributed along the vertical axis (SQp), while different fluid 
is distributed along the horizontal axis (SQs). Both lithological and fluid effects are 
separated orthogonally. 

The crossplotting of SQp versus SQs can separate the lithology and pore fluid 
effects in 90 degrees. It shows that these attributes purely represent either the 
lithology effect or fluid effect and not both. This orthogonal separation between 
lithology and pore fluid is the same as what other methods such as the extended 
elastic impedance (EEI) method would have achieved. In the EEI method, the 
maximum separation is carried out by projecting the data in the fluid and lithology 
projection line by calculating the proper chi angle for the projection [10]. 
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Figure 7. 
Lithological and fluid effect separation using crossplot method. (a) Mu-rho versus lambda-rho, (b) SQp versus 
SQs attribute. The lithology members consist of pay sand (gas sand), wet sand, shaly siltstone, and shale. Data 
taken from east Malaysian offshore. 

Fortunately, in the SQp and SQp crossplotting, the projection line of lithology and 
fluid is constructed automatically as the orthogonal axis. This is one advantage 
when performing the interpretation using this attribute. 

7. Application of SQp and SQs on fractured basement reservoir case 

Previous tests were conducted on conventional reservoirs (clastic reservoir), 
with the objective being to test the sensitivity of SQp and SQs as indicators of 
lithology and fluid effect. To test the feasibility of SQp and SQs application on 
unconventional reservoir characterization, a well log data from fractured basement 
reservoir was taken from a field in the Malaysian Basin. In this well, the fracture is 
indicated by the image log. Image log is commonly practiced to detect the fracture 
of the borehole wall. However, this instrument is sensitive with diameter of bore-
hole size. If there is a bad borehole condition of certain formation, the pad contact 
of the instrument with the borehole walls is not coupled properly. Hence, the 
fractures will not be effectively imaged. It is good to have another log as an alter-
native log that can be associated with the fractures which also can be derived from 
elastic properties. To fulfill the gap, the SQp and SQs attributes were tested by 
comparing it with the conventional brittleness average, fracture density log, and 
neutron porosity-density log to test the effectiveness of new attributes in terms of 
fracture density and hydrocarbon bearing identification in unconventional reser-
voir environment. 

In this test, sample data was taken from depth 3125 to 3165 m of the fractured 
basement reservoir formation. The fracture density is compared to the brittleness 
average logs and SQP and SQS logs (Figure 8). 

For this formation, the fracture density logs indicate the number of fracture on 
the formation. Brittleness average logs calculated from Poisson’s ratio and Young’s 
modulus was compared with fracture density logs. The results show that the brit-
tleness average is consistent with the number of fracture density as shown in the 
fracture density logs. In the other side, the SQp log is also similar to the fracture 
density and brittleness average logs. High value of SQp is related with high fracture 
density and high brittleness average value. It shows that the SQp attribute also has 
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Figure 8. 
Comparison between fracture density log, brittleness average log, SQP logs, SQS logs, and density-NPHI logs. 
Brittleness average looks consistent with fracture density log; SQp attribute is consistent with fracture density 
and SQs consistent with density-NPHI log. 

potential to be used as a fracture density indicator or brittleness indicator in 
unconventional reservoir. 

The example as shown in Figure 8 was taken from an oil field-fractured base-
ment reservoir. Conventional interpretation to identified oil column was conducted 
by interpreting the neutron porosity-density log together. Oil column will be iden-
tified as a crossover between neutron porosity and density log. This crossover is 
called also as “butterfly effect.” The crossover of neutron porosity-density logs 
indicates the oil column. It is clear from Figure 8 that the “butterfly effect” on 
neutron porosity-density log is associated with high value of SQs log. As mentioned 
in the previous test, the high value of SQs is indicating the hydrocarbon location. In 
this well, the SQs log is consistent with neutron porosity-density logs. It means that 
if the “butterfly effect” of neutron porosity-density log can be used to indicate 
hydrocarbon column in the fractured basement reservoir, the SQs attribute also can 
be used as indicator of hydrocarbon column for this unconventional reservoir 
environment. 

From the test on this fractured basement reservoir well, both brittleness average, 
which is derived from Poison’s ratio and Young’s modulus and SQp attribute, have 
the same chance to be used as fracture density indicators, while the SQs attribute 
has the same potential as neutron porosity-density log in determining the location 
of hydrocarbon bearing. The difference is the SQs attribute can be extracted from 
seismic data, while the neutron porosity-density log can be analyzed on well log 
only. Hence, the use of SQs attributes can give us advantages to get the hydrocarbon 
distribution three-dimensionally. 

The workflow to obtain the brittleness average and SQp and SQs attributes from 
seismic data is shown in Figure 9. A simultaneous inversion on pre-stack/partial-
stack seismic data is needed to obtain P-wave (Vp), S-Wave (Vs), and density, 
which will be used to calculate the brittleness average and SQp and SQs attributes 
using Eqs. (5) and (10), respectively. An alternative method of obtaining the SQp 
and SQs attributes in a reflection domain can be approached using Eq. (14). 
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Figure 9. 
Workflow for brittleness average and SQp and SQs attribute derivations from seismic data. 

8. Conclusions 

A common technique for brittleness estimation based on seismic elastic proper-
ties has been discussed. The existing method of brittleness average was tested and 
compared with new attributes (SQp) to indicate the existence of fracture density on 
a fractured basement reservoir environment in the Malaysian Basin. The results 
show that SQp attribute coincides with brittleness average and fracture density 
either on well log data or core data, while the SQs attribute is consistent with 
neutron porosity-density log which can be used to indicate the hydrocarbon column 
in the fractured basement reservoir. 

Furthermore, the test of SQp and SQs attributes on conventional reservoir shows 
that those attributes are able to discriminate the lithological and fluid effects opti-
mally. The lithology changes are indicated in the SQp log, which is similar to gamma 
ray log responses, while the fluid types are distinguished in the SQs log, which is 
similar to the resistivity log. 

One of the advantages of using SQp and SQs attributes for reservoir characteri-
zation either in conventional or unconventional reservoir is that the attribute can be 
not only derived limited on well log domain but also applied three-dimensionally on 
seismic data. There are two options to get the SQp and SQs from seismic data: based 
on AVO analysis method and seismic inversion workflow. In the AVO method 
approach, the anomaly of hydrocarbon reservoir is indicated strongly in the SQp 
and SQs compared to the conventional AVO analysis using intercept and gradient 
crossplot method. The application of SQp and SQs attributes through inversion 
result also gives a strong indicator of lithology and fluid. Due to the similarity of 
SQp-SQs attributes with petrophysical properties, it is possible to use SQp and SQs 
attributes for petrophysical property prediction from elastic properties. This will 
become our future work. 
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Abstract

Advances in hydraulic fracturing technologies, and unconventional oil and 
gas (UOG) generally, spurred a boom in energy production in the United States. 
The rapid expansion of UOG has brought oil and gas production closer to homes, 
schools, and work places and thus increased potential human exposure to a range
of chemicals, pollutants, and other health risks. Releases of such chemicals and 
pollutants occur throughout the full life cycle of UOG beginning with well-site
preparation and continuing through hydraulic fracturing, well completion into
production, well maintenance, and finally the plugging or abandoning of the
well. While the risks to workers on UOG sites differ from those living, working or
recreating nearby, both groups may be exposed to chemical and hazardous materi-
als and injuries related to accidents and spills. This chapter characterizes the main
occupational and public health risks throughout the life cycle of a hydraulically
fractured well. Focusing on common practices in the United States, it identifies
the main types of risks and pathways for human exposure. As a review, the chapter
summarizes the peer-reviewed literature available to date, highlighting regulatory
responses and identifying gaps in the current understanding of the risks involved in
hydraulic fracturing.

Keywords: hydraulic fracturing, unconventional oil and gas development,
health risk, air pollution, water pollution, occupational health risks,
psychosocial health risks

1. Introduction

Advances in technologies that allow directional drilling coupled with high-
volume hydraulic fracturing have made large unconventional oil and gas deposits
accessible in the United States. The Energy Information Agency (EIA) estimates
that in 2017 approximately 60% of U.S. dry natural gas production came from shale
resources [1]. Similarly, oil production from tight oil formations rose from a negli-
gible fraction in 2000 to 50% of total crude oil production in 2017 [2]. This growth
has brought oil and gas production and related infrastructure closer to towns and 
communities in more than 20 states, with more than 15 active shale plays, and 
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raised concerns about the risks to public health from chemical and nonchemi-
cal stressors associated with unconventional oil and gas production (UOG) [3]. 
This chapter provides a summary of these risks by taking a life cycle approach to 
characterizing the sources and types of health stressors and their likely exposure 
pathways. While UOG shares a number of processes with conventional oil and gas 
production, it differs in several important aspects, noticeably the use of directional 
(horizontal drilling) and large-volume hydraulic fracturing to stimulate the flow 
of natural gas or oil to the wellhead. These differences are particularly important 
as they pose additional, and to date not exhaustively regulated health, risks. There 
is also still greater uncertainty compared with conventional oil and gas production 
regarding the lack of information about the content of hydraulic fracturing fluids 
(HFF) and their health effects. 

2. Life cycle risks of hydraulically fractured wells 

As with any fossil fuel production, a hydraulically fractured (‘fracked’) well has 
the potential to release air and water pollutants, pose physical and public safety 
hazards, and contribute to psychosocial stressors for nearby residents and commu-
nities. The life cycle of a well consists of several phases shown in Figure 1 [4]. 

Each life cycle phase generates emissions, effluents and waste that may pose 
health risks to workers and nearby communities. They are discussed in this chapter 
according to their exposure pathway, e.g., via air or water, and by exposed popula-
tion groups, e.g., oil and gas workers or nearby communities. It is noted that the 
likelihood of health impacts is generally a function of the hazardousness of the 
chemical and nonchemical stressor (i.e., the stimulus causing undesirable health 

Figure 1. 
The typical life cycle of an unconventional oil or gas well. 
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effects), the exposure duration and the pathway. The spatial reach of the stressor 
is also important and may range from the immediate well-pad area to local (up to 
10 km), regional (up to 100 km) and local distances (farther than 100 km). Thus, 
the following sections are organized to describe human health risks according to 
pathway and spatial distance. 

3. Occupational risks 

The most significant types of occupational risks for UOG workers are accidents, 
malfunctions, and exposure to on-site air pollution. Accidents and malfunctions 
can bring workers in contact with hazardous and toxic materials via inhalation, 
dermal contact, or ingestion. They can also pose thermal radiation risks due to fires 
and explosions. Air pollution may be the result of accidents and malfunctions but 
is also a side effect of typical well-site activities such as oil and gas drilling, produc-
tion, flaring, venting, storage of liquids and maintenance operations. 

3.1 Accidents and unintentional releases 

UOG wells are industrial sites with heavy and moving equipment, hazardous 
and toxic substances, and harsh environmental conditions. As a result, accidents 
and malfunctions (e.g., well blowouts, explosions, failure in well integrity such 
as sustained casing pressure and communication of the well with other, often 
orphaned wells) are the cause for most documented deaths and injuries for workers 
at unconventional well sites [5, 6]. 

Although it is difficult to obtain detailed information on worker-related injuries 
and fatalities for UOG, the oil and gas extraction industry in general has an occu-
pational fatality rate that is 2.5-times that of the construction industry and 7-fold 
higher than the industry average [5, 6]. Fatalities are primarily caused by traffic-
accidents (nearly a third of all confirmed fatalities), and smaller producers tend 
to have a higher mortality rate than larger and multi-national companies [7]. The 
traffic-related occupational risk to UOG workers is not surprising considering the 
substantial amount of material (e.g., water, HFF chemicals and additives, proppant), 
equipment (e.g., pipes, compressors, work-over equipment), and waste products 
(e.g., flowback and produced water, used drilling mud and drill cuttings) that need 
to be transported to and from the well site. Drilling and fracturing a well usually 
involves more than 1000 truck trips, often on narrow country roads not designed for 
such heavy use [8]. In contrast to UOG worker fatalities, the oil and gas industry has 
below-average injury rates, a fact that has been attributed to underreporting [6, 7, 9]. 
Although most accidents and fatalities occur among oil and gas workers, they also 
impact nearby communities. Truck accidents, well blowouts and explosions have 
caused injuries and fatalities among residents (see Section 4 for details). 

3.2 Air pollution risks 

The main sources of air pollution on UOG sites are [4]: 

• Direct and fugitive emissions of methane and other hydrocarbons from well-
heads and other production and transmission infrastructure on the well site 
(e.g., flowback and produced water holding tanks or evaporation ponds, valves, 
pipelines, processing equipment). 

• Intentional venting and flaring of gas and hydrocarbon products. 
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• Diesel emissions from trucks, generators and diesel-powered equipment. 

• Volatile organic compounds from drilling muds, HFF, flowback and produced 
water. 

Workers may suffer from acute exposure to hazardous and toxic air pollut-
ants such as hydrogen sulfide, benzene, formaldehyde and other volatile organic 
compounds [5]. Hydrogen sulfide arguably poses the greatest acute toxicity risk, 
causing irritation and central nervous system effects at concentrations as low as 
100 ppm and death at around 1000 ppm [10]. Other risks arise from exposure to 
hydrocarbons, including aromatics such as benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene and the 
isomers of xylene (collectively referred to as BTEX). The health effects associated 
with BTEX include several types of leukemia, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, anemia 
and other hematopoietic disorders, immunological effects, and reproductive and 
developmental effects [4, 11, 12]. While the health effects of BTEX are well docu-
mented and health-based regulatory exposure standards exist, other sources of 
exposure are less well characterized and not regulated. These include chemicals in 
HFF and volatilized components in drilling muds. A sizeable fraction of compounds 
used in HFF do not have Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) identifiers [13].

 In addition, workers may suffer chronic exposure to stressors such as crystal-
line silica, which is the main proppant used in hydraulic fracturing to hold open 
rock fractures and ease the flow of oil and gas to the surface. Prolonged inhalation 
of silica can cause silicosis and lung cancer, and it is also associated with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease, kidney disease and autoimmune diseases [14]. 
OSHA has issued a health alert for workers concerning exposure to silica during 
hydraulic fracturing [15]. Esswein et al. reports a study by the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), which collected and analyzed 111 samples 
of personal breathing zone data for respirable crystalline silica exposure at 11 UOG 
sites in five states (Colorado, Texas, North Dakota, Arkansas, and Pennsylvania) 
[16]. They found that 93% of samples exceeded the threshold limit value (TLV) of 
the American Conference of Industrial Hygienists of 0.025 mg/m3, 76% exceeded 
the Recommended Exposure Limit (REL) of the National Institute of Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) of 0.05 mg/m3 and 51% were higher than the permissible 
exposure limit (PEL) by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
of 0.05 mg/m3 averaged over an 8 hour-day. The differences in limits reflect the 
health protection goal of the respective institutions and the contexts and situations 
in which exposures are evaluated. Much of the silica sand (also known as ‘frac sand’) 
is mined in Wisconsin and Minnesota, thereby extending the occupational health 
risks to workers outside of the oil and gas industry and to regions where no hydraulic 
fracturing takes place [5]. Esswein et al. in a separate study also identified chemi-
cal exposure risks, including benzene, at six UOG sites in Colorado and Wyoming 
in 2013 and again found that wearable personal breathing zone monitors provided 
insufficient protection and were not always worn because of malfunctions [17]. 

3.3 Risks from soil contamination 

Soil contamination from UOG operations can occur through surface spills of 
HFF, chemicals, drilling muds, and other compounds used during all life cycle 
phases of the well [18]. Health risks in these instances are largely limited to on-site 
workers and occur primarily through dermal contact. Workers may also carry 
contaminants indoors on their clothes and boots. Soil contamination has not yet 
been extensively studied in the UOG literature. 
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4. Non-occupational health risks 

4.1 Accidents and unintentional releases 

The heavy truck traffic associated with UOG, especially during the phases of well 
preparation, well drilling and hydraulic fracturing pose risks for vehicular accidents. 
In Bradford County, Pennsylvania, for example, the rise in truck traffic was concom-
itant with a rise in traffic accidents involving large trucks [8]. Similar statistics were 
observed in the Eagle Ford Shale in Texas. A study by Patterson et al. focusing on 
waste transport in the UOG sector in Pennsylvania found that UOG wells produced 
a median wastewater amount of 1294 m3, requiring 122 heavy-truck trips for trans-
portation off-site [19]. Throughout the full life cycle of a UOG well, and especially 
during the drilling and hydraulic fracturing stages, more than a thousand truck trips 
are required to transport water, chemicals, proppants, and equipment to and from 
the site. Since many well sites are now occupied by multiple wells, the health risks, 
such as air pollution from diesel engines and traffic accidents, increase even further. 

Throughout most of the well’s life cycle residents are also at risk of accidents due 
to malfunctions such as well blowouts, explosions, fire, spills, and leaks. These may 
release hazardous chemicals into the air and pose thermal radiation risks. Extreme 
weather events put oil and gas sites and associated infrastructure at risk. For 
example, holding and evaporation ponds for flowback and produced water over-
flowed in Colorado during the 2013 floods and released chemical and hydrocarbon 
laced liquids across the landscape and into nearby surface waters [20]. 

4.2 Air pollution risks 

The around-the-clock operations of UOG production sites mean that people and 
communities in the vicinity may experience a continuous, albeit variable, exposure 
to airborne pollutants. In addition to infrequent but acute symptoms, they may 
thus suffer effects from cumulative exposure. The drilling, fracking and operation 
of UOG wells releases VOCs, from valves, pipes, condensate tanks, flowback and 
produced water tanks, and other infrastructure. Well maintenance operations such 
as offloading, additional fracking stages, etc. are often episodes of high air emis-
sions of hydrocarbons, especially for natural gas wells. Residents have complained 
about odors and health symptoms such as headaches, nose bleeds, skin irritation, 
chronic fatigue, and neurological effects. A number of observational studies has 
shown associations between the occurrence of health symptoms and distance to the 
well, well density, and temporal coincidence with well-site activities [21–24]. Well 
completions, condensate storage tanks and compressors have been shown to release 
VOCs, including C2–C8 alkanes, aromatic hydrocarbons, methyl mercaptan, and 
carbon disulfide [4]. Also process-related is a study that found elevated concentra-
tions of benzene, several aliphatic hydrocarbons in samples taken 130–500 feet 
from five well pads in Colorado during high-emission periods of uncontrolled 
flowback [4, 25]. The increased truck traffic also degrades local air quality through 
diesel exhaust, nitrogen oxides, dust, and other pollutants associated with diesel 
fuel combustion. Several studies of ambient air quality in densely populated 
areas with high UOG activity have shown that while the majority of wells produce 
emissions below regulatory standards and action levels, a few high-emitters can be 
responsible for the majority of emissions [26–28]. 

At the regional level, ozone, methane, benzene, and alkanes have been traced 
back to UOG production and installations, notably in Colorado’s Front Range, the 
Denver-Julesburg Basin, the Niobrara Basin, the Uintah Basin, and the Upper Green 
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River Basin [29–32]. Winter ozone levels in some of these regions have reached 
levels (149 ppb) exceeding the worst days of day-time ozone levels in Los Angeles, 
one of the most ozone-polluted cities in America. Emission inventories showed 
that 98–99% of the VOCs and 57–61% of NOx were attributable to unconventional 
oil and gas production [33]. Texas and Louisiana are also projecting increases in 
ground-level ozone concentrations of between 9 and 17 ppb above current concen-
trations for the low and high-emission scenarios, which may push some counties 
into non-attainment status of the federal ozone air quality standard (70 ppb). 

Global effects of the growth in UOG arise from increases in methane emis-
sions. Bottom-up and top-down studies have revealed higher methane levels in 
areas with UOG production, mostly natural gas shale plays, than under previ-
ous emission inventories released by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 5th 
Assessment Report (AR5), methane has a global warming potential that is 28 times 
that of carbon dioxide over a 100-year time horizon. Thus, while the transition of 
electric power generation from old, dirty coal-fired power plants to more efficient 
and cleaner natural gas plants is associated with regional air quality improvements, 
the climate benefits of UOG for shale gas remain somewhat disputed [34–37]. 

4.3 Water pollution risks 

Most of the public attention surrounding hydraulic fracturing concerns the risks 
of surface and groundwater pollution, especially in the context of drinking water 
wells. There are several pathways for such pollution [4], including: 

• Surface spills on-site and during transportation involving HFF, liquid drilling 
mud, and chemicals. 

• Well casing leaks. 

• Migration of gases and liquids through fractured rock into groundwater aquifers 
and to the surface. 

• Leaks from abandoned wells. 

• Wastewater discharges on-site or at wastewater treatment facilities. 

A study by Gross for Colorado found that water pollution from surface spills is a 
relatively frequent occurrence: groundwater were impaired in 77 surface spills that 
were reported between July 2010–July 2011 and representing ~0.5% of active wells 
in densely drilled Wells County, Colorado [38]. Such impairment occurs primarily 
when spilled fluids percolate through the soil into shallow groundwater aquifers. 

Vengosh et al. undertook a detailed study to understand which pathways were 
most likely for surface and subsurface migration. They distinguished between (i) 
the contamination of shallow aquifers with fugitive hydrocarbon gases (stray gas 
contamination, (ii) contamination of surface water and shallow groundwater from 
spills, leaks, and/or the disposal of inadequately treated shale gas wastewater, and 
(iii) the accumulation of toxic and radioactive elements in soil or stream sediments 
near disposal spill sites [3]. Using published data and studies from across the U.S. 
the results indicate that there is evidence for stray gas contamination, surface water 
impacts, and accumulation of radium isotopes at some disposal and spill sites. A 
critical issue in conclusively attributing the pollution of drinking water wells or 
other water sources to UOG operations is the lack of baseline data, i.e., data on 
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water quality before UOG commenced. In particular, methane, heavy metals, and 
radioactive compounds may have been in the water long before the arrival of uncon-
ventional oil and gas production as a result of the aquifers’ geology or due to other 
man-made activities. In order to better understand and attribute the sources of 
water contamination, states such as California now require water quality monitor-
ing before and after unconventional well drilling and stimulation activities. Overall, 
the evidence for methane contamination of groundwater and drinking water wells 
from hydraulic fracturing remains controversial in many cases [39–41]. 

4.4 Water resource depletion 

While the debate and study of how water quality may be impacted by UOG 
activities continues, there is clear evidence that water abstraction for hydraulic 
fracturing in water-scarce areas can lead to increased competition and shortages. 
A report by Ceres, a sustainability non-profit organization formerly known as the 
Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies, examined the relationship 
between water use by UOG and other sectors in water-stressed regions and found 
that water resources are negatively impacted [42]. Nationwide, Ceres looked at 
nearly 110,000 UOG wells and estimated that 57% of oil and gas wells hydraulically 
fractured between 2011 and 2015 were in water-scarce regions and where water is a 
subject of competition among farmers, towns and cities, and the oil and gas indus-
try. Overall, fracking-related water use during the 5-year study period totaled 358 
billion gallons. Put into perspective, this amount of water is consumed by approxi-
mately 200 mid-sized U.S. cities. States with significant oil and gas production that 
are particularly impacted by the threat of increasing water competition are Texas, 
Colorado, and California. These states are also home of some of the leading shale 
plays, including the Eagle Ford and the Midland Play (part of the Permian Basin) 
in Texas. Other plays characterized by high water use are the Marcellus Shale and 
the Niobrara in Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska. The county with the highest 
number of UOG wells (~7000 wells) and water use for hydraulic fracturing (>16 
billion gallons) is Weld County, CO [42]. 

4.5 Waste management and disposal risks 

Wastewater is the largest waste stream in oil and gas production. It consists 
primarily of produced water, which is for the most part brine mixed with hydrocar-
bons and suspended solids. Produced water is distinct from flowback water, which 
consists primarily of HFF and is generated for the first few days after hydraulic 
fracturing operations. Produced water may contain chemicals and additives used 
in drilling mud, methane, petroleum condensate, heavy metals, naturally occur-
ring radioactive materials (NORM). Typically, flowback and produced water are 
temporarily stored in on-site pits (also called evaporation sumps) or tanks prior 
to disposal or reuse/recycling. These pits pose air and water pollution risks, from 
the release of volatile compounds into the air (evaporation is the purpose of some 
pits and may be supported by aerators) and the use of unlined pits. Flooding can 
also lead to pits overflowing and dispersing their hazardous contents across the 
landscape and potentially contaminating groundwater and nearby surface streams. 
On-site spills due to broken pipes or deterioration of the exterior walls of pits can 
also lead to localized soil and water contamination. California’s oil-rich Central 
Valley has a legacy of unlined pits and at least one of the sites is known to have a 
sub-surface pollution plume that is threatening the Kern River [43]. 

The majority of produced water is disposed of through deep-injection wells 
(class II wells according to the UIC program by EPA). In Pennsylvania, produced 
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water was initially send to publicly owned treatment works, but the treatment 
processes were not adequate to handle the high TDS and chemical-contaminated 
water and the state prohibited the practice. If the injection wells reach aquifers that 
may potentially be used as a source of water for drinking or other purposes, the 
practice may threaten the water supply in water-stressed regions. This is the case in 
California, where hundreds of injection wells were found to be in potential violation 
of the Safe Drinking Water Act [44]. 

4.6 Socioeconomic and psychosocial risks 

In addition to the potential health benefits arising from the replacement of 
coal-fired power plants with plants using shale gas, the development of UOG can 
generate local and regional economic benefits that can improve the overall health of 
the population. Additional jobs and UPG producer taxes can stimulate the economy 
and lead to greater public investments in education and healthcare. The estimates 
vary but UOG related employment in the U.S. might be in the order of 1.7 million 
people with further growth projected [45]. However, negative health effects of 
UOG expansion can occur from “boomtown” effects, i.e., the extractive-resource 
driven rapid expansion of local economies, which is followed by equally fast 
declines when resource prices decline or other market forces throttle production. 
These effects have been well-documented in the 1970s and 1980s and they tend to 
hit the most vulnerable members of communities first and hardest [4]. Psychosocial 
studies have also documented the tensions that can rise in communities split into 
supporters and opponents of UOG, by concerns of the local residents about known 
and unknown side-effects of UOG production such as air and water contamina-
tion, and concern over social disruptions due to the sudden influx of mostly male 
workers from other parts of the country. Residents surveyed in rural parts of 
Pennsylvania, where Marcellus Shale development has grown rapidly, have men-
tioned feelings of loss concerning their old way of living, the degradation of pristine 
environments, and their sense of place. Psychosocial stress can manifest itself in 
a variety of symptoms that are difficult to diagnose. They can be exacerbated by a 
lack of trust in the UOG producers and local and state government regarding the 
safe development of these unconventional resources. The Geisinger Health System 
in Pennsylvania is undertaking a series of coordinated studies of the population it 
serves regarding self-reported symptoms [46]. 

5. Health research needs 

Considering the diverse range of potential health risks emanating from UOG 
operations and the role that local factors such as regulations, geology, climate, 
proximity to population centers, etc. play, there are a number of open research 
questions that should be addressed. Arguably the most pressing issue is the lack 
of information about UOG activities followed by the need for toxicological and 
epidemiological studies. 

In particular, the major information gaps and uncertainties regarding our 
understanding of the health risks of UOG development impact the ability of regula-
tors, healthcare professionals, communities, and individuals to take appropriate 
measures to protect against them, to inform others, and to work with the industry 
to mitigate the negative effects of UOG. The most important issues to be addressed 
from a research and data development perspective are shown in Table 1. 

These gaps and uncertainties should be systematically addressed in future 
studies, which require improved cooperation between UOG producers, federal, 
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Occupational health and safety Public health 

Study the occupational health 
and safety risks of UOG with 
respect to the use and regulation of 
personal protective equipment and 
the activities that put oil and gas 
workers at most risk. 

Collect and release timely and complete information about 
the composition of hydraulic fracturing fluids, in particular, 
addressing the use of trade secret protections and the accessibility 
of information by emergency responders, public health officials, 
oil and gas regulators, the scientific community, and the general 
public. 

Assess the differences of Continue efforts to close the knowledge gap on the health risks of 
UOG activities compared UOG through toxicological and exposure-effect studies of HFF 
with conventional oil and gas constituents. 
development and determine 
targeted and effective occupational 
health protections for them. 

Fix the incomplete reporting of Conduct longer-term epidemiological studies to improve the 
occupational health and safety scientific understanding of the associations and causalities between 
incidents, especially with respect exposure to UOG-related hazards and reported health symptoms. 
to injuries in order to reduce These include the systematic description and assessment of 
underreporting in state and federal exposure pathways and severity and their duration as well as 
statistics. developing an improved understanding of the effects of multiple 

well sites with regard to cumulative and aggregate exposures. 

Invest in community-based studies on the psychosocial stresses and 
associated health outcomes resulting from the expansion of UOG 
activities into rural communities. 

Develop databases and systematic guidelines for air and water 
quality monitoring before and during UOG activities with the goal 
to improve source-attribution in cases of deteriorated air and/or 
water quality. 

Develop tracers and other solutions to better identify and attribute 
the causes of drinking water well contamination in the context of 
UOG activities. 

Table 1. 
List of proposed research and development activities needed to fully understand and mitigate the risks of UOG 
on worker and public health. 

state and local government, and community health and environmental advocacy 
groups. FracFocus, an industry-sponsored database providing information on 
hydraulically fractured wells and the HFF used, is a step towards addressing 
this information gap, but it is voluntary, incomplete, and lacks some important 
functionality. 

Occupational health risks would benefit from better surveillance and report-
ing, especially of injuries. Focus should be on monitoring exposure to benzene, 
toluene, silica, aliphatic hydrocarbons, diesel exhaust, HFF chemicals, hydrogen 
sulfide, NORM, and traffic related exposures [4]. In addition, studies on both 
chronic and acute exposures are relevant in the occupational health context. 

The proposed before-and-after monitoring of water and air quality, in the 
context of planned UOG development, could provide a stronger foundation to accu-
rately and conclusively determine if contamination events occurred and what their 
source was. The variable and locally specific context of UOG development calls 
for studies that assess the magnitude and duration of human exposure to stressors 
during the various life cycle phases of UOG wells. For example, HFF mixture, geol-
ogy, type of unconventional resource, and environmental factors all influence the 
potential for exposure and resulting health effects. In addition, the dense clustering 
of wells typical for UOG development creates the risk of aggregate effects that need 
to be further assessed. 
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With regard to psychosocial and community health impacts, current knowledge 
could be enhanced through greater involvement of community organizations as 
a source of information and for building trust between community members on 
the one hand and scientists, public health officials, and regulators on the other. 
These community organizations can furthermore serve as a bridge for continued 
outreach, education, and data collection after studies have been completed. UOG 
producers could rebuild trust by actively engaging with the community in the plan-
ning processes of new UOG development, providing fact-based information about 
the development, and supporting community activities aimed at identifying and 
reducing sources of stress. Public-private partnerships, such as the Health Effects 
Institute, have been able to bridge the trust-deficit and can serve as a model for 
working to solve the often-contentious health issues [4]. 

6. Conclusions 

The use of large-volume, horizontal hydraulic fracturing has expanded across 
the U.S. and inspired talk of American energy independence and a renaissance of 
manufacturing. At the same time hydraulic fracturing has also become a lightning 
rod in public debates that pitches neighbors against each other and prompted 
calls for moratoria and greater scientific scrutiny from environmental groups and 
community health advocates. This chapter is an attempt to summarize the main 
sources of environmental pollution and health risks that arise during the lifespan of 
a hydraulically fractured well. It is a reminder that the reader that unconventional 
oil and gas production is an industrial activity that is noisy, dirty, and that gener-
ates substantial amounts of waste. Some of these side effects occur primarily on 
the well pad and in its immediate vicinity, where they pose risks to workers and 
residents. Others manifest themselves regionally and even globally and thus add 
to the pollution burden of people and communities who are far away from oil and 
gas production. The regulatory environment in which oil and gas development 
takes place usually creates obstacles for people to receive information and seek 
redress for pollution and health effects they might experience. Indeed, the burden 
of proof of causality between unconventional oil and gas operations as the source 
of the impacts is often on the individual or community and requires a level of 
scientific knowledge and information that is beyond their capacity. This is where 
regulators, public health officials, and the scientific community need to focus and 
together with the oil and gas industry develop mechanisms for greater transpar-
ency, meaningful data collection, and targeted epidemiological and toxicological 
studies. Unconventional oil and gas development is projected to continue its growth 
path and will remain a part of life in many rural and also urban communities across 
the U.S. In order to facilitate a co-existence that is based on trust, prioritizes safety 
over profits, and invests in local communities, the discussed health risks need to be 
addressed comprehensively and form the evidentiary basis for regulatory action. 
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Te stimulation of unconventional hydrocarbon reservoirs is proven to improve their 
productivity to an extent that has rendered them economically viable. Generally, the 
stimulation design is a complex process dependent on intertwining factors such as the 
history of the formation, rock and reservoir fuid type, lithology and structural layout 

of the formation, cost, time, etc. A holistic grasp of these can be daunting, especially for 
people without sufcient experience and/or expertise in the exploitation of unconventional 

hydrocarbon reserves. Tis book presents the key facets integral to producing 
unconventional resources, and how the diferent components, if pieced together, can be 

used to create an integrated stimulation design. Areas covered are as follows:

 • stimulation methods, • fracturing fuids, • mixing and behavior of reservoir fuids, 
• assessment of reservoir performance, • integration of surface drilling data, • estimation of 

geomechanical properties and hydrocarbon saturation, and • health and safety. 

Exploitation of Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources: Hydraulic Fracturing and Other 
Recovery and Assessment Techniques is an excellent introduction to the subject area of 

unconventional oil and gas reservoirs, but it also complements existing information in the 
same discipline. It is an essential text for higher education students and professionals in 

academia, research, and the industry. 
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